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B. Griffith

£ DATE: july 29 , 1970

Object JIOBILIZATION COMMITTEE TO
_ EimjTHEJI^ IN^VJEIKAM (NMC)

'•.» INTERNAL SECURITY ^MISCELLANEOUS

ToUon „ —
DeLooch
Walters

Mohr

—

Bishop —
Casper

Callahan

Conrad

Felt

Gale —
Rosen
Sullivan —
Tavel

Soyars

Tele. Room —
Holmes -

r. n«r<nts« {-' rJ

jZ&r-

'M

s? •

’
This is to record a. staff study by the Committee on

*

Internal Security, House of Representatives, entitled\ "Subversive

Involvement in the Originx Leadership and Activities of. the

Nev^obilizatlonlConhittee to End the War in Vietnam and its ,

.

PredecessorOrganizations . * : V I- . ^ -

This study deals with the evolution of the NMC as we

know it today from its start in 1966 as the November 8
Mobilization Committee. A review of this material shows it to

contain no pertinent Information not already known to the Bureau.

Copies of this document have been furnished to the

New York and Washington Field Offices for appropriate review.

ACTION :

’

it is recommended this study be forwarded to the
,

Records Branch for indexing of the names of organizations and /

individuals listed in the Index as marked and for filing.

Additional copies of this document are being maintained in the
j>

v

Protest Groups and International New Left Unit for reference

.purposes. '

• jvi : > .
i.’’ , f-

Enclosure

# T FBG:ml I

1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan
1 - Mr. W. S. Tavel
1 - Mr. R. L. Shackelford
1 - Mr. B. A. Wells
1 - Mr. F. B. Griffith r .
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den, Rational Kobe,

sasssMP*"v - '

as!.sa.*^!S» ff, i
tlo^^o-uniU 4r. ««it
S^La kuateer, Chicago Ptaea Council, OT
Ottqjiiljenstople, .CbiS®*®***** c^uaclX »-

Roa^fcKicrnan,

Sidne* peck, reprssentativs, Cbio Vmca Ac
17) Ro*c\icrj.ernan, — r m1t ^ forma
lfl) ttdneJVPeck, representative, Ohio 9

na^ber.oViseooain Stata Ccmittee, CPUS^ ^ xX^/zvr/lC AC

iq\ ikw#)i\yi— rfr . Chicago Peace. Council
, ^ • A7^ X—

’20) Ihith^SSljt^^adicaSrWganiaing Cca*lttiM

;

121) T^yS^r*...- •J.-trr.'faiflolt Club* of toyjg*/ -3*^
22) p— SDS;"**^ ^

[23) C®me. CoodjU. CFWAiJack Spiegel ,
Chicago paaca Counctt

Syd Stapleton, Student Kobe, SWF~

Albert^Stergc7, Wcrfccre World torty

., CUBA;

! 192

>following:
Concerning violence, the official atnutea of the netting reflect the

Whan the nonviolent Una *U qoeetiooed^Sava

that Hob included groups whose baUefa rw^ ^
ailitant aelf defease. While our ain U **
the convention nor to advocate violence, Hob baa ne

;2! of its constituenta. ItvlUbc stressed. In a^m«.
the action, of it. constituents. It vill be

IStTt^^l^^TtST Chicago gogca are resfi

violence . [Emphasis added}

nsible for"

Ihw. «u nuch di.cuulon of th. pouibillty that th. -arch •Wt*

ten to be held de.plt. th. denialof . !**»”

£

el«uly an
th. Chicago autboritl... Greenblatt opined that a e“r* ^ curf,* nn
OPPT...1T. nu-ur. to b. dledb^d.’ UU«nat<gl. arg*tt»fc £ • 22^,
lapMCd, "volunteer. b. urged to diartMy in order to fore. the eitjr mw w-

predlcanent of aass arresta-.*
1

•

1

Renal. Davl. rropo.ed fir. -proj^^ di^ct^.

Grlxzard for narihala and Rational Lavyer. OulW rttornw Oro^Wruttl ror^x^.

ml xedical concern.. It *UH» toaounoedthA . Ujn of^.QOT

pl«lMd by th. Cleveland Area Peace Action Council, » tag Mat.

ledby Jerry Cordon, vho ha. b..n identified M . Corner —ber of th. Ubor

Touth League, a CFUSA youth group.

th. medical pre.enc. for the de^itrntien. »• orgmlwd

tjedlcal Coraolttee for Hunan Rl^hti, In vhlcb ^!°^^
oun^Hp ffnBB Irene

\ roKT“>i8a'«n~allied Igroup, bhe Student
partletStld ^ tHT-”

ss^stsu: r
seriouaT

19^

The convention and aeccnpenjrlng de«.tr.ti^«re beldduriodU-

veek of Auguit 25, 1968. It ha. been officially e.t^ated^th^.coe^lO^^

people took put In th... denonitratlcna. Ha«« vlolen -y— itmtn to
tmit. - 653 adult, and 26 javroU... «-^V“ ^"Si .SooSSt Of

criminal treapaaa, unlawful uaa of w*P(y> cr4,<^l>rfyjln«.o fnadwooitiatcfi
theft, burglary, aaaault, and ^
iaclated chunha of eoocrata, apaart, awards, rock*, nans, ana ««*«. -

A- t . ,,r mr Ih lofifl an adnlaistrativs ooeadttaa aaeting hald ^On flaptaarer is, ii«o, an «»»*•**•**
^ tim feiioeiiur^

in Washington, h.C. This session was attended by, arag others, tna nuxow«g:

(1) Irving Bsihin, guKrilsn;
,

(2) tori Baker, «D8;I5T .
-: * •> ^ ^ > -- ‘

(3) *• toti«ml Itohe)
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Alia Gross, Radi

!)

^ /“. -

Radical Organising Ccartttee;19*

Dave DeUinger,~RaSlcuAl RtWj
Rennie Davis, Rational Hobe;

Betty Hellnan, national Hobe;

Harry Ring, SWP;

SusaivtaMont, Rev York Student Hablllmtlon OcHdttee and

KLk^fcggl, student Hobe oatloail staff and T£A\ £>*{/£

Lar*V Selgle# TSA:

pat Grogan, TSA;201 *

JohSfaillnan, KBAHAlRf;
2^

l«i Waltertaeeves, NBAWADU;20
’

16) John Wilson, SlfcTsnd ffiA«ADU; ^ ^

17) VillAjouvallen,, SRC£>, ^ «S M(€&*
Zrvin Gladstone t national Radical Organising Canittei. *

Joihwovn, Rev Tor.; Radical Organizing Caai^fe, ^!'Srm
'*

Abe Uoon, RWMn^ Mobilization Ccmittee; "

Joi»\Sensoo, Philadelphia Mobilization;"^ /
lelan<V Scnnera,““Washington Mobilisation%*
TinSwcCarthy, Washington, D.C., SDS;^ ^
Juditb^iaaons, Washington Mobilization;***

WalterNichnelr, author of a book •

pies Julius and CfHel Rosenberg;*

Arnold Johnson, CPU3A;

Richie Lcsnlcfc, SWP. end TSA;

EriXweinberger, rifthArenue Vietaan P|»aee j

Bill Ayers, OhKPKLcTdgan 8DB;W™
Terry''Robbins ,

Ohlo-Micbigaa SP6, 7
CJLL?. rt'?

Joan Campbell, CAPAC;Zi*

Sidney, Lena, Chicago Feaee Council;

SaW&utz, Rational Mobs;217 ^ ^ „ .

DonSd Gripe, 'Ifetional Mob* and a sponsor of the D^«ber 23,

19Cd/v
v

Student Mobe-sponsored National OI-Civilian Anti-War

Action Conference;210

&
V

6^'

i paradeJoanittee;

B*rbara^Bick,~a uenber of Wonen Strike for Fence wbo
**J!

traveled'to ^Oen-ttto^Uod a

World Peace Asaeably; -y ‘ ' '

(38) Helen Gurevitz, a Beaber of toe W^hlncton MobiUzation and

an identified nenber o^ the CoaminlitJ^ty. u
;f

*A- *

(39) CreASaadov, Rev England Resistance.

t-t/M

At tbt. JUlng, . P««r- «.
ud lochl Initiatives rather tbu au.lv., concentrated »ctlvl^r.i>«a»

la Chici«o or the culler He» fork ud Su Pruelseo .•

c»ntera ud
elded to sponsor . National Cl Week, Including le^letlnj

Other aspects
vi.it. bp -ovue-t people to eoldler. .t hue. Aroundtbe

t!J
of the progran Included c«^cuUt^of^c,a cu££t..^aatl

^r^etb.
around the country on the eve of the election, u »ctiu eup««^
relevant political issues in the streets" on election day,a szuaen

*

co££, ud high echoole « pert of the electlu dy »tr.t^r, ud uUvlUu
In Washington, D.C., on January 20, 1969, Inauguration W*

1

Preeldentlnl cudidntee, but didn't vut to rule out euppert

u other Preildentltl candid.te. Uk. «d Cl«v.r^ (fred »l»tM^

to facilitate organisation." Such schedules vere anroved* to he prlntad weekly

and distributed through the Ifebe office.

%
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'Scott, Larry t

£ Scedcrly^ Anthony — -
fi 43
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14* 23 50 * 66
/ Sciglc, Larry - XI»
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14' 16» 23’
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S Shannon, Brian
/ Shapiro (Phillip ) Phil
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Shephard, Linda - ’
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7 Sherman, Ken —
99

7 Shilman, Ken - °5?

Shuttlesworth, Fred (L.) 6g
J Silverman, Jane —— —
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Sinclair, Iiarnish

' f Simmons, Judith. — — „ .

/ Sitrin, 9 ^
Slotkin, Marilyn — _ _ < »> oj 00

4 Jftt if: If «:
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/ Stein, Mike... — ,01
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1 Spells* "atMier" U this reference.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

mmmMm

.' BeBucahio 725. May Si, 1951, requesting this office to ’ Obtain^ ^£
• ••

if possible, the articles im^t 1Aurora" referred to on page 18 of enclosure
to. our letter of May 16, 1951, ;

•• "V ’,>- «.V
:

i'„ „V .
• *;••

-.iev/r**’ *: i ’&&&£*

’

'H&r /•
'

7£p*l'’2~^ •*-''•.•
•-£

.

- Accordingly, attached hereto are clippings fro® "L*Aurore* N

for April 23,24,25,26, and 27, and May 2 and 3, 1951. These article*

French deal with the CQMRAP, CORBT, FUCHS and GOLD eases, Written by
GUT BAUQE, the stories which are allegedly based on "official American
documents11

, are probably the ones referred to hy JACK SOHLE. ~4::rr
;S;,?

^ The May 3 issue of "L*Aurora”, containing the final lnstallmen

of the series of articles, has not as yet been obtained. As soon as it

becomes available it will be seat to the Bureau, r »%»rt\ •<
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SCL INFORMATION CONTAINS
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

TRANSLATEOM FBOM TOE FRENCH
. DATE W4T BYjgfc—

V/nty a&kjWt
April 23, 1951 -jf&Zp/fr/OFrench newspaper L1Aurora

v au^BAUGE presents the official American docments
the secrets of atoedc espionage organised by the Soviets,

in the n. S. AJ»

It was in the inferno of Valencia in August 1937 that

STEVE NELSON the dangerous Soviet agent, net for the first tine

beautiful^Bl

s

e %n who thanks to her marriage had access to the

laboratory in Berkley.

STEVE NELSON entered the hall of the Hotel Victoria in

Valencia. It was August 1937 and the situation was not too good.

The water was getting less and less in the City and the Franco

storage blockade was being felt. A kind of untidy clamor rose in

the restaurant where a picturesque crowd, was being warned by the

attrocious Spanish cognac.

All the faces, strained, sad or impassioned carried the

stigma of the days of drama, the mark of despairing tendons of a

civil war. The City was taken in a snare. To the north the cannon

groaned along with the two aerial attacks on the ravaged port.

The heat was stifiling, and through the beys (windows) there entered

the sharp dust of Valencia and the air rang with the "Hymno de RLego"

sung loudly on the comer of the street in front of the information

booth.

The restaurant was a babel of languages, a chaos of peoples

captains in shirt sleeves, of the llsth International Brigade with the

Auberville accent, drivers of provision trucks with accents of the

Toulouse provinces. Csechs of the D. C. A. who joked in their own

language, two cultured Austrians seated at the table with their \

colonel, who was blind in one eye, young Spanish political commissaries

engrossed in heavy conversation on historical material!am and the

machine-gun pistol, unidentifiable civilians who talked about money,

black market of gold traffic in unintelligible languages. -

TED Bit
T0L*jen3C*‘
1951

,
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PART II

L’AURORE, French newspaper, April 2li» 1951

All the secrete of atcnlo espionage organized by the
Soviets in the U* S. A.

Part lit Presented by OUT BAUQE, trm official American documents*

STEVE NELSON meets with his accomplices..* under the
watchfulness of the counter-spies of the Manhattan Engineering District

Resume of Chapter I*> STEVE NELSON, former student of
the Lenin Institute in Moscow, "Soviet emigrant, naturalised American,
had become confidence man of VASSIII ZUHELINE, the head of the atonic
espionage in the United States* He gathered all his accomplices for
deedsire operations* * * *

August 12, 191)3* Three agents of the counter-espionage
of the Manhattan Engineering District, the organization studying
the atom bomb in Berkeley, JAMES^JffTllRAI, HAROHJ^NULE, and
GSORG^RSraMAN gathered in a corner of the doorway at the head of

|
Blake Street in Berkeley. The night was very black and their
silhouettes were practically invisible* It was nine in the even-
ing. (The F* B* I. Federal Bureau of Investigation—the great
American security agency', was not put in charge of guarding the
atomic secrets* It was kept out completely of the operation* Man-
hattan Engineering had created its own police which supervised the
assembly of atomic activities* This fact is inserted to explain
the lack of efficiency in surveillance and the fantastic mistakes which
resulted)*

Soon footsteps were heard at the other end of the street*
A- man and a woman appeared* They passed in front of the detectives
without seeing them* The three men immediately recognised thorn*

The man was STEVE NELSON, the womaz^ BEHNADETOB^jbOILE* They knew that
BERNADETTE DOTLE was the contact woman between the spies of the
Communist cell of Manhattan Engineering*

The twar people stopped a few feet in front of the door of
a small house* /NELSOK rang* The door opened almost immediately, and
in the bright/iight the poli^men recognized the man who opened the _

door as professor JOSEPH NiG’wEXNBERG, renouned physicist belonging
to Manhattan Engineering, one of the important members of the group,
studying the A bomb*

P
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lTORHAR' noticed that NELSON and BERNADETTE DOTLE went ont

and walked slowly in front of hi®, getting back to Blake Street,

towards the east. NELSON returned heme.

3terious envel<

Eight days

professor JOSE’Swkll
bin a thick envelope

as a precaution*

later at 1*30 in the morning, JOE, alias

[BEBO visited NELSON at his home. He gave

, NELSON watted a few days more, no doubt

One evening as if by chance, he slipped a dime into the

pay-phone at the comer drugstore and dialed a number, that of the

Soviet Consulate's in San Francisco.

receiver.

wtomorrow at the usual place," he murmured into the

^I^ANOV and he met the next day on the grass in the gardens

it/. Francis Hospital in San Francisco. Without a word.
of the Stf. Francis Hospital in San Francisco.

NELSON gave a thick envelope to the fiussian.

Three days later ZUBIUNE passed by the consulate then

departed for a trip. He carried an enormous envelope...

How did it happen? How did the security agents of Manhattan

fiigineering, hurled on the track of this sensational affair, allow

fho enormous envelope which contained such a prodigious secret

escape? Badly informed by their spies which were scattered in the

Communist cell, they did not tmderstand quickly mo^ what^dpasse^
they were not sure enough at the time ffiJCHS had carried, to

the definitive documents. Perhaps they waited to see what BEENADETS

noiLE was going to do. They waited too long. When they understood

their mistake it was too late* the first plans of the bomb were already

in Russia. August 1?U8 had not yet ended.

ZUBIUNE returned to Berkeley after a few days absence.

Re went to visit STEVE NELSON at his home* He gave him ten big bank

notes. /

Tempi*-ow: The candid Dr.' FUCHS sends the plans of the

bomb to HASR«Q0LD. spy 1without an imagination.
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PARTm
L'AURORK, April 25, 1951

All the Secrets of AtcmLc Espionage Organized by the Soviets in
the U. S. A., Presented by GOT BAUCHS Fran Official American Documents.

Khere one becomes acquainted with the "honest spy", the
gentle dreamy and fanciful Dr* FUCHS one of the possessors of the
great secret.

Resume of the preceding chapters* SIEVE NELSON, former

student of the Lenin Institute in Moscow, Soviet immigrant, naturalized

American, has became confidence man for VASSILI ZUBIUNE, the

head of atonic espionage in the United States. He gathers all his

accomplices for the decisive operations. A heavy envelope—the first

plans of the bomb—leavesfor Moscow.r * * *

Sq^SEORGE" was firedl" HARRY GOLD, in leaving from his

interview with JAKOVLEV, could not get his thoughts together.

"GEORGE" was fired and it was he, HARHY GOLD, the obscure biochemist,

a modest employee of the sugar refining company in Pennsylvania,

who had been useful to the Soviets since 1935 who was going to re-

place him! Replace the most Important "mail drop" in all the Russian

information system on atonic research was not a small promotion nor

a Email affair..

•

It was ANATOLI ANTONOVI TCH-^LAKAVLEV (ANATOLI ANTONOVITCH^KOVLEV
bom in Borisoglebik,_ in the province of Veronese in 1911, was

"officially" employed in a modest position in the New York U. S. S. R.

Consulate, but withmHJHIN, he was actually one of the heads of the

Intelligence Service.) It was ANATOLI ANTONOVITCH^EAKOVLEF that he

had to call^SoHN"—frdh now on, had not even known him yesterday.

Ibe man gave the impression of never recoiling before anything or

anyone and of having to prove himself before occupying such a
position at so young an age. He too, HARRY GOLD, had to prove himself. 'N

The beginning of a great adventure* He walked for a few moments,

was Mard* 19uUj the streets of tlew York were still cold and windy.

GOLD shivered. The tvsnts since spring of 19l*3 had gene very fast.

Ihe first studies at Berkeley, then their emanation, the Manhattan

District, had advanced like giant steps and now at the desert in

New Mexico had been built the atomic center of Los Alaaos where it

was already known that the A bomb was being constructed.

It

aKU*UK /<rt -3^*3%



The brief interview that be had Just had with "JOHN" at

the bar of "Child1 s’ Restaurant® had been enough to make him under-

stand the urgency of the work he had to do* ^
Ibu8 HARRY GOLD, son of a small cabinet-maker in Bene, v

naturalized in 1?22, began the adventure which made him a man in

possession of the most important atomic secret, a man who from

one end of the U. S. A. to the other was the contact-man of the

Russians; he was to be next to those who for him would literally

steal the atomic bomb. He could not forsee that in July 1950,

before the Court of Philadelphia, he would pay with thirty years

imprisonment for his astonishing success as commissaire of secrets.

Daring the months which followed, GOLD worked without >

interuption, contacting, contacting ceaselessly. Bit all those

whoihe had to approach were not only the confederates that did not

slacken in giving vital information, people like JULTUS .and.ETHEL

"ROSENBERG, who the Court of New York condemned jto death on March 1951,

but also those who were minor agents like DEAN^OJCCK.

Including YDCHS.
w

But FUCHS had not yet given all he knew. The Soviets were

weakened. The work went faster and faster at Los Alamos. The Russians

knew that an experimental explosion was going to take place, soon, but they

had not been warned yet to "cover" all the technical information valuable

on the gathering of atomic researches.

KLAUS^UCHS, the gentle and wise dreamer, the son of s Lutheran

pastor of Frankfort, the sad student, bullied by the Nazis, the

immigrant who could not be understood by bis companions in his

Ehglish claeeesjFUCHS, the member of the Communist Party since his early

youth, had let it be known that he was in the midst of explaining the

complete system of the production of uranium concentrate 235, in
order to furnish the formula of the bomb. GOLD, who had already *®t
him at various meetings and to whom he had already given numerous ^
reports, became the"eontactor®.. During the course of the mission,

he had the opportunity to report almost all the elements necessary

in undertaking, without fanbling, the lading out of a Russian A bomb.

It waa Nay 19U5»

-10-



(Dr. FUCHS was a member of the British mission which had

cane to the United States by agreement with Quebec ^ ^3
ino™**

to pool the atomic work of all three countries* American, English,

and Canadian. Die British vouched for him* First he worked «t

Columbia University on the process °f gaseous **f
*f-" °f

“*

a process which he had worked on in England— and at Oakridge. H

was sent to Los Alamos in 19l*U and there he worked until 19L6.

He took part in the manufacture of the first bombs. He was a

naturalized Englishman, German by n^i
°5jJi5

r
.

an
^+
A
/Se*leritimacy

Communist Party for a long time.) Dr. FUCHS doubted the legitimacy

of possession by a single group of nations a weapon such as .the A

bomb, and a source of energy like atomic energy.

He knew that in the brilliant circle of young savants at

Los Alamos they gently made fun of him. Seated in an armchair e

looked absently through a journal published in the inner swret

atmosphere of Los Alamos and his eyes fell cn a few lines where he

saw his nane cited. It was four verses, the work of one of his

facetious colleagues, a series of ccriic portraits of the
' jf

the atomic station. He read them with a certain amount of irritation

and he repeated them while he passed the guards to enter the restricted

section* . FUCHS
Looks
An ascetic
Theoretic

These men did not understand anything—especially seme whom—

he knew, said the following things about him—"That little bald and

timid man looks like a bat* and some with a certain amount of scorn

agreed that he was "a very gentlp type". It was too bad not to be

able to tell them that this little man had all the secrets of the

manufacture of the bomb and had decided that he would not let it

be the sole possession of the so-called democracies.

The whole world would profit by it, he, FUCHS the type

"most gentle" believed that this was just. Had he not bear attache

for a time at the Theoretic Revision S. A. M« and at the Kellex

Corp-Accea (S. A. II. and Kellex were the two organisations studying

the process of diffusing necessary gases for the A bomb. The one

was part of the Manhattan District. Both eminated at Columbia

University.) Had he not studied all the details of the plan for

the production of K25 for the concentration of Uranium 235? He

not know all about the work relating to this proU.em which he had
_

from the beginning operated directly

in 1 oli2 an English project identical with Tbballcy (UibalLfljf Ste^



of alloys for tabes) was the camouflage name of the first British

groups formed for the study of the atomic boob in general and for

that of the concentration of Uranium 235 in particular—University

of Birmingham*) .

It was a shame not to be able to tell these jokers that

since 191*2—-before he was even a naturalised Englishman, although,

ha had later taken this ridiculous oath to the king, he had trans-

mitted to the Soviets all the information that he was able to get

in his hands*

It was a shame not to be able to tell them that scarcely

had he embarked for the U. S. A. in 19U3 that he had been contacted

by the Bussian services through an intermediary* It was a shame not

to be able to tell them all this now*

He left the station and rapidly went to him home in Santa Fe*

A few minutes later, he went out again, carrying under his

arms a heavy envelope* He had in his hand a package of books*

(See L'Aurore for the 23rd and the 2l*tb)

Tomorrow* Q*e dreamer before the man of money* FUCHS gives a plan for

the bomb to HARRY GOLD*
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Part IV

L'AUROHE - April 26, 1951

All the Secrets of Atonic Espionage Organized by the Soviet*

in the U. S. A. Presented by GUT BAUGE According to Official American

Documents.

The dreamer before the man of money* IUCHS gives a plan of

the bomb to HAHRY GOLD.

Resume of the proceeding chapters * STEVE NELSON, former

pupil of the Lenin Institute in Moscow, Soviet immigrant, naturalized

American, becomes confidence man of VASSILI ZUEELENE, the chief of

atomic espionage in the United States. He gathers all his confederates

for decisive operations. A heavy envelope—the first plans of the

bomb—leaves for Moscow.

On his part a second agent, HARRY GOIE, is in charge of

transmitting to the former consulate agent, YAKOVLEV, information ?
furnished by FUCHS, an idealist who believes he is acting for the

good of humanity*

It was GOLD, who on the last Saturday in May, 191*5 entered,

Volk's restaurant, at the corner of l*2nd Street and 3rd Avenue in

New York. IAKOVLEV was at the bar* he waited. GOLD sat next to

the Russian they drank whisky in silence*

"Come this way," the consulate employee finally said.

They wont to the back of the establishment. It was four

in the afternoon and there were few people about. "Volk's" has

a narrow room which is the bar. Beyond that, there is a round

section with tables grouped about* This rotunda was deserted. The

two men went there. The waiter brought more whisky and left them.

"You will go to Santa Fe. FUCHS is waiting. He will give

us what we want. Take care, it seems that the counter-espionage

agents have been warned about a few things. Take all possible

precautions. To avoid suspicion, go first to Phoenix Arizona,

then to El Paso and from there to Santa Fe. The signal of recognition

is five books. These are the instructions to bring me the

documents."

BKirew /fra -3S23f&/£<f
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The Encounter in Santa Fe

June 2, 19U5, Dr. FUCHS talked quickly on the road that

led out of the City. Inajdai.1% he saw the church in front of which

he had a rendevous with the contact-man. He slowed his stqps and

started to prepare himself. The five books that he carried were

tied with a cord. He thrust two fingers of his right hand in

the knot of the cord. He took out of his pockfet two other books

and held them in his right hand. Then he started to walk again,

and while passing the church, he saw GOLD who was walking toward

him. He had under his aim a copy of the Bennett Cerf book

"Stop. Mt If You*ve Heard This Ctae".

FUCHS made a faint sign. He stopped for a moment in

front of GOLD: they exchanged a light (for their cigarettes).

When they had separated, the envelope was under GOLD'S am and

they had made plans to meet at JUCHS' house.

An hour later GOLD arrived at FUCHS* house} he no longer

had the envelope. FUCHS was nervous} He paced up and doma the room.

nrvr.n had* the impression that he had aged since the last time he

had seen him. At 3U,he was already beginning to stoop, he was grey,

and dull. He seemed to be ‘getting more and more drab, gnawed

by an inner conflict.

"There it is," he said. "The first experiment with the

bomb will take place in the desert next month, in New Mexico.

Everything is ready. The bomb is mounted at this moment."

GOLD took out a notebook and began to take notes.

r -

you have all that in the papers that I gave you, FUCHS

said sharply.

"I have to make a complete report," retorted GOUD.

In a flat voice the doctor told all that he knew. He told

of the results readhed at the Oaks Bridge (RLdge.) station, the

product! on of uranium, in Los Alamos, the placing of weapons^of.

Chalks Rives,*of the reactors in heavy water. He described the

arrival of the bomb—in detached pieces at Alamogardo where it had

been partitioned a month later, projecting sinister gleams on the

future of M&aahity. He spoke of the minor difficulties encountered

each day in asssmblying the pieces of this deadly machine.

•Translator * s note: As in original.

-12*.
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"The last XMsig that they have pat,* he concluded,

«is a lens (?) which will make the bomb explode. .._^They are

working in the offices and in the laboratories at^
In fact, this (lens) ought to he definitely calculated by now

if not already worked oat*

GOLD soiled* He already knew this
.

knew that by tomorrow he would bein. possession, of all the facta

about it* *

The belated hesitation of Or* FUCHS:

he said.

He closed his notebook and rase*

"We'll see «**«h other after the explosion in September,

"

•I audit to help there," said FUCHS,*T should bring you

a description. From there I should doubtlessly be able to ge
h

the latest details that anyone would need to construct the bomb*

He paused.

"But I hesitate, ifter all, da I know what Russia’s plans

are? I have never asked myself that question. Now, I am not so

sure of myself. All scientist of the world ought to ^
^

Not only the United States, or England or Russia, exclusively. ...I

know SeL. that the U. S, S. R. is the natural country of all

but why an this interest exclusively on a weapon of war when atomic

power should be used to serve life and not death?"

The party knows what it is doing," nomured GOLD, etching >
the speaker intently. We are working for the ultimate good of mankind...

MAX. • f

PUCHS bowed his head*.

"I know," he said. "But there is nothing more painful

for a scientist than to hear the voice of a demanding conscience."

gold replied very softly*

"But now, it!* too late to go back."

-15-
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In the ear that took him toward the small City of Albuquerque

a distance of scarcely a few miles from Los Alamos, GOLD took out
the papers from his valise and looked through them diecret ‘

|:

The vehicle was almost empty* He saw pages and pages of figures, |
equations, diagrams! the whole A bomb, then——already—indications |

pointing to the disintergration of hydrogen* |
-V.

s

Hi8 mathematical knowledge was not sufficient to allow
|

him to enter into the exact meaning of the subject. He let., his §

finger- slide with indifference through the pages of what represented '•>

the most fantastic and the most harrowing espionage affair of all

time* He was not even moved* He simply felt that he had worked well*

Perhaps GOLD lacked a bit of imagination...

He slipped the documents in a large linen doth envelope,

and with 'a red pencil he wrote in big letters on it^’Doctor*"

By the 5th of June, he had returned to New York. IAKOVLEV,

at 10 in the evening, as he had told him, was waiting for him an

Metropolitan Avenue, at the place where the avenue passes from

Brooklyn into Queens* They exchanged signals*

"Have you the documents?* whispered the Hussian*

GOLD took out, the envelope and a typed report* IAKOVLEV

took them and disappeared into the night*

The interview did not take longer than ten seconds* GOLD

did not see the Soviet agent until two weeks later at the Flushing

subway station. IAKOVLEV seemed to be very satisfied* He had

something important to announcer he tdd him that the papers were

in Russia*

At that moment, Russia possessed the atomic bomb* The

only thing that remained was to construct it*

The Western world, engaged in a war against totalitarianism,

could not possibly know that another totalitarian state had stolen

what in a few months, was going to be the surest instrument of their

power and their victory*

Tomorrow! DAVII^jHEQJGLAN

,

the Los Alamos mechanic, pastes together
again, two halves of a macaroni box* _
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Part V

L'AUROHB - April 27# 1951

All the Secrete of Atonic Espionage Organized by the Soviets in the

United States Presented by GUT BAUGE, Fron Official American Documents

DAVXD GHENNGLAN* the mechanic of Los Alamos pastes together taro

halves of a ffisrapnl box*

Resume of the proceeding chaptersj. STEVE NELSCN, former student of

the Lenin Institute in Moscow, Soviet emigrant, naturalized American,

becomes confidence man of VASSIU ZUBILINE, the head of atomic

espionage in the United States. Thanks to Mm, long before the end

ofthe war, a heavy envelope—the first plans of the bomb—leaves

for Moscow.

A second agent, HARRT GOLD, is asked to give to a former

consular agent IAKOVLEV, the information furnished by Dr. FUCHS, an

idealist who believes that he is acting for the good of humanity.

FUCHS, gives to GOLD the most recent and the most accurate plans.

*****

The two of them were walking slowly on route 66, which

goes out of Albuquerque (New Mexico). Its hedges of cactus and

the ridges of red sand, lead toward the Rio Grqpde. It was late,

this evening (November 19UU) but the sun was still hot. In the

distance, on the bank of the river, there glittered the blue walls

of a long enclosure behind which were buildings with strange shapes:

this was the atonic ^center of Los Alamos.

She was a very young woman, walking heavily and wearing

clothes that accompany pregancy. He was a tall awkward boy of

22, Ms hands in the pockets of Ms civilian suit: DAVID GHEENGLAN

and his wife RUTH.

r GRESNGIAN, pointed out to Ms wife the different twild-

ings within the wall, wMch he called "Tech Area", the technical^

area. Workshop "V", with its misshapen, silver colored pipes and

tubes wMch flanked the walls and stood wyeets.u£ to the flat roof}

this was the workshop where they tested metals. Further down, ,v

workshop “C", the section for chemical experiments. Finally at

ah angle, a high pyramid-like construction, building "Theta 1 wMch

contained workshop "E», the thermodynamics workshop, the secret

sanctuary of explosive works.

Translator* s note:— i. e. GREEKGLASS.

hi
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In thin Ttech* Are** a few hundred nen* daily and

ceaselessly worked carefully and patiently* lhey etu&ed*

They studied ways and techni<juesof the fttoa bomb# Their

colleagues in the other atomic stAtiona, had resolved the

theoretic problems of nuclear physics*

It was here in this place which in a few months had

become one of the most important centers in the world* where ~

the fate of the civilised world would be decided* that DAVID

GREENGLAN worked* He was foreman in workshop "E" in building

"Theta".

RUTH, the Temptress

He showed RUTH the floor (on which he worked) but he

was surprised at the strange look on her face* It was a look

mixed with astonishment, fear, intense curiosity, and a perplexed

hesitation. She stopped and sat on the slope:

"DAVEi Do you know what Los Alamos really is?"

No* During the three months that he had been 'here,

DAVID GREENGLAM had not noticed all the work being done in the

different compartments,—that Los Alamos was one of the "bomb

laboratories. ", He thought that the mysterious experiments, the

detached bizarre forms that were completed, were destined fear

same sort of war machine, more or less secret, but strangely

enough* the idea of the bomb, never crossed his mind*

Oh," he answered vaguely, "some army weapons*

r

ETHEL and JULIUS appear

RUTH did not say anything at first* Then after a

hesitant silencer

"Before coming here for my five day vacation, I had

dinner in New Tork with ETHEL and JULIUS (ETHEL and JULIUS ROSENBERG,

ETHEL was the older sister of KUGH^GKEENGLAN* She had married

JULIUS ROSENBERG who was « childhood friend of DAVID GREENGLAN.

Both ETHEL and JULIUS were sentenced to death for espionage in

March 1951.) ETHEL asked me if I had noticed that she and JUUUf|

were busy with Party (Communist) activities."



DAVE QBEENQLAH listened with astonishment as his wife

continued her recitation in a flat voice. And without knowing

yet where she was heading* he began to feel uneasy. She paused

for a long time. He watched herj he noticed that her eyelids

fluttered as if she was going to say something that was very hard

to put into words. When she spoke again her voice was blank,

strained but quivering with an unhealthy emotion, she looked

at him squarely in the eyes*

"JULIUS told me that he knew you worked at Los Alamos

where they are making the bomb."

"Whati The atom bomb? Here?"

Then DAVID scarcely felt surprised. Suddenly it all

became very clear to him. When he thought of all the precautions,

all the mysterious engines, he realised that what she said was true,

Then RUTH said very quickly*

"They want you to get some information for the Russians.

I told them that I did not want you to. But ETHEL told me you

must be informed, that you certainly should help, and that the

least I could do would be to talk to you."

DAVE GREENGLAN -looked at the huge factory which

suddenly appeared above the cactus hedge. He felt irritated

and frightened.

"I won't <^o it," he said.

But already he wasn't quite sure. He had spoken

mechanically.

"Russia is our ally," RUTH said softly.

"I'll go along with you"

Slowly they went back to their hotel in Albuquerque.

He could feel that she was heavy in hie arms, and weary. This

pregnancy was going to be very expensive and the child would

be quite a burden on their tiny budget.
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Hhen he awoke the next morning, DIVE said to ROTH*

-U1 right. I'll go along with them, tell them*"

£

He put on his work clothes and took the special bus

for the "Station." Everybody in the bus was in work clothes and

each one wore on their shoulders a metal "badge* • Some were

white* these belonged to the mysterious persons, the engineers,

physicists or chemists who could enter all the workshops, all the

laboratories, and could see everything that was enclosed in the

walls of Los Alamos. Some were red,—those of the speciaiists iho

had access to wherever their work took them, but not beyond. The

last were blue and they were those who were forbidden to enter any

workshop or laboratory except their crnn. By turning his head, he

could see on his own shoulder his red badge. He knew that as a

head mechanic he could circulate almost everywhere in the pysterious

factory. Before this, he had not had the curiosity but now he

watched his neighbors with disdain and a strange feeling of anxiety

pierced him.

DAVID GREBfQLAN was going to do wonders. This skillful

mechanic with the glib tongue, had a way of making himself

noticed, of evoking interest and confidence. It was not long

before he pas foreman. Daily in workshop "E" of "Theta" building

he saw Dr&ESTIAK0W5KI who was head of the lenticular charges

of the explosives which made them project one against the other,

the masses of uranium of the A bomb.

He even talked to Dr.\©PPENHEIMEHj the head of all

atomic research. He came and went everywhere, useful, accomodating,

eager, spying, taking figures and notes.

It seemed to him that they had particular difficulty

with the lenticular charges. Then ha «^“gedit sohe could

be especially attached to this work. KISTIAKCfWSKI, and then

an other scientist, Ifc^fcOSKL, gave him all their moulds to^

manufacture. He copied the marks and the curves.....He took

down everything.

-20-



January X9U5 cn6« GREENGLAN had a leave of 15 d®y®>

and went to New York. RUTH and he were to dine at the heme of

the ROSENBERGS. BOTH was reader to go to the hospital. JULIUS

still did not have enough information. DAVID was at his best

telling about,what went on at Los Alamos. Bit it was not enough.

He lacked quite a few graphs, drawings, and necessary texts, which

were very necessary*

"Seme one will come to you in Albuquerque looking for

documents", he (JUUUS) said when dinner was over.

A Box of Macaroni Cut in Two

Than he went to the kitchen and came back with an empty

cardboard box. He tore one of the sides, cut it in two with the

scissors, following a wavy line and he gave GREENGLAN one of the

halves. He kept the other.

"The one who will come to see you will have the second

half," he explained to HAVE. If the two pieces agree, you will

give him all the information that you have. You understand,

you will give him everything that he asks for."

"I think that in a little while they will have definitely

determined the forms of the lenticular charges," said GREENGLAN.

«I will give him everything."

Two days later, JULIUS made him come by car one evening

to a place between lj2nd/£pth streets.

"I want yqu to meet a Russian," he had said.

Thus he had a rendevous with a man who appeared abruptly

in front of the two men. Jumped in the foreman's car, and asked him

in a strange English accent, all sorts of questions, especially

about the famous lenticular explosives.

On many points, DAVID could answer him haltingly. Ihe „

Russian told Mm drj&y that it would be neceesary to give more

precise information and then he disappeared as swiftly as he had y
appeared.



These people seemed to go in and out of shadows} thejT

appeared and disappeared like furtive beasts*

On January 20, BmD and BOTH were on their way

back to Albuquerque, and/®? to
?
k
"f j*8 lM^snd

had a miscarriage. She was weak, sick and there

less money in the house. They had to buy a heme a aaall house

located at 20? North High Street, Albuquerque.

DAVE tried to be precise in his notations and

figures he took down. And he waited for the w
J^

d
h^ g

hi* the other end of the macaroni bom. He had hidden his half

in HJTH's purse. But nobodf came. The months passed.

Soon it was the first days of June, 1916.

IAKOVLEV, the obsecure employee of the Consulat general

of the U. S. S. H. in New Tork and HARRY GOLD, the• coupler of

atomic espionage, had met
J-
a®t

YAKOVLEV
peaceful rotunda of Wolks Cafe (sic) U2nd Street. YAKOVIiV

had not only told him to go to see FUCHS in Santa Fe, he had also

gixon Mm another assignment.

"You will also go to Albuquerque. •

"Two missions on the same trip, that's dangerous,

objected GOLD*

me Russian became impatient. GOLD knew that he was not

to contradict IAKOVLEV. He kept quiet.

It* 8 an order," the Russian commanded.

He took out of his portfolio a piece of onion-skin

paper, half of a cardboard and a puffed up envelope, explaining

briefly about each.

GOLD looked at the paper. A name and an address*
>

"GREENGLAN> ? 209 North High Street, Albuquerque."

GOLD looked at the paper again, the cardboard, the

envelope, then put everything in his pocket, 8
^f
k
f
n
£.
his he*d*

he arose, and left. The Russian followed him with his eyes,

smiling. HARRY GOLD arrived in Albuquerque on the 3rd of June,

in the momina.



i few minutes later, he knocked on the door of

209 North High Street* 1 young man with black hair opened it*

"Mr. GLEENGLAN (sic)?"

The young man smiled*
*

"I come from JULIUS," GOID said slowly*

He showed the other half of the cardboard that he was

holding*

"Come in," said GLEENGLAN (sic).

GOLD came in* GREENGLASS went to look in his wife's

purse. He took out the piece of cardboard. On the table, he

put the two together* They fitted perfectly.

"As I promised. I'll have everything at 3 o'clock,"

nBCTMr.TAM said* "I have to finish one more report and make one

more sketch*"

GOLD handed him an envelope. He opened it. In it

were $500."

"Is that enough?" GOLD asked*

TWo Envelopes! "Doctor" and "The Other11^

We are financially embarrassed because NUTS had a

miscarriage* ••She is sick," the foreman of Los Alamos replied

indirectly*

GOLD demurred evasively*

"We'll see if we can do any better*"***

Andi he went out. In four hours he was back* GHEENGLA&

gave hiM a carefully tied document* GOLD was afraid* Had he

been fooled? He carefully untied the string, Just as carefully j
enwrapped the package, looked through the notebook* To tell the

tnith, he couldn' t make out too much of it, but he saw enough*

No, he hadh't been tricked*

-23-
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In effect, the dossier contained notably the plan of

the last mould of the lenticular explosive, the one with which

they were going to experiment a month later at the Alamogr&o

explosion. The American had not had it mounted on the bomb during

its manufacture. GHEENGLAN had taken it and copied it a few days

before. There were also the schemes of assemblage of most of

the pieces of the bomb itself.

GHEENGLAN had worked well. (He was sentenced to 30

years imprisonment by the Court in New York in March, 1951)*

GOLD took out of his brief case a linen-cloth envelope} he

slipped the documents into it, and closed it. He already had

one envelope marked "Doctor" in red crayon. Oa this one he

put "Other", arranged both of them, and got ready to leave.

The GREENGLAN* s walked with him a little way to the station.

They said goodbye a bit further, as if they were casual walkers.

The Anglo-Saxons were not the only ones in possession of the bomb.

The plan of the mould of the lenticular explosive were the only

thing that the Russian need to construct a replica of the engine

by themselves.

The GREENGLANs returned to their house. DAVE gave

his wife the money. She needed it for the household finance..

DAVE was glad he had had a chance to make more money.

Tomorrow: ALEX "the gopd of humanity".
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Part 71

L'AUBDRE, May 2, 1951

The Secrets of Atonic Espionage Organized by the Soviets in the

United States, Presented by GUT BAUGK, Fron Official American

Documents

^(ILEX and *the good of humanity* } Ur• ALLAN NANNl4ttT

has scruples, but a little belatedly, after he gives to toe

Russians tiro samples of uraniun*

Resume of the Proceeding Chapters* STEVE NELSON, former student

of th<» T-ftnjn institute in Moscow, Soviet emigrant, naturalised

American, became confidence man of VASSILI ZUHILINE, the head

of atomic espionage in the United States* Thanks to him long

before the end of the mar, a heavy envelope—-the first plans of

the bomb— leavesfor Moscow*

A second agent, HARRY GOLD, is asked to give to a

former consular agent IAKOVLEV, the information furnished by 7
Dr. FUCHS, an idealist who believes that he is acting for the

good of humanity. FUCHS gives to GOLD the most recent and

precise plans, and the specialised mechanic, DAVIS GHEENGLAN (sic)

mho had access to the most secret laboratories at Los Alamos,

completed the information furaished by FUCHS*

, « * *

-faftNAN entered a bar of a suburb of Montreal. Mechanically

he looked around* Ihe place mas clean, deserted* He asked for

a fruit juice and sat at a lom table in a dark corner* When

the maiter left, he took out of hie pocket a tiny pencil and

a notebook of thin, onion skin paper. Then, he began to carefully

fill one of the pages*

"March 28, 19U5* *BADEAU" (BAEEAU mas the pen-name of

the Canadian scientist/SMITH. Ha mas a member of the National

Council of Research of Ottawa and belonged to the Communist cell

which mas created there* It formed part of the "BLACK" group,

organised by the Soviet Babasay of Ottawa for the practice of

atomic espionage* ) informed me that the most secret works are

at present those,which concern nuclear physics (bombardnent

of radioactive substances in order to produce energy)* This

•work is more closely guarded than radar..."

• i

/yO -3-f:2- 3 %

.
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at.T-Am HANN MAT, a few days later, returned to England}

he been appointed professor at King's College* He had thrown

away the paper which carried the instructions of contact, which

he had to follow in arriving there*

"One Saturday, October 19l*5, twenty hours, (?) in front

of the British lfuseu, at.kk will have under his arms a copy of

the Times* The contact man will be carrying a copy of the

Picture Post. The contact man will say:

I1 ’Which is the closest way to the Strand? 1

"ALEX will reply:

"'Come, I am going that way.'

"ALEK will say before beginning the conversation:

"'Best regards from MIKHAIL.!",

. AT.T.AM HANN HAT had decided hot to go to meet him*

Scotland Yard police and the man who carried the "Picture Post"

under his arm waited In vain* HAY was tired of the shadows and

of the secret* He had regretted* But too latel

He was arrested in February I9I46 and was sentenced to

ten years imprisonment on March 20, l?li6 in London*

American
Tomorrow: The "morf C^death-note" ) : Counter attack of intelligence

services dmea&aaiii twenty-three important spies arrested; JULIBf

and ETHEL ROSENBERG sentenced to die*



L’AUROBE, May 3, 1951

The Secrets of Atonic Espionage Organised by the Soviets in the

United States, Presented: by GUT BAUGE, from Official American

Documents

The arrest of FUCHS in February 1950 sounds the death-note

for all the spies. JULIUS HOSENBEBB tries vainly to pursuade

GREENGLABS (sic) to go to Mexico.

Resume of the proceeding chapters: STEVE NELSON, former student

of the Lenin Institute in Moscow, Soviet emigrant, naturalised

American, became confidence man of VASSILL ZUHILINE, the head of

atomic espionage in the United States. Thanks to him, long before

the end of the war, a heavy envelope—the first plans of the bcmb

—

leaves for Moscow.

A second agent, HARRI GOLD, is asked to give to a former consular

agent IAKOVLEV, the information furnished by Dr. FUCHS, an idealist

who tfelieves that he is acting for the good of hunmlty. FUCHS

gives to GOLD the most recent plans which are very precise; the

specialist mechanic, DAVIS GSEENGLAN (sic) who had access to the

most secret laboratories at Los Alamos, and the atomic scientist

ALLAN NA^nRAT (sic), complete the information furnished by FUCHS.

But the federal police counter-attack.

* * *

JULIUS ROSENBERG left ETHEL sleeping, and went out

of his house. Rushed Just like all Americans, he rapidly

walked down Monroe Street to take the Knickerbocker City's

elevated, which would take him to his office in the Pitt Machines

Corp.

As he was leaving his house be had taken from his

porch the New York Times which had been next to the bottle of

milk, and mechanically while walking, he unfolded it. The

headlines on the front page were like a slap in the face for him.

Shaken, he stopped to reads

"FUCHS, THE ATOMIC SCIENTIST, ARRESTED IN ENGLAND*

"The Secret of the A Bomb Betrayed"





from Canada, vent personally to question his on February 15 at
the Shell-ilex Building where he worked* He asked his if he knew
the information leakage which was taking place in Canada concerning
atonic work. He answered that he did not know. He denied having
been contacted by any (me on the other side of the Atlantio and
added that he refused to answer any questions relating to counter-
espionage* On February 20, lieutenant-colonel BURT, having received
from Canada a new directive, returned to MAT'S house* He told his
that he had been informed of the meeting that MAT had accepted to
have in London and that he knew that the scientist had not gone*
HAT immediately answered*

"I didt't go to this rendevous," he said, "because I had
decided to wash my hands of the whole affair."

He followed this with a confession written in a fairly
reserved tone in which he confessed having taken the samples of
uranium* On May 2, 191*6, he had been condemned to 10 years penal
servitude by the Central criminal court of London and was put in
prison at Watrelield (sic) (Torkshire) where he is at present serv-
ing his 'term).

But FUCHS] FUCHS—that was the end] Because of FUCHS they
would be led to GOLD, his contact man, and from GOLD to ROSENBERG
himself*

Seised by panic, he dashed into the nearest drug store* The
words of the article in the paper danced before his eyes* He gulped
down a tall glass of Alka-Seltzer to calm himself*

The worst off it was that this article did not say anything*
Nothing except that the scientist had confessed. Confessed what?
ROSENBERG let his imagination wander. Had he spoken about GOLD? Did
he know his heme? Would he recognise him if anybody presented
with pictures?

What Had FUCHS Confessed?

Avidly he reread some lines which told how in the autumn of
19li9, by a warning received from America, the English were advised that
information leakage was going on within the British Mission which
had been sent to the U. S. A. to participate in the work of the r

Ehglish—American—Canadian atomic Pod, and how the inquiry of the
security services had led right to FUCHS. (Since 192*7, it was the
F. B. I., the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the large federal

-32*-
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police organization of the U. 5* A. which had been put in charge
of the missions of atonic counter-espionage in replacing the
semi-private police established by Manhattan Engineering, the
center of atomic activities in America, who had been notoriously
ineffective* It was following the creation of the parliamentary
commission of Atomic Energy that this important change had taken
place* It marked a decisive turn and led to the capture of
Soviet agents.)

Three months before his arrest, and to lull his eventual
suspicions, FUCHS had been promoted to a higher position in the
hierarchy of the laboratory of Harwell* Finally, when interrogated
by the Wing Commander ARNOLD, chief of the Security of the Atomic
Services of Harwell, he had suddenly decided to confess} yes, he
had been a spy for Russia from June 19hZ to 19k9»

T

That was all* Nothing more. JULIUS' state of ignorance
was unbearable,ROSENBERG wondered if they wouldn't arrest him while
he was going out of the drugstore. ..or upon arriving at his office.*
or on returning to his heme* He jumped down from his high stool and
hesitated} he had never thought that one day his knees would feel
so weak* He made a great effort to pull himself together, and he
went out* This, in short, was the death-knell*

He tried to take hold of himself, since there was no mention
in this article either of GOLD, or of GREENGLARS (ale), or of himself*
But it was coating* He dicki't doubt it* Now that the machine had
started nothing would stop it*

ROSENBERG looked behind him* Apparently he was not being
followed* He did not go to 'his office this morning* He ran to
GREENGLARS', his brother-in law and former companion in treason*

A Peaceful Spy*

The other was still in bed. He worked late at night at
the Anna Engineering Corporation and slept an morning* The man
who had sold to the Russians in 19U$ the plan of the mould of the *

highly explosive lens, who had surrendered inestimable documents
on the ultra-modern bomb at Los Alamos, had retuxrled to his occupation as
head foreman. He barely remembered having been a spy*

It had never bothered him very much, to be truthful. He ^
had been happy to earn a few hundred dollars and that was all. Five

-35-
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years had paased since* and it was an old story* A finished story#
m '

"

;
ji

’

It all cane back suddenly on the trail of this

agitated JULIUS, who shook him an his bed and tore him from

his peaceful comfort.

"Come, I have to talk to you* Let us go out immediately*"

/

ROTH ftwaBaiaT^BS looked at the scene without daring to

understand* They said nothing to her* But she saw the frightened

face of ROSENBERG, and terror gripped her also* The past came

back to her in a sickening fear* She had never wanted her husband

to do these strange things***but the thirst for money had gotten

hold of her, it was she who had led her husband on, and she had
taken the money!

GREENQLARS put on his pants, hastily threw on a jacket

and an overcoat on his shoulders. The two men went out* ROSENBERG

coulda’t' stop walking fast, as if he were being followed. They

took Sheriff Street, towards Hamilton Fish Park, and without

saying anything, DANEftjHEENGLARS (sic), haggard, unshaven, unwashed,

his face confused, pale, also followed him* They waited until they

were in the park before speaking* ROSENBERG passed the paper to

GREENGLABS. DANE did not even know who this FUCKS was, or else

he bad forgotten him!

"Do you remember the man who came to see you in Albuquerque,

the one who had half of the macaroni box, the one who said to you

•I come from JULIUS* and to whom you gave the plans?"
r

"Yes," GREENGLABS said, "Veil?"

"That* a GOLD* His name is GOLD* FUCKS was also one of his

'Contacts', FUCHS was arrested. GOLD will probably be arrested

immediately. After that it will be you. Through GOLD they will

unmistakably come to you*** |

not w •

GREENGLABS did/seem to be understanding*

"You must leave the country* Think about it* We will m«|»

plans**

"I'll need money*

-36-



With GKEENGLARS, one always got to this point. That was
all he saw clearly in all this, that he had a chance to make money.
The rest left him cold. He was not really afraid. *He scarcely
remembered Los Alamos, JULIUS ROSENBERG had given him a description
of what the atom bomb "ought to be* so that he could easily
recognise the parts if he saw them in one of the secret workshops
of the Tedh*area. It did not occur that it was for JULIUS' and
his wife's sake that he had reported to them about jAlbuquerque
during his leaves, he did not. remember JULIUS later bragging of
the informers that he had in all the countries, JULIUS who in
19U7 had received ultra-secret information on a project for an
atomic airplane, JULIUS again talking to him of a plan for a
celestial platform—an immense air landing ground (?) placed
beyond gravity between the earth and the moon—JULIUS who had
admitted to him the theft of the proximity detonator of the
Bnersoc Company, no, nothing of this occured to him.

’ Or perhaps, he no longer remembered all this except as
far-reaching, insignificant incidents, driven into a past that
would never return.

.
1

And above all, he felt a stranger to an this. Surely
this only affected JULIUS; the fate of his brother-in-law barely
interested him.

"Don't worry about the money," ROSENBERG said.

"If I have to
r
leave, I will need it," he replied.

"That's good," JULIUS finally agreed, "the Russians
will give it to you. • .I'll bring it to you."

"And this guy GOLD, why ^oesn't he get away?" ^

"That", said ROSQIBERG, "is another storyl"

* They walked round and round th^ park while they talked
ROSENBERG, distracted like a caged beast, didn't like the thought of 1

leaving his brother-in-law. Rut finally left.
-

.

# *
*

'

.
See LUURORE of 23, 21», 25, 26, 27 of April and'May 2.

TCUORROWt The last act of the sinister adventure.
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SF #100-25137

; A

Fbrty> progressive AFL, and a student movement for Wallace sponsored

by the American Youth for Democracy* n

ALLEGATIONS OF ESPIPAGE

On iiarch 27, 1951, DAVEn6lEENGLA3S‘, an .Admitted former finwlat

agent, advised that in 1945 or 1946 JULIl^jElOSEHIEJlG, convicted as a..

Soviet espionage agent, told him that the friends on the West Coast to

-whoa he -lmd shlppcd"fufnlture were engaged in Soviet espionage and were

going to China*

On March 22, 1951, JULIUS ROSENBERG testified during the course

of his trial in New York City that HARRY and SYLVIA STEINGART had loaned

him two tables when they moved to California.

hotograph of SYLVIA STB
f New York City,

,

was unable to identify ing anyone known to him

me

iSSRT
KFOi

San Francisco T-12, of known reliability, who is familiar with

the residence of the subject, advised on March 29, 1951* that nothing of

a suspicious nature was noted in the residence of the subject#
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SF 100-25137 ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE

i San Francisco T-U, of unknow* reliamiti^jidvisedagcnts of tba

New fork bffice on April 5^1951, that JULIUSraDSENBERQ, convicted

2»io«£» MlSiSSlSui, wnvicledif^m^ixaC7 to obetroctjg-

+.SL * «5~i8? attorney for JULIUOQSMBEBO* were

liS a counterpropaganda ^oaSTo^or^to^o^n^tla^JwtorV which wo«M|bo^

distributed in a clandestinsd manner throughout the Unite^TSta^s^ inol

uals carefully selected by JULIUS ROSERBERG. The name SILVIA STEINOAHT wae

Staffs £fw£ »!3d S responsible for the distribution of toe newsletter.

On September 29, 1951, the same informant adviwdA^ S*™V>r
letter "Retort" would not be published, and that EMANUm^aK, attorng f°r

ROSENBERG, stated that toe future articles of WILLIAM AdraEUBEN, SE®£i|A-

reportSfor toe "National Ouaidian", are to be utilised in place of "Retort,"Retort •*

—
- san Francisco T-2 had advised that HARRY .and S2£S

273 Green Street, San Francisco, *re subscribers to "Natior

aus
luardian."

The above-mentioned information is being placed in the admlnis-
^

trative section of this report in accordance with toe instructions contained

in Bureau Bulletin No. 59, Series 19U9, dated December 2, 19U9.

Francisco T-l*

4 -1
\ ^ Pan

= 'a£
Francisco T-2* Mail cover} subject's residence,

Francisco T-3*

porting agen

San Francisco T-U* (fl^^ksreflec^^ifl

x \f)P

report of SA JOHN A. HARRINGTON,

at New York, entitled "Retort."

Leads

THE LOS ANGELES CFFICB

AT LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

mn conduct investigation to determine whether SILVIA

a
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SF 100-25137

ATJJflATTONS OF SOVIET ESPIONAGE

On March 27, 1951, DAVB^ffiENGIASS, an admitted former Soviet

agent, advised that in 19U5 or 19U6' JULIUS ROSENBERG, convicted as a Soviet

espionage agent, told him that the friends on the West Coast to idiom he had

shipped furniture were engaged in Soviet espionage and were going to China*

On March 22, 1951, JULW^R05ENBERG testified during the course

of his trial in Mew York City, that'HARRY and SILVIA STEINGART had loaned

him two tables when they moved to California*

A photograph of SILVIA STEINGART was exhibited to

HPPPLof New York City, an admitted former Soviet espionage agent

j^^mable to identify the photo as being anyone known to him.

On March 2h, 1951, HARRY STEINGART, husband of SILVIA STEINGART,

was interviewed by SA FRANCIS D. OOOLEY and SA THOMAS E. BRYANT, of the Los

Angeles Office of the FBI, in the presence of STEINGART* s attorneys. STEINGART

stated that he had met JULIUS ROSENBERG in New York City in 1939 or 19U0,

probably at a meeting of the FAECT Union. Thereafter, STEINGART stated he

saw ROSENBERG at union meetings and, in addition, made social calls upon

ROSENBERG and his wife. STEINGART stated that in 19U5, he wrote ROSENBERG

requesting that the latter forward to him certain furniture which he,

STEINGART, had stored in New York City at the time of his departure. In

return for the forwarding of this furniture, STEINGART stated he permitted

ROSENBERG to retain certain pieces of the furniture. STEINGART at this time

declined to answer further questions regarding his association with JULIUS

ROSENBERG on the advice of his attorneys. During this interview, STEINGART

stated that he was niding at 866?1 Benton Way, Los Angeles, California,

and was employed at the Crown Construction fibapany, 1231 LaBrea, Los

Angeles.

A2A

fo "7

San Francisco T-21, of unknown reliability, who will not test

under ary circumstances, advised fecial Agents of the New York Office on

April 5, 1951, that JULIUS ROSENBERG, convicted Soviet espionage agent;



3F 100-25137

ABR/UIM0BOTHHAN, convicted of conspiracy to obstruct justice; and

RTJ>CHj attorney for JULIOS ROSENBERG, were planning to publish a

propaganda newsletter to be entitled "RETORT*’, Which would be distributplfv

•

in a clandestine manner throughout the country by individuals carefully";'

selected by JULIUS ROSENBERG, et al. T-21 stated that the distributors of

this publication would be member? of the National Board, andanong these ,

.

individuals he named SILVIA STEINGART, of Los Angeles, California.

.

'

.
' This same informant subsequently advised that EMANUELtBLOCH, - ;

.

attorney for JULIUS ROSENBERG, had stated that the newslettenYRgTORT" would

not be published, but that the feature articles of WILLIAlWr^SuBEN, special

reporter for the "National Guardian", were being utilized in thb place of

"RETORT". -
•

)' .J.V ‘

: v '

:

•'
Y-

r
San Francisco T-20, of known reliability, who is familiar with

the residence of the subject at 273 Green Street, San Francisco, fljised

on March 29, 1951, that nothing of a suspicious nature was noted in*the

residence of the subject. ,

San Francisco T-17. of known _reliabili

‘ San Francisco T-18, of unknown reliability, advised that he was

in a position to observe the majority of the subject’s

Setter part of !9S1 »d thethe latter parx oi xypx aw w - ... W+ .

correspondence of a significant nature was received by the subject^
.-&P 1

MISCELLANEOUS
• ‘

•

t-2 advised that the subject was observed driving a

bearing 1951 California license plate. 8R3266.

7A
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BENNIE C. GARREN ngb

CHARACTm OF CASK

VU
DONALD THOMAS AXON SECURITY MATTER - CM

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS

«

Subject identified by DAVID GREENGLASS as one

of 18 men included in either or both lists of

potential Soviet espionage recruits furnished

to JULIUS ROSENBERG and/or HARRY GOLD. Neigh-

bors, associates, and acquaintances at Tulsa,

Okla., describe Subject as loyal to the U. S.

\
/Vto c V Description of Subject set out*

l A L aJa
fwkrbfc'

/?5*- l/a, S| k> (iMMJMAji.
DETAIIS: fV_ .

- P -

BASIS OF INVESTIGATION

Confidential Informant T-l, of known reliability, advised

that on March 15, 1951, DAVID GREENGLASS identified a photograph of

DOKAID THOMAS AXON as being one of eighteen men included by him in either

or both lists of potential Soviet espionage recruits employed at Los

Alamos,Atomic Bomb Project, which list he compiled and furnished to

JULIUS ROSENBERG in January, 19U5, and to HARRY GOID in June, 19l»5.

.y HARRY GOID stated the list he received was turned over to

ANATOLI AAYAKOVLEV of th€ Soviet Consulate, New York City, New York, in

June, 19u5* / ^" '

' . '

HARRj$@0ID and JULIUgJ^SENBERG have been recently pub-

licized in newspapers as being Soviet espionage-agents.

COPIES OBSTTtrWRD

MAY 13

RESIDENCE AND EMPLOYMENT

C \ MAY 13 Subject is employed as an assistant to the vice-president

Manufacturing and Research, Deep Jlock Oil Corporation, Tulsa, Oklahoma,

AFFTtOVCO AND DO NOT WRITS IN 1

COHP or THIS WPOWt
Yp -383022
iAUS 23 1851

(See nexCp&ge)^ ’

-J

PROPERTY OF FBI.—Thl* confidential report and Its contents are loaned toyQpbj F^^tnd are not|

to be distributed outside of agency to vrhicli loaned. . -H* :
11111

•.
.

-:-r •
• i- r.';7 -r -> i—=f

; ;



OC 100-5586

THE ALBUQUERQUE OFFICE

At Albxiquerque , Hew Mexico

Will contact confidential informants familiar with
Communist Farty activities to see if Subject’ s name, has ever been
mentioned in connection with Communist Party activities.

THE EOSTON OFFICE

At Cambridge, Massachusetts

#.

Will contact confidential informants familiar with Com-
munist Party activities to see if Subject is known to them, it being
noted he attended Massachusetts Institute of Technology from 19k2 to 19l*U.

At Boston, Massachusetts

Will contact confidential informants familiar with Com-
munist Party activities to see if Subject is known to them, it being
noted he attended Harvard Business School from 19U7 to 191*9.

THE DENVER OFFICE

At Denver, Colorado

Will cpnt&ct confidential informants familiar with Com-
munist Party activities to determine if Subject is known to them.

THE NEW YORK CITY OFFICE /
*

At New York City*, New York

Will furnish the Oklahoma City Office complete information
concerning Subject as furbished by DAVID GREENGLASS and as requested by
letter dated June 23, 195-t*-^

THE OKLAHOMA CITY OFFICE

any possible
the State of

At Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Will contact
connection Subje
Oklahoma.

and^H^pbonce
Save' with Cbnmunist Fart^activitiee



oc ioo-5586

w
Confidential Informant T-l is a teletype from New York City to Denver

dated the substance of which was
furnished to the Oklahoma City Office by
Denver teletype 3-16-51 in the case cap-
tioned JULIUS ROSENBERG, et al, Sspyxr&gejr'

/ Confidential Informant 1-2 is

R.

a "Naval Reservist" official publication
of the U. S. Naval Reserve addressed to
Subject and observed by Si BENNIE C. QaRREN
on August 6, 1951, at Subject's residence.
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Informant advised that at a party given in honor of Reverend

lOH REHORN at Mrs. HARRIS 1 S home 4/7/51# the s<*> jeot was heard

speaking of the faults of American business and the anhjesp y

stated that .she had even heard people remark that Mr. an^|^
^ a

t
.TTTT.TTwiftOSENBERG, who were n^Tltfinrfid to Haath an PP

^Brif

got what waSVioming to them. Informant stated that

subject Was tumble to understand why people were agalns^pfeg:
ROSENBERGS when all they had done was to give informatioliHTo

Russftt when Russia was an ally of the United States, and^
while war claims were being released in Germany, the

Russians were persecuted in the United States.



KC 100-9217

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE

INFORMANTS;

T-l is
Agents

who furnished the information to Special
CE RICE and ROBERT T. McIVER at various 1

T-2 is pretext calls made by reporting agent to switchboard
operator at Park Central Hotel, 300 E, Armour, and to Mrs#

CLARJUaESSE, b.311 McGee, where the subject now resides.

e in
port
hing
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Office M.eMcfiZrddutn • unite^t^.^s government

TO i

WoM :

Director, FBI

SAC, Pit^burgh

datb: September 18, 1951

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
VALENTINE MEKLER,was

. mmpYaSSIFIED
INTERNAL SECURITY - R HEREIN IS UjrUJWjntUViJ”,JBCI'

M^KT iNiJSrUKAJj OiivUIUU - *MIUU-m IW

Rerep of SA GLEN D. RANKIN, New York, 8-29-51*

Rerep requested the Pittsburgh Office to contact informants

and exhibit a photograph of the subject for possible infor-

mation concerning Communist or espionage activities. It

appears that this lead is based upon information furnished

by T-3 in rerep, of unknown reliability, to the effect that

MEKLER graduated from the University of Pittsburgh about 20

years ago and subsequently attended meetings which T-3

believed, without specific basis, to be Communist Party

meetings.

r-
t?

Ill be assigned to contac
ind to display the subject’s p
fnts for possible identification.

'BCOROED

,/ff
- V.

A CC - New York (105-3058 INDEXED • 23
' ***=**!

j

1951
ffn lift . /

;

\ V*<

1 CofiES DESTROYED

j <*Ui» 41 MAY 15 1963
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Agency
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How Fwd.
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On November 15, 1965, Confidential Informant

AL T-2 reported that the Syracuse Sobell (Jommittee held

a fund raising dinner meeting at the subject's residence,
on the evening of November

13, 1965. About 50 persons attended the function, in-

cluding the subject, and informant stated that about

$385.00 was raised after a strong appeal for funds was

made by Mrs . HELEN SOBELL, mother of MORTON SOBELL.

AL T-2 stated that the principal speaker

was WALTERfSffHNEIR, co-author with his wife, MIRIAM,

of the book, "Invitation to An Inquest", which dealt

with the JULIUS—ROSENBERG-MORTON SOBELL espionage case.

SCHNEIR, in his talk, attempted to present information

indicating that the U. S. Government had used illegal

evidence in the prosecution of the case.



'
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AL 100-12780 APPENDIX
I

COMMITTEE TO SECURE JUSTICE FOR MORTON SCBELL

"Following the execution of Atomic spies Ethel snd

Julius Rosenberg, In June, 1953, the 'Communist campaign

assumed a different emphasis. Its major effort centered

upon Morton Sobell, the Rosettbergs* codefendant. The

National Coranittee to Secure Justice in the Rosenberg Case -

a Communist front which had been conducting the campaign in

the United States - was reconstituted as the National

Rosenberg - Sobell Committee at a conference in Chicago in

October, 1953, and then the National Committee to Secure

Justice for Morton Sobell ini the Rosenberg Case . .

.

('\3uide to Subversive Control Organizations and

Publications," dated December 1, 1961, issued by the House

Conmittee on Un-American Activities, page 116.)

In September, 1954, the name "National Committee

to Secure Justice for Morton Sobell appeared on literature

issued by the Committee. In March, 1955, the current name,

"Committee to Secure Jutice for Morton Sobell first

appeared on literature issued by the Committee.

The Address Telephone Directory for the Borough

of Manhattan, New Yorfc City,, as published by tire New York

Telephone Company on April 6, 1965, lists the Committee to

Secure Justice for Morton Sobell as being located at

150 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York.
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i- GROUP . FORMED TO SECURE

; Joseph^ySrainin, well-known

journalist and. author, announced

- yesterday that 125 American men
and women from all over the
United States, have joined with

him in forming a National Com-
mittee to Secure Justice in_the
Rosenberg Case.

~~
;

The^fegsenberg, JEtbfiL_Jind
Tulius. v'ere convicted in April,

1951, on a charge of "conspiracy

fto commit espionage’* and sen^

traced to death. To this day, they)

continue to assert their innocence.
j

T&ey are now in Sing-Sing, await-

Wg appeal.

U Among the notables who joined

with Brainin in forming &e com-
mittee are: Robert MorsTjrtfcevett,

former Governor of the Virgin Is-

lands, IlliJois; Rev. John Ejffivans,

Pa.; Dr. Jkatherineitoodd, Ohio;
Frederi3«tC$som, Wash., D. C.;

John Cnlif • rmgVTTfn-

.

ipir^ r
Conny £>r. JohrtTMarsalka,

Conn.; IvarJ(VanflAuw, Mass.

.Also, Prof. Edwin Ben^Dur-

gujm, Capt. Hugh Nj^lulzac, Rev.

Spencer ^QCennard. Mb. Bessie,

Mitchell, Y)iv Edward, K.^arsky,

B^^Soldberg, John

Qfc Gen^ieltfish, \Vifijan^4r
beh. Moms AJ^^bappes, all jpf

New York. f

, h" •

iK"!

) . Q_
O

\<J
-r!

* Ay 1 . 1

<-L
***t

This is a clipping frdfc

Page ^ of th*j|
Daily Worker

:®-;

Date Gt+J. Jj "

Clipped at the Seat of
Government
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DETAILS : a
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All informants in this report are of known

reliability unless otherwise indicated.

fk
Li

• origin

ORIGIN. SCOPE AND GENERAL ACTIVITIES

According to Confidential Informant T-l»

fl

/

cofYBM^STERED MAJL) [

3 - Albany ( 100 -12656 )

«r>T>TE3 DESTROY*)755PIE3 DESTROY*)

S S i JUL 3
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.. dcdhqt TZo ,TS CONTENTS ME LOANED TO Y00 BY THE FBI AND ARE NOTTORE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE OF

PROPERTY OF FB*-THI8 CONFIDENTIAL REPORT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE LORNtu iv

AGENCY TO WHICH LOANED. .



(The Civil Rights Congress has been designated

by the Attorney General as a Communist organization coming within

the purview of Executive Order 9^35 .)

$





sSSSSSSSwarevas
this artiels reflects that the wltnesi JOSEPff^VITSKT

of 65 Rutgers Place, Rmredg^HewJersejTj adni
l»st June,

had given ths name of Jun. i9i+lt

-

a. chief of a Soviet atonic spy ring operating rr
;t

to June, 1950 as a “"^been clilllen workers. Among
the Signal Corpsjin jLs#;j

“ answer whether he ever
other questions Mr* L2V

^
T
5w^fchar he had asked anyone to commit

had been a Communist and *1953 £Ja his PTL
**nionaae since he resigned February *o, -Wf ** w“

“bf2?vh“ehhe used rIosBHBHBO as a reference.

rhich conduct
reflect tha

1S.TA%?.S
,^“S^SrSLSS!™
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Wnii «f facts: SsbJsct resides 65 »rt«srs n., jissr Ms*. M*
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1%; «p<i 1946s Subject1* brother and sister

signed CP nominating petitions 1%6. * Jrotfcer^ I

received Daily Worker

Subject. Subject interriewed 12/30/52 by Si HOEEKT

P. ROTAL and SA EDWARD J. CAHILL. SubS®V^dTised
that he was acauainted with JULIOS BOSENBffiG in

1940 and 1%2 while an inspector in ih«

Signal Corps. Denied later contact with EOSENHStG.

Subject* s application for employment at Federal
_

Telecommunication Laboratories, Nutley, N.J., «feeo

U/6/43. listed JULIUS ROSENBERG — “ ~
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The following background infonnation was
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Personnel Manager, Federal Telecoamunication

500 Washington Awe., Nutley, M.J*
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Newark Confidential Informant T-4, of .

that the National Conmittee to Secure Justice in the ^
sometimes knovm as the National Conmittee forCl.e^cylnth. Ro.

^
T_4 stated that the New Jersey Section of this Conmittee is a ur

and controlled organization.

Use of Aliases

The Subject’s Personnel Security Questionnaire sdfcn&tted to ths

Air Materiel Command, New York City, 8/10/50, li rtshisalias
. toward J

ShkS When Sterviewed by Special Agents ROBERT F. ROYAL and EDWARD J.

2Si t^'StSS.'Z
SSsazttssszza-a
employment.
Interview of JOSEPH LEVITSKY

ortnTra_ - • oovat a „rt—
’During the interview with Special Agents ROBERT F. ROYAL and

_

EDWARD J. CAHILL on 12/3/52, Subject furnished the following information.

w ^rSrC
Subject resided at a hotel in Long Branch, N.^. *—

Ojh

DAVID GREENGLASS is presently serving a fifteen-paj sentence

for transmitting certain classified data relating to the

if T^s Alamos to HARRY GOLD, a confessed Conmunist spy. GREEMjLAoo learned

through conversations with JULIUS ROSENBERG that JOEL^BARR was an actlw^

Soviet espionage agent in the United States. BARR, 1,1

United States for Europe, ostensibly to study music. In » 95 »

left his Paris residence and has not been seen since.

On 4/6/51 JULIUS ROSENBERG and his eife ETHEL ROSENBERG received

the death pentltpin th. Federal Court .Southe^District

h, the U.S. Signal 6orp. at Fort Hopmouth.

N.J.

When questioned for information concerning JOELBARR, LEVI

fhxt the sounded familiar to him and that possibly he had met him

the tins of his (LEVlTSKY’s) initial employment by the Signal Corps iiT

faii of mo.

5
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When queetioned for details concerning BARR, LEVITSKI stated that

he was not in his training class at Fort Monmouth; however, he beiievedtha

he must have met BARR at the bowling alleys in Long Branch, N.J. LEVITbH

said that occasionally he and other civilian employees would go bowling in

the evening and he felt that some person had introduced BARR as another

engineer working at Fort Monmouth. He stated that he was unable to furnish

any other information concerning BARR and that he had last seen BARR in the

fall of 1940.
*

LEVITSKI'S first assignment as a Signal C<rps Inspector was at

the Radio Corporation of America, Philadelphia, Pa. However, he was actually

assigned to work at the company* s Camden, N.J., plant. He estimated that,

there were approximately thirty other Signal Corps Inspectors in the Cam en

plant. While he could not recall the name of the Inspector-In-Charge, he ^
said that among the other inspectors were ISIDORE HODES, SID METZGER, MrRKUS

EPSTEIN, CARL GREENBLUM, KERMIT BRINES and KEM MOGVARO.

It was noted by the interviewing agents that LEVITSKI did not

mention JULIUS ROSENBERG as being another inspector at the Radio Corporation

of America (RCA).

When questioned concerning this omission, LEVITSKY advised that

at the time of the ROSENBERG trial in 1950, he recognized ROSENBERG from the

newspaper accounts as a person he had met while working at the Signal orps

in Philadelphia. Both were at the Camden plant of RCA. LEVITSKI went on to say

that he was amazed to read about him in the newspaper# LEVITSKY said his

contacts had been on an extremely limited basis. Hs;£*«>«’rsmsmbered wain*

JULIUS' wife, ETHEL, sitting in a car waiting for JULIUS to leave the RCA plant

upon the conclusion of work. It was his recollection that JULIUS ROSEWBERG-

was riding in another car pool# However t LEVITSKI was not able to identify

the other members of the car pool. He went on to say that he was unable to

furnish any additional information concerning ROSENBERG.

Dm»iug the interview, however, LEVITSKY admitted to the interviewing

agents that the above version was inaccurate since he wished to minimize his

relationship with JULIUS ROSENBERG* This desire was motivated because of the

notoriety connected with the ROSENBERG trial. Thereupon, LEVITSKY eaid the

following information is an accurate and truthful version of his contacts

with JULIUS ROSENBERG: $
.

He first met JULIUS ROSENBERG shortly after his employment hy the

Signal Corps in August, 1940* In about October, 1940, both were sent td^th#

Civilian Training School, Fort Monmouth, N.J* LEVITSKY stayed^at a **

Long Branch, N.J., with other trainees while JULIUS and ETHEL ROSENBERG stayed

6
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at an apartment located off the main street of Long Branch, N.J._He
^

unable to furnish any further identifying data concerning ROSENBERG a

apartment.

During the period of approximately three months » they were stationed

at Port Monmouth, ROSENBERG invited LEVITSKI and several otpfir members of

the training class to his apartment for dinners.

occurred on several occasions and were attended by KEMsKfiVAED, ISIDORKHODES,

and himself. He could not recall the names of any^ther persons who attended.

LEVITSKI at first said that JOEL BARR had not visited at this .

apartment. However, after reflection, he stated that he was not sure if

was or was not present during any of his visits.

Sometime toward the end of December, 1940, the training class was

completed and the members were tended various assignments; ISIDORE HODES,

SHUffiTZGER, MARKUSBRSTEIN ,
CARbsGREENBLCJM , KEK MOGVARO, and JULIUS ROSENBERG

wereient to the Philadelphia Offidb^of the Signal Corps. In turn, they were

assigned to work at the RCA Camden plant.

At this time, LEVITSKI rented an apartment with MARKUS EPSTEIN

and KEM MOGVARO which was located at Fifteenth Street near Spruce or Pine

St., Philadelphia, Pa. After staying there a short period of time, they

moved to an apartment in West Philadelphia. However, he could not recall

the address.

While in West Philadelphia, EPSTEIN, who owned a car, would drive

to the CankLen, N.J., plant carrying other riders with him.
^ j

During this same period, JULIU^^ROSENBERG , who also was residing _—

—

in the same area of West Philadelphia, would on occasion join the car pool / _

for the purpose of riding to the RCA plant. >s^OSENBERG was living in the i

same neighborhood in West Philadelphia. ,/\
LEVITSKI also advised that on several weekends during that year,

1941, EPSTEIN would drive his car to New lork and in the car with EPSTEIN

and LEVITSKI would be JULIUS ROSENBERG. Upon entering New fork City, EPSTEIN,

who was driving to Brooklyn, would discharge JULIUS ROSENBERG at a sutefy stop

near the Holland Tunnel and Continue on his way. At no time could h* rfcall

that they had ever driven JULIUS ROSENBERG directly to any residence

New Tork City.

%. In the fall of 1941, LEVITSKI was assigned as an inspector at the

Cardwell Company, New lork City, and he lived with his parents at 719 Woodruff

Ave., Brooklyn, N.I. He went on to say that he had no contact with ROSENBERG

after leaving RCA in Philadelphia.

7
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LEVITSKY, when questioned if he had ever used JJLIUS ROSENBERG*«|
wamn as a reference, stated that he could not recall ever having listed npf

name.

It was pointed out to him that, when he had filed an employment

application with FTL in November, 1943, the name JULIUS ROSENBERG, 10 Monroe

St., New York City, had been used.

Thereupon, LEVITSKY advised that probably ROSENBERG had given him

hie name and address when they were working together at RCA in Philadelphia.

It was then pointed out to LEVITSKY that he had stated that his

contact with ROSENBERG had ceased after the fall of 1941, end that ROSENBERG

had moved to 10 Monroe Street in April, 1942.

In accounting for the 10 Monroe Street address of JULIUS ROSENBERG,

LEVITSKY believes that sometime either in the spring or fall of 1942, he attended

a musical concert at Washington Irving High School. During the intennission

at this concert, he had a chance meeting with JULIUS and ETHEL ROSENBERG.

They chatted, and when the concert was resumed, they parted company. LEVITSKY

believes it was at this concert that JULIUS and ETHEL invited him to visit

their apartment, which accounts for his having the 10 Monroe Street address.

LEVITSKY advised that in 1943, KERMIT BHYNES suggested to him that

FTL was a "good place to work." BRYNE3 had formerly been employed by FTL and

at that time was working with LEVITSKY.

It was pointed out to LEVITSKY that his employment application did-

not reflect the name of KERMIT BSCTOES as a reference and it appeared logical,

since BRYNES was a former FTL employee and believed that FTL was a good place

to work, that his name would be a suitable reference. .

LEVITSKY believes that in reviewing his address book, he had come

across the name of JULIUS ROSENBERG and had simply used his name because it

had been recently placed in the book and "fresh in my mind." LEVITSKY stated

that he had never seen JULIUS ROSENBERG since the above-mentioned meeting

and was unable to furnish any other information concerning him.

LEVITSKY stated that in November, 1943, he began his employment at

FTL. He believes he was assigned to the S-4 section of the laboratory a|p|

junior engineer. He was assigned to a work bench which was directly fac:

the bench of SOti GREENBERG. This was his first contact with GREENHERG
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He recalled that on one week-end he stopped at Philadelphia 1 °Liait hie father-in-law and he furnished the Davenporttelephone number to 1 *-

GREENBERG ao that in the event GREENBERG was not able to nest in
:r

I

Washington the following Monday, GREENBERG was to call and advise him that
j

he was unable to keep the appointment* I

The Ingersoll telephone number, LEVITSKI explained, is listed in I

the name of MDRRISjwilT, 255 Parkside Are,, Brooklyn, N.Y« This is the I

telephone number LEVITSKI utilised while residing inBrooklyn. . —

*

|

On his FTL employment application dated 11/6/43, he listed the
following references: :

BERNARl^KLEBAN, mechanical engineer, 14 Metropolitan Oval,
Brooklyn, M«T. LEVITSKI described KLEBAN as a friend. They had attended
the Cooper Union Institute for Advancement of Science and Art together.

KARjJ^miBLUM, radio engineer, 274 Stockton St,, Brooklyn, M.Y.
He described GREiSNBUJM as a co-worker in the Signal Corps and was presently
working at Fort Monmouth, N.J.

Dr, JOSEPfrsBERGSTEIN, Medical Doctor, 601 Dahill Rd., Brooklyn, W.I. J
family doctor. V\ J

• ^ >

JULIUS ROSENBERG, radio engineer, 10 Monroe St,, New Tork City.

On hif Personnel Security Questionnaire of August, 1950, LEVITSKI
listed the following references:

. *

BERNAR^tffiRAN, 2333 Grand Ave,, Bronx, !LX*_ In July, 1%3# both
were Signal Corps inspectors assigned to the Bendix Plant, Baltimore, Md.
He last' saw SHERAN about one year ago, *

KARL aJRKENBERG, 212 Second Ave,, Asbury Park , N, J», former Inspector
with the Upited Sthtes Signal Corps,

MARCUSS^STEIN, 137-53 Francis Lewie Blvd., Rosedale , M.T., a .

friend and former coNWorker with the United States Signal Corpe,

LCUI3mNTELL, 1636 Parle PI., Brooklyn, former co-worksy IS
the United States oigial Corpa.

.

-
.
BERNARD KLEBAJI, 14 Metropolitan Rd,, New Toxk,

s* -

i£L1|S!5
r
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Newark Confidential Informant T-l, of unknown reliability, has
advised that he had occasion to question JULIUS ROSENBERG concerning the
names of his contacts and ROSENBERG said, "you know a man by the name
of GREENBERG who is a big electrical engineer at General Electric at
Newark.”

Investigation has previously been conducted at various General
Electric installations in and about Newark, However, no record of any
electrical engineer named GREENBERG has been found.

GREENBERG'S services with the Federal Telecommunication
Laboratories, (FTL) Nutley, N.J., began in June, 1943, and were terminated
with his resignation on 9/12/52 , This resignation was submitted at the
request of Admiral CHESTER HOLDEN, President, FTL, following GREENBERG'S
admission to company officials that he had been taking classified material
from the plant to work on at home. This admission was made after
GREENBERG had been interviewed by Bureau Agents on 8/5-S/52, and, during
the course of the interview, he had admitted the same.

\

Concerning his last contact with GREENBERG, IEVITSKY advised that
in September, 1952, he was on two days' sick leave from FTL and when he
returned to work he was advised that SOL GREENBERG had resigned his position
with FTL. LEVITSKY said that he was amazed to hear this and that he was
quite surprised since GREENBERG had such a good position and his future
seemed assured.

C

LEVITSKY stated that he made inquiries from fellow employees
but was unable to determine exactly why GREENBERG left the company. He
admitted that he, LEVITSKY, was in a daily car pool from River Edge, N.J.,
with ARNOLDVLEVINE who was a co-worker of GREENBERG; however, LEVITSKI

*

advised that>LEVINE was unable to furhish any information-concerning
GREENBERG'S resignation.

/-

LEVITSKY advised that one evening in either September or October,
he could not name the exact date, he was en route from his dentist in
Brooklyn, N.Y., to his home in River Edge, N.J, About 9:00 p.m. while
waiting for the bus at the Port Authority Building, Eighth Ave. and 41st St.,
New York City, he had a "by-chance” meeting with GREENBERG. As a result of
the meeting, LEVITSKY stayed with GREENBERG for the next two and one-half
hours,

IXiring the course of the meeting, they had a drink, a cup. of coffee*,
and walked about the vicinity of the Port Authority Building discussing frie:
work, and generic topics, During the course of the conversation, he was
advised by GREENBERG that he, GREENBERG;, had resigned in order to go into the
family business. GREENBERG furnished him no other details.
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After he had furnished the above version, LEVITSKI admitted to

the agents that it was not the truth and he desired to furnish the correct

version. He advised the agents that he had not been visiting his dentist in

Brooklyn but had, by pre-arrangement, met GREENBERG.

LEVITSKI stated that when GREENBERG resigned, hi.was on two days*

sick leave. Because he could not determine the exact reason for GREENBERG'S

resignation, he called him and by pre-arrangement they met at the Port

Authority Bus Terminal, Eighth Ave. and 41st St., New lork City, at 9*00- p.m.

LEVITSKI believes the meeting occurred in October; however, he declined to

furnish a definite date.

He stated that he was curious to know why GREENBERG had resigned l

and since they had been friendly since 1943 > he wished to contact him. They 1

met at 9*00 p.m. and for the next two and one-half hours walked about the 1

area in the vicinity of the Bus Terminal.

GREENBERG would only tell him that he resigned to enter the family

business and would furnish no other details. The remainder of the time was

spent in general conversation.

LEVITSKI advised that when other fellow workers resigned from FTL,

it was not his practice to contact them to determine why they had left and I

that this was the only instance in which he has had such a meeting. I

LEVITSKI stated that he had never been approached by anyone for /

espionage purposes and if he had been, he would have reported it to the I

proper authorities. ——

—

It should be noted that early in the interview, this question was
asked and LEVITSKI advised the interviewing agents that he would recognize

such an approach no matter how subtle it might be; however, when questioned

concerning ROSENBERG, he stated that he was amazed when he heard of ROSENBERG'S

arrest for espionage since he did not appear to be the type who would engage

in espionage. He thereupon admitted that he did not believe he could detect

any person engaged in espionage activities. M

12
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MISCELLANEOUS

Newark Confidential Informants T^5,T«6,T*«7,^S,ihd T<*9, all of known
reliability and who are familiar with CP activities in tho New Yoricarea, were
contacted and could furnish no information concerning the Subjects.

Newark Confidential Informants T-1Q,T-11, and T-12, all of known
reliability and who are familiar with CP activities in the New Jersey area,
were contacted and could furnish no information concerning the Subject.
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IDENTITY OF INFORMANTS

Date of Activity and/Sr Date Receiving
Source of Identity Description of Information Received Agent Location
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Office MetMru/*i~~in • unitbeGtah^ government

/ to / * DIRECTOR, FBI (100-397359) datb:December 2, 1953

SDBJBCT:

A

SAC, WFO (65-6624)

JOSEPH gMP » wa<

ESP16ilAGE - K

/
#

\

V

V V
Lw S

I

Re St. Louis sir- tel dated October 28, 1953.

' On the basis of LEVITSKY * s employment by the Array

Signal Corps at Brooklyn, Hew York, the Genertfl Accounting

Office in Washington, D. C. was requested to attempt ta
.

locate the payroll records of the subject during the pertinent

years to determine his organizational unit in order to learn

others who attended school at Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey wjth

him. GAO was able to locate the pay roll records, but they

reveal only home addresses, names, check numbers, amounts and

basic annual pay. In an effort to resolve this matter, GAO -

pulled all expense vouchers on file, for those names include

on the rolls during one pay period, to determine which persons

on the list -traveled to Ft. Monmouth for instruction or

temporary duty. GAO personnel said this would not be a

completelyaccurate compilation of the classmates of^the.

subject, because assignments from Brooklyn were made airect

to 1 Ft. Monmouth and other persons were ordered to the Signal

Corps School from temporary assignments and cities other than

Brooklyn, despite the fact that they were carried on the

Brooklyn pay roll.

The following compilations were made on the

similarity in travel orders if attached to the expense

vouchers, the dates of travel orders, if not attached, or

dates of arrival at Ft. Monmouth. ^ V_/Ch
i ''i

* s

^ ,
fc'

o'

With regard to the subject, it is observed that
_

JOSEPH 1&J1 TSKY * s travel vouchers number 13953 from October 1,

191.0 to November 2, 1940, #7165 from November 2, 1940 to

November 29, 1940, and #6514 from December 2, 1940 to

January 1, 1941, reflect he traveled to Ft. Monmouth, Oceanport,

New Jersey, from New York City on October 1, 1940 and left

Ft. Monmouth for Camden, New Jersey at 1:15 p.*V» Novofficer 20

. Tfhil :GGP RECORDED - ^
.

- Newark (100-37217) INDEXED - ®
2 - New York City (100-10349^7

/Qtf _
^COPIES DESThWj/ ,

'

4 i JUL i# r 9 3 HU- IHTU^b

is®

v! jt)
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WFO 65-6621}.

191l0 for temporary duty at an RCA plant a
E
ld a\

Ipil^O p.m. also on November 20, 1940. He left

Jersey on November 29, 1940, at l}.sl5 P. m. and arrived in

New York City at 9:16 p.m,. the same day. He again left

New York on December 2, 1940, and on January 1, 194l

still in Camden/v New Jorsoy. ^

A note on his voucher reflects he was on annual

leave from 3:30 p.m., October 11, 1940 to 8a. m., October 14,

19kO. Working hours were from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. on weex

days and 8 a.m. to 12 noon on Saturdays.

®?avel order $855 dated September 27, 1940, for

LEVITSKY reflects he was ordered to Ft. Monmouth for purposes

of instruction for a period of thirty days.

By letter dated October 26, 1940, his orders were

amended to extend the temporary duties to sixty days.

On November 9, 1940# the <rdei’ was agaip amended to

direct him to the RCA Plant at Camden, New Jersey on production

insoection of material on temporary duty for thirty days, upon

completion of which he was to return to Ft. Monmouth for

continuance of instruction. LEVITSKY requested his checks be

sent to 1773 -Washington Avenue, Bronx, New York.

%

In view of the dates of travel on the following

listf and because’ all travel orders were dated September 27,

19k0, it is considered the following list may represent the

group- in LEVITSKY'S, training class at Ft. Monmouth, New Jersey.

Voucher # Purpose of travel
orders If attached

Date cf Address to
arrival which check
Ft. Monmouth mailed
10-1-40 1773 Washing toi

(JOSEPH LEVITSKY 13955 instruction dated"
/ j 9-27-40 Ava.j Bronx, N.

7

JULIUSjwSsENBERG 1508 instruction dated 9-27-40 10-1-40 142 st *

10818 " " " 10-1-40 4701 m* Hamiltoi
Parkw|pi Brooklyi
New York

10419
—M~' " " 10-1-40 588 Midwood St.,^ Brooklyn, N. Y.

'» 10-1-40 38-45 21st Hoad
Astoria, IT. Y.9810

- 2 -
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Name

WFO 65-66214.

Voucher #

RICHARD K££IN 7708

PHILIP LEVENS 8009

LEO

BERNARD riTBfjBT

8215

9425
9951

iKER 40lj.6ALFRED

jack 10443

JOHN Vf^fetfuOL 14296

Period of voucher
at Camden, N. J.

11-3-40 to 11-29-40

M '«

w n

10-

4-40 to 11-29-40

9-26-40 to 11-29-40

11-

25-40 to 11-29-40

11-3-40 to 11-29-40

i

0

Travel order
. , Address

if attached -

Date of orders

8-23-40

it

8-28-40

8-23-40

8-24-40

25 E. 177th St.
Bronx, N. Y .

1750 GrancT Con-
course, Bronx,
New Yo^

c/o h.aXweiss
l475 Grand Concourse
Bronx, N« Yft.

50 HamfTTonPlace
wan yngk City
250 Washington Ave.
Brooklyn. N T Y.
427 New Lots Ave.
Brooklyn, |TJL*
8048 89th Ave.
tfoodhaven, L.I.,
Now York

Vouchers 3256, 3257 and 2330 reflect that ELLIOT L.
GRLENDERG, NICHOLAS FEDYNA and HAROLD EDELSTEIN, who went to Ft.
Monmouth at same time as LEVITSKY also went to Camden, New Jersey
for inspection work on the same dates as LEVITSKY.

Others in that group which appear to have gone to
Ft. Mon-mouth Training School on the same date as subject and also assigned
to Camden, New Jersey for inspections as reflected in their
subsequent vouchers include MAX EPSTEIN, ISIDORE HODES and JACK
KRITZ. All have been listed previously.

With regard to the request of St. Louis for WFO
to check the personnel file of LEVITSKY at AGO, this lead will
not be covered inasmuch as purpose of, lead was accomplished by
a seardh of GAO records.

/

It was observed that JO
Monmouth payroll, but JULIUS ROSENB:
were on the Brooklyn pay roll.

r was lifted on the Ft.
r, CARJ^BfAJMBERG and subject

RTJC. M A-
M

- 5 -



^IfffiMD FORM NOWM
^

Office
• UNITED states government

to . DIRECTOR, FBI (100-397359) (*»• *m)

nou jjjjjSAC, REMARK (100-37217)

DATB: 7/6/53

30Hfrt.u&~'

- •#

>' ,r «f

JOSEPH LB7ITSKT, aka.

SBCURITT KITTffi - C
All INFGrJ^ATiOH COMMA.
HERON IS. UNCLASSIFIED

DAIE?/e.te_BYi

°/S

COPIED
45

Ret Bureau latter to Mew Tork 6/7/53*
: / yn th f i T r» .—Nifw—

k physical surveillance otf JOSKPtf^LJR TSKT , 65 Rutgers Place, Riyeredge,

H. J . per Bureau instructions was instituted on~6/l8/53 . The results on 6A8/53

were negative. _

On 6A9/53 the subject was noted arriving at the hone of Dr. PAUL

DIAMOND, 372 Fairview Avenue, Westwood, Mew Jersey. The subject arrived

at Dr. PAUL DIAMOND* s residence at approximately 7*30 P.*. The siaryeillanoe

was discontinued per prior Bureau instructions at 9*00 P. on 6/19/53 but

the subject was still at the hone of Dr. PAUL DIAMOND.

It is to be noted that Dr. PAUt^pIAMOjp , 372 Fair-view Avenue, Westwood,

N. J. is the subject of a IDS investigation. Bureau File #l21”22U72^J.t is to

be~no5ed that the last report in this loyalty case in the H^r XoricOfftce

was submitted by SA AIBHtT FRANZ dated 7/13/50 entitled PAUL BIAMO®, DR.,

IMTERMH3IATK ORADE - APPOINTEg, VETERANS ADMINISTRATION REGIONAL OFFICE,

NEWARK. N. J.s LOTALTT OF GCWHUilHir BfPLdTSES.

> , fill-- * „

It is to>J^p noted that a review of the Newark indicies reflects

that ZOSIA'KKETZ DIAMOND, wife of Dr. PAUL-DIAMOND was interviewed by Bureau

Agents on 1/16/5! and the results of this interview was set out in Bureau

File 100-331280 which is entitled "ARTHUR ALEXANDROVICH ADAMS, Was. -

INTHINAL SBCURITT - R.

In. view of the above contacts by the subject the Bureau is requested
_

to advise the Newark Division whether this case should be continued as a Security

Matter - C or converted to an Espionage Case,

. 7 tv
phia

'J

X
7

_ t'
.4

*

The Fbiladelpiiia Division is requested to review its indicies V& ,is

• contact reliable sources and attempt to obtain any information concernii^ aubjwt,

subject* s wife, ROSE and MANDLELIT'NJIEYBl. MET® is presently residing at I163U

North 11th Street, Philadelphia* Pa, It is to be noted that subject’s jjfb,

ROSE admitted being married to the suibjeot in

advised during an interview with Bureau Agents to 12/30/52 that he^ rt°P

at his father-in-laws at U63U North 11 Street, Philadelphia on weekends in the

cc - Philadelphia (REG. MAIL) rirr r
. -r.vc, r. v

cc - Los Angeles (REG. MAIL) •-

JADsait ./*
100-37217 - l/»* ~Y

22
- 3913*J-Cr

/

indexed-*

-

, J'JL ; 811953

JUL

112



NK 100-37317
Letter to Director, FBI - 2 -

.1

year, 19U8.

The Los Angeles Division is requested to contact Mr. 8®"“®

HECHT, c/o Hotel Regena, 1|20 South Westlake, Los Angele^Califoraia.

HECHT attended the Civilian Training School*
T°rt

irrfe
19U0. It is to be noted that JULIuScROSENBaHl, JOEjfcfiAHR anTThe subject

attended these classes at Fort Monmouth in 1910.
>

This interview should be conducted to obtain all possible information

concerning subject and bis relations with ROSENBStG and BARR and also to be

alerted during this interriew to determine if any of the other nepers of these

classes were on a close basis with ROSENBHtG or BARR.

On April 6, 1951 JULIUS ROSENBERG and his wife, ETHEL ROSENBERG

received the death penalty at the Federal Court, Southern District of

New Tork for conspiracy to commit espionage against the U. S.

DAVID GREBOLASS, who is presently serving a 15 year sentence
^

for transmitting certain classified data relating to the AtomicJoato project,

Los Alamos. New Mexico to HARRY GOID, a Communist Spy has advised that he

learned from JULIUS ROSENBERG that JOEL BARR was an active Soviet espionage

agent in the 0. S. BARR in July, 19U8 left the U. S. for Europe ostensively

to study music. In June, 1950 BARR left his Paris residence and has not

been seen since. The subject listed JULIUS ROSENBERG, radio engineer, 10

Monroe Street, New York City as a reference on an application for employment

at the Federal Tele-coamrunications Laboratory, Nutley, New Jersey. The

subject also advised that he was acquainted with JULIUS th*

period 19U0 - 1?1|2. Subject has denied any later contact . with ROSENBERG.



SAG, Mowerk (100-37nr

)

Jhlg 22, 1999

?EC0RDED-2O
Director* FBI (100-397359)-

*
JOSEfg LSriTSZT, atm
E3PI0MAGI - M

>5?:. '»

Reurlet 7-6-99, requesting weather the character
of instant case should bo changed from Security Matter - G
to Sap ionage - Rm

I

f

<>

*

y

{

A review of this film indteatee that a eubetantial
portion of the derogatory information developed to date about
the subject indteatee that a relationship existed between the
subject and Julian and Ethel Rosenberg, executed espionage
agentef Joel Barr, member of the Rosenberg espionage network,
and Solomon Greenberg, former engineer employed at Federal
Telecommunications Laboratory . In view of these associations,
tt is believed that this case should carry the character of
Espionage - R in the future • Ton are instructed to change
the character of this case from Securtty Matter — G to
Espionage - £•

Tour attention is directed to SAG letter $93-29, 1

Section 3, dealing with submitting results of investigation
in letter fornm Such tnoeetigatton should be submitted tn jrspsrt form and leads should be set out in that report* A
report incorporating the information in the referenced
letter should be submitted te reach the Buress not later I

than 7-30-93m This case should be gtven vigorous attention I

iu order that all information concerning the subject's I

activities may be completely developed• J

ce - 2 - Mem fork (100*103996)
i

ce • 2 * Philadelphia

•• - *
JPLiblb&Z#^
NOTEt Subje ct -furnished the name of Juliue Rosenberg as a
reference on an application for epplojfmentf.aiPJrederal Tele

*

communications Laboratory • Ee Ms alto 'acquainted with %
Joel Barr and Solomon Greenberg, subjects- ofy&spionage - &'
cases• Math derogatory inforwiatidt^-j^ 'thb' subject te of
an e ep ionage nature* iB i-

• * -
'

. ••

‘ '
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STANDARD FORM ND. M

Qffice Memc^ urn • unit^

TO i DIHECTOR, 9BI (100-397359) (Incla. 5)

pkom pii SAC, NEWARK (100-37217 )
'•i*

SUBJECT: J0S8PHHEVITSKY, Aka*
ESPIONAGE - S

GOVERNMENT

DATE: 2/®/51i

REFERENCE* Report of SA BRIAN F. JINNBTT, JR., dated 2/$/Sh,
at Newark ^

Enclosed herewith are fire copies of the report of SA BRIAN F.

JINNETT, JR., dated 2/k/SU, at Newark, re subject.

The Newark Office Is of the opinion that it is not feasible to
request any investigation of other offices based upon the information ob-

/

tained with regard to travels performed by LEVITSKY while employed by
Federal Telecommunications Laboratories, thtley, N.J., unless advised to

the contrary by the Bureau. Those persons named by LEVITSKY as having bee:

involved with the CXJY Project and not previously interviewed will be lo-
cated and interviewed for their knowledge of LEVITSKI'S activities.

I BFJthds

REGISTERED MAIL
lift*4A kydtu > -6*-.* :<d/KsA* c A* •**
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NK 100-37217

Ft* Monmouth for continuance of instruction* LEVITSKY requested his checks,

be sent to 1773 Washington Avenue, Bronx, New York.
*

In view of the dates of travel on the following list and beemise all

travel orders were dated September 27, 19l*0, it Is considered the following

Hat may represent the group in LEVITSKY'S training Class at Ft. Moi^cnth, N.J.

VOUCHER PURPOSE OF TRAVEL

NO. ORDERS IF ATTACHED

G

DATE OF
ARRIVAL
FT. MON.

ADDRESS TO WHICH
CHECK MAILED

JOSEP'fr*i£VITSKY

JULIU'Si&OSENBERO

HENRY^SALKLND

SAliJE^mLER

IfflJ^VINOGRAD

ISIDORE^HQDES

JOSEPH N^ENIAMN

AARON M^CEPSTEIN

MUTOI^KLEIN

SAMJE^WJTCHINS

13953 Instruction dtd 9/27/hO 10/1A^

1508

10818

101*19

9810

9833

961*8

8771

395

9655

CARL P.^TEINHfJJSER 1550

HORACE C^ILSON 7869 and
10820

WILLIAM J^fOALY

JACK^KRITZ

MARTIN S^LINDENBERO 11*67

II

II

899h and
981*1‘

3X31 it

«

9/27Ao 10AA0

« « 10AA0

II

It

If

II

It

IV

n

10/1/1*0

10AA0

It

ft

II

II

tt H

II It

It It

It

If

II

It

II

n

it

it

m

n

1773 Washington At6.
Bronx, N.Y#
1U2 Qoerck St#

NeYe , ,

1*701 Ft. Hamilton
Parkway, Brooklyn, .

588 Midwood St#

Brooklyn,
l8-J*5 21st Road
Astoria, iux-
719 Alabama Ave.
Brooklyn, NY
23-30 Newton Ave.
Astoria, Long
Island, N.Y.
310 W. 9^EH^t.,
New York City
ITMorris Crescent
Yonkers.JUlT -

202 W. 85th St. ;
New York City
69 Adrian /ve.

Ifew York City
117TUncoln Place
Brooklyn, N.Y.

A Bruce Ave.
Yonkers , N.Y*'

320 Bath Ave,
Long Branch, NJ
21*37 65th St.
Brooklyn, M.Y.
3191 Rochambeai Ave.
Bronx,

—l6—

>
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NK 100-37217

” Others in that group which appear to have gone to Ft. Monmouth Training

School on the same date as subject and also assigned to Camden, New Jersey for in-

spections as reflected on their subsequent vouchers include TAX EPSTEIN, ISIDORE

HODES and JACK KRITZ. All have been listed previously.
K»

It was observed that JOEL BARR was listed on the Ft. Monmouth payroll,

but JULIUS ROSENBERG, CARL BUJHBERG and subject were on the Brooklyn pay roll.

*

-P-



Office Mermandum • united states government

Dlreotor, FBI ( 100-397359 )

SAC, New York ( 100-1034.96 )

„

* * j ***

\

DATE: 10/12/54

JSSBFtfnawtfSlY, »M
B8PI0KAQB
(d©,. %r**\ 9 *

t-| cv Jy|«
.../rrr# #4^1“ ... ...

.. »«*S'"
'4 Uttor Mtod 9AJ/»| «^}^d?^h?S

nBI-BLIT%^
Bom* iuoYo«,

:

th. |®uo«in«

?S ?J™Itl«I?*on S Soi WotoBtll «“ that aa . .
' -

inonymsu. l.tt.rh.d *•« »£ taWUOlpU* -;

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. ^ /

. H
B^8

hJS*wi?r‘RofB
tl

iS JUhS&but,
d.t.raln.d that hi. wlf.. ROSB, 1» w. a ug

pPon th.

v*

datormnaa zn*z mo wu»> _ ^

4634 Horth 11th Street, Philadelphia, Penn

information available. It appears that MS.

SHEINMAN are aiatera.

vania. From the
iEVITSKY afid HARCBY Ci

f\
*}•> 1

•-> ' >

y
r ••

- y !-: • y ' '
.

...

...j^'16 The Philadelphia Office la requested to fumlah the
me rniA»««AF

full information concerning the

b. Of ...l.ttoo. to thl. ln«.tlg»tloa. V ' -

— It .hould b. not.d th.t JOTJO^pamBERg.
TAonnn t,FVTTSKYa ot o&o tiMO worked IB ih? lphl * T
£?f£L«o£ «hiih Mght P...1M, ‘T‘%“
SHEINMAN and ROSENBERG should be aet wrtp.; ^ >

T
,

r

,

""
Also', immtfdifttely following an^lijterjleif^y

Sf?i?oS.«ofbM)Ch^;io^I to ladle.to oho h. eo.«ot|a >

contacted LEQNARMBoqpiyMho aoted M hla attomey.^

1 - Philadelphia (100-i

1 Newark (100-37217)

EJCJPAK

71 OCT IS 1954 *

98

torney. ^ O/
#0-397Jfy~lf

4h

a OCT 13 1954

<
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SECURITY MATTER - C

\r\Q i C* h summary report
/// 9-1

ic-B-Ps

Zo-t>fr

DETAILS

:

- P -

BACKGROUND

zoyi jtuk-fir'.

(<fr
A. 7y </-k S1*v<*uu£

“X

Informants furnishing the informatio
in this section will be placed after the information furni^fted.

All informants are of known reliability.

Birth Data . .
•

'

Citizenship Status

Subject is native born.

W

k:
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r

— Confidential Informant T-4, of known readability, advised

in August i 1950 that the subject resided with MA3VfrlNEST0NE at

173 West End Avenue, New York City. FINESTONE is probably the

last man JULIUS&LOSENBERG recruited into his espionage organization,

according to Tr5, oTTcnown reliability. ROSENBERG is presently under
a death sentence for committing espionage against the U.S. • &£* _ ^



FEDERAL BUREAU 09 INVESTIGATION

SBCCRIgy-^^OnMATlOT-*—COWPIDEWPIAIr
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Form No. s
p-vi-yi

THIS CASK ORIGINATED AT PHILADELPHIA
REPORT MAOC AT: OATS WHIN ICH MADE: I REPORT MAOS SYi

2/3-1 MARVIN M. EUBANKS (WSM)

•• . MARGARETTA TIMMS a was .

,

irgaretta L£9Timms, Margaretta V.
Lama —

CHARACTER OP CASKt

SECURITY MATTER - C

30Vi- fair /MS' MmAMT/nTtm ^ ' SUMMARY REPORT

SYNOPSIS OF I

yD

\ /D 12 H. Y., under the sponsorship of the Committee*
0 '

X to Secure Justice for the Rosenbergs."

>ln|&
... T

'

DETAILS:
|
J This ease is predicated upon information furnished

1 Ufrfigan* reliable.

%
& m,; : m of "TP
W COPIES DESTROYED 7 .:X?tV;r •. v* -

-* .. '*53*1;





Office Memo, sadum • UNITED -n government

DIRECTOR, RBI
DATE: Jose 17, 1957

ii/-. 8iC. WO ( 100-22X69) &yl»°
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'?<a

- /
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f '

i, irm-rnr P^^SfTHWlRZf* Executive Director
r DR. PREDffllCK C7\ SCHWAJt^,

^ ^
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INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM
(The Communist Mind)

STAFF CONSULTATION WITH

FREDERICK CHARLES SCHWARZ

COMMITTEE ON UN-AMERICAN* ACTIVITIES

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
EIGHTY-FIFTH CONGRESS

FIRST SESSION

MAY 29, 1957

(INCLUDING INDEX)

Printed for the oae of the Committee on Un-American Activities

united STATU

GOVEBNHENT PHINTINQ OFFICE

WASHINGTON 1 1IOT



INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM 7

Dr. Schwarz. You have to understand that their basic concept is

[that class war is a fact of being and that peace is the historical syn-
I thesis when communism defeats the remainder of the world and estab-
lishes world Communist dictatorship, which is peace. If you ask a
true Communist to take a lie detector test and ask him if he wants
peace, he would pass it with ease. He would look at you with a light
m his eve and say he longs for peace.
Mr. Weil. Communist peace, not peace as we understand it.

Dr. Schwarz. Every act that contributes to the Communist conquest
is a peaceful act. If they take a gun, they take a peaceful gun, con-
taining a peaceful bullet, and kill you peacefully and put you in a
peaceful grave. When the Chinese Communists murder millions, it is

an act of peace. When the Russian tanks rolled into Budapest to
butcher and destroy, it was glorious peace. Peace is wonderful and
within their framework of ideology whatever helps their conquest is

peaceful, good, and true.

Mr. Weil. I would like to ask one question of you as a psychiatrist
as well as an analyst of the Communist ideology. There comes a
point when all this reevaluation and redefinition has progressed to a
point where it is no longer reconcilable with reality, and even the
Communists themselves must recognize this. Have they not reached
that point?

Dr. Schwarz. I do not believe they have reached it. They have
reached the point of insanity.

Mr. Weil. You think Khrushchev still believes in the classic theo-
ries as you expounded them ?

Dr. Schwarz. I believe that paranoia is at the heart of communism
and that their theoretical concepts are far more convincing to them
than the evidence of the facts. I believe, for example, that they, in
their own mind, believe that the riots in Hungary were organized by
the vicious American imperialists. There is this element of paranoic
self-deception at the heart of communism. I do not think that they
are just hypocrites ; they have merged the techniques of hypocrisy witn
the virtues of sincerity, creating a very powerful instrument.
Mr. Weil. Mass paranoia itself is a term which can be quite decep-

tive. ivijij ..
•* e t h f /..

Dr. Schwarz. It is a powerful instrument. ThStinsanity is mani-
fest in the world hysteria they stirred up about tnhAosenbergs. The
Communists manifested their tremendous efficiency ahagitators around
the world on behalf of the Rosenbergs. The name “Rosenberg” be-
came the best-known American name throughout the world. There
were riots in many countries, and actually quite a number of people
died in these riots on behalf of the Rosenbergs. Everywhere the Com-
munists and their friends were heart stricken and desperately misera-
ble because of the dreadful anti-Semitic conspiracy mat was leading
to this cruel persecution of these two poor Rosenbergs.
In the midst of it all, they suddenly arrested a lot of their own lead-

ing Jews in Czechoslovakia, men of position, power, and Communist
character; and after a farce of atrial, which occupied about 2 weeks,

Rosenbergs had been given i

fore a jury of their peers, conducted by an impartial judge. Appeals
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irs were

bergs flowed more freely*
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NEWARK MAR

LEWIS (NMNpiCOENIG
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2/16 , 17/5** BERTIE J. WRISTON, JR*

CHARACTER or CAS*

. k SECURITY MATTER - C
^INTERNAL SECURITY ACT,
> 1/

DETAILS:

AsmcY /.'•_

K2Q. REC ’D
REP’I PORff
BY

Em-nlovment and Residence

It is noted that Federal Telcommunications laboratories has been

designated as a Key Facility with Geographical Reference Number 5^
29530 .

COPY DESTROYED S^jQ

SPECIAL AGENT
IN CHARGE

copies or THIS REPORT

( 6

1

)- Bureau (100-405972) (Reigis

1 - Col. Johnson, G-2, Governo

1 - Lt. Col. Carlson, 2nd G^x,

1 - Cant. Greubart ,
Uoll, Dxu,

A - Newark (IOO-38AAA) (l —
r* “

PROPERTY OF FBI—This confidential report and its cont^s are loaned to you by the FBI and are not to be

distributed outside of agency to which loaned.

COPY IN U ». GOVEINM1KT fHIMTIM* OFNC* 1®-HJ0637-1
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, •;^4|
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Concerning S0L0h-W GREENBERG , it is noted that during
tjie course of an interview by Bureau Agents with jiLFKED

Goi-uxWT, July 19, 1950 1

,
he authorized the Agents to

conduct a search of his home at Cayuga Heights Hoad,

Ithaca, Hew York. Among the items located was a small

addre^r book, in ™ •ic!h, on page two, appeared the listing
",j0l>'wELHb£fi>7, Fed. Bo Gr 9-3800 ,

Ext. 604." BuLuiuN
gREEBEEkg, while employed at FTL at 6? Broad Btreet

,

New York. City, during the years, 1943-1947, had access
to tele none number Bowling Green 9-3800, Extension 604

Concerning ALFRED BaRaRx, liHVpf GhREHGiiABo advised tnat
he learned through c f nversations with JULiik> ROBENEEriG

that during the period 1946-1950 RogENBERG was extensively
engaged In Boviet Espionage. In connection with this

activity, nOGEHBnRG was using an apartment in the Gre^gwich

Village section of Hew York City for the naroose of rfc|v .

microfilming documents on espionage contacts.
.

Newark Confidential Informant T-2, of known reliability,

advised that the apartment which koBBRilLkG was using ms located
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at 65 ilorton Street, New York City and was rented In the n
.jUb'ii. I> from October, 1943 to January, 1950*

OaVID GKEEKGLfc-iSS is presently serving a fifteen
year sentence for transmitting classified data
relating to the atomic Bomb to Hf*KhY GOLD, a
confessed soviet spy.

*
JULIUG kOiiiNBLRG was found guilty of conspiracy
to commit Espionage aga: nst the United states in
the United States Court, Southern District of New
York, in 1951 and was executed in 1953 for this
crime.
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REFERENCE
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3<W- Ant

Report of SA ROBERT E. JENKINS, dated 9/17/59.
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INFORMANTS

:

Identity of Source File Number V/here Located

Used to document MAX FINESTONE
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Page 2 , instant ^e^6rj^

Approved

Copies mad*:

Bureau (100-40636?) (RM)
'"I*- G-2, New York (RM).
1 -ONI, New York (RM)
X - OSI, New York (RM)
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Copy lot

Report of:

Date:

1 - G-2, New York
1 - ONI, New York
1 - OSI, New York
ROBERT E. JENKINS
3/23/60

Office: New York, New York

File Number:

Title:

New York 100-1150^3 Bureau 100-406362

CHAIT'S FARM, ACCORD, NEW YORK

3o ^2- ff

Character: INTERNAL SECURITY -C

Synopsis;

NY T-l advised on June 20, 1-939“* that an
believed to be MAX FINEST0NE was the last person

BSBfi executed on July 19* 1953, for conspiracy to coi^

pionage against the Unlied States, recruited into his e«pi^ba^
apparatus . .*

~

a, 0 IT F M J!—L^L
1

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of any kind, It Is the property of the FBI, and Is a loan to your agency/

It and/or Its contents are not to he distributed outside your agency. 10—7463&-1 »o



POftM NO. 44

office Memorandum • united

T
? DIRECTOR, FBI (100-422475)

*
is GOVFKWj!

SUBJECT:

W./r - <7SAC, WO (100-32830) ^A ..// A

7

At* nrrowjATtos eosfiwc /
hs?e:n ts wcusstptsDccm ^ __ ._

rri3BS»IlWTOII:r«I3E3(ZEIfS FORUM, aka
IS-C, ISA of 1950
(00:1F0) J /fu

/A
Reavlet 11-7-56 setting forth^Bkt of naaes obtainedfrF 10-l*»ftt lUtt^Uilt 'iWwplled fro* a gftfup _

:•>. v>r\-
.-~bi

7-i

(1- 100-1 rJ IS
I' ^r



CO

WFO 100*32830830 /

1. 'MPiProgswwia* Party of

Washington Area Foma

-70

b"iP

b"*"

b>^ bo-

. Sobell Committee of Washington

bV

bn<~ b

who has supplied reliable information in the
past in September ,"1953 , reported that the D. C. group of the
National Committee to Secure Justice in the Rosenberg Case known

nCNFiDSRHAL *>*>>



WFO 100*32830 CONFIQgrni/
as the "Hosenberg-Sobell Committee of Washington, D. C." , wi

becoming active in the District of Columbia for the purpose
of vindicating the Rosenbergs and obtaining the release of
Morton Sobell.
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%
FEDERAi BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

REPORTING OPTICS

LOS ANGELES
TITLE OF CASE

f omc* or origin
INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

LOS ANGELES 9/12/63 7/10 - 9/10^63
RtrOWT MADC BY "

V

ALEX M. HORST ^
‘

V°
CHARACTER OF CASE

SM - C

REFERENCES : Report of SA ROBERT H. CLAUDIOS dated 6/13/62at Los Angeles. '
' S l% r

(FD 20§)
led letter t0 Bureau dated 8/12/63 ^

— - p - it \

administrative mm
100-53913?“

0ffioe ' Buflle 100-371565, lL Angeles file °
,j

telephonic
HURST

conducted on 9/IO/63 s-fcjmjad^^A ALEX M.

to divulge wnether sheTa^mpToye^^^^^^P/^jiS

APPROVED ^
COPIES MADE;

SPECIAL AGENT
IN CHANGE

_
OISSCMINAy*OM RECORD OP ATTACHED REPORT

"EOuc*T gccM- --y LI u L.y ..

date Fwo._r:l _
1 =F==zr.U.®

&-m6W-0kfu Oovjlo
p* >^JU^^JUAA^0l 4* Id

*

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

4 - Bureau (100-423382) (rm) /#^
3 - Los Angeles ( 100-539I5 )

REC-66

f
"

17 16 >

A '“3

P£t rn
NOTATIONS

HOW PWO.



LA IOO-53915

LA T

i>-£>

Pl£>

LA T-5

which was held AuSuSWfT
w®®-£n attendance at a

by the OU. J*lch .poneorSI"*vla Defense Committee, Vn^



1

LA APPENDIX“ * 00-53915
COMMITTEE TO SECURE JUSTICE FOR MORTON SOBELL

A source advised on August 19, 1963* that the
Los Angeles Sobell Committee is the Los Angeles, California,
affiliate of captioned organization. —

Following the execution of atomic spies ETHEL
and JULIUS ROSENBERG in June, 1953* the "Communist
campaign assumed a different emphasis. Its .major effort
centered upon MORTON SOBELL, " the ROSENBERGs'1 codefendant

.

The National Committee to Secure Justice in the Rosenberg case -

a Communist front which had been conducting the campaign in the
United States - was reconstituted as the National Rosenberg-
Sobell Committee at a conference in Chicago in October, 1953
and "then as the National Committee to Secure Justice for
Morton Sobell in the Rosenberg Case."

(
,JGuide to Subversive Organizations and

Publications" dated December 1, 19ol, issued by the House
Committee on Un-American Activities, page 116.)

In September, 1954, the name "National Committee
to Secure Justice for Morton Sobell" appeared on
literature issued by the Committee. In March, 1955* the
current name, "Committee to Secure Justice for Morton Sobell,

"

first appeared on literature issued by the Committee.

The Address Telephone Directory for the Borough
of Manhattan, New York City, as published by the New York
Telephone Company on April 16, 1963* lists the "Committee
to Secure Justice for Morton Sobell" as being located at
940 Broadway, New York, New York.

APPENDIX
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Memorandum
TO

FROl

|f A. H. Belmoi

'k'\

F. J* Baungardn

Tolson
Mohr __
Parsons
Balmont
(

1

1

McGulr#

date: 'logos t 27, 1960

Gandy __





OPTIONAL FOWM NO. 10

MAY !M2 COITION
OSA FPMR (41 CPU) 101-11.*

UNITED STATES G«
v
ERNMENT

Memorandum
: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-439805)

date:

MILWAUKEE (105-4127) P

subject: rjjICHAEL ALLEN MEEROPOL, aka
/ IS - R

6/3/70

Re Milwaukee letter to Bureau, 424/70.

For the information of Miami, subject is on the -

Milwaukee Security Index and is described as set forth below:

Sex
Race
DOB
Height
Weight
Hair

Eyes
Complexion
Characteristics

Relatives

Tfationality
POB

Male
White
3/10/43
5 , 7”-8"
134-140
Brown, curly, long cut Prince
Valiant \

Blue /i

Fair f i..kL~ (J

J

Unkempt beatnik appearance, small
Van Dyke beard /vi/j^ys

Adopted by ANN ana /ABEL^tSSEEBOPOL

;

i parents JULIUS ETJIELHROSENBERG

/
American _

J

Queens, New YorlQ^ ^CN E^PnG-

Also, enclosed for Miami/is a curfenr photo of
subject and spouse, ANN VERONICA^0KARUSAITI5#mEEROPOL.

\V.

MIAMI DIVISION

'2, - Bureau RM «l. (*Vf$
2 - Miami RM (Enc. 1) rcWfAISSD 4 JUH c*

2 - Milwaukee ft
?T

'
T

ptvtsd /» i. ^
slllNI«WI

•'
i

- c* .

w*

Bajy U. S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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OPTIONAL KMUM MO. It

mat itas mmtiom

StIt- ItA

OtA MM. MO. MO. tt ^
UNITED STAT^PbOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO Director, FBI (Bufilo- DATE :

7/5/66

FROM(Wffl<= , HEW YORK

SUBJECT:

/'

/

\
0\SN

*

7
The captioned Individual ha. been the .abject of a security Investigation by At. office. The

Richmond .Division ha. verified the permanent presence of the .ubject In It. division a.

residing and working at the addresses listed below. The —RiChlDOIld division Is being

considered the new office of origin.

Check the following applicable statements;

This individual is the subject of a Security Index Card. (The Bureau Is requested to make the ap^oprlate

change* in the Security Index at the SoOt of Government. The - -

should affix the addresses indicated above and the appropriate cat* file number.)

t

" 1 This subject is tabbed for Detcom.

j 1 This subject was carried as a Key Figure or Top Functionary.

P 1 Handwriting specimens have been furnished to the Bureau.

f 1 A photograph has been furnished to the Bureau.

m A security flash notice has been placed with the Identification Division and a copy has been designated there or.

ThS following pertinent item, are being forwarded to the new office ol Origin with Its copies of this lettsr:

Security Index Cards

[~H Serials (specify)

j \ photograph of subject (check appropriate item listed below)

I

~~
1 Negative and three copies of most recent or best likeness photograph

1 t None available.

{ \ Previously furnished.

~ r u c jREC 5

r-r 2 - Bureau (Reg.)

2 - Richmond 1

1-New York

jjPitml
(5)

to^
Enc.

b''

MCT-17 /\j7to - 4460»| —

/

—(Reg.)

<9 JBJUL 7W6

§?JUL25l£66 yyiA'



• I

NY 100-156709

Piles of the NYO reflect that captioned indivi

was interviewed in the NYO on 7/26/50 at which time he a

that during his college years he had heeh friendly witl*.
,

JULlult?OSENBERQ. He said he maintained friendly relati

with jfcsENBERG through college years and after

studied with a group whih was preparing^forC^ril Service

examinations In which group ROSENBERG was., included. He eaia

he has not seen ROSENBERG since that time* d .

• * On subsequent occasions in 1950 arid *1951 captioned

individual called the NYO to furnish additional names of

individuals whom he thought could aid the FBI in its

investigation of ROSENBERG and other leftist individualshe

recalled at college and through employment,

4*2

In December, 1965, the OSAF, 2nd Distri^ Office

of Special Investigations, NYO, forwarded to the NYO BD P

48 and 48-1 wherein they pointed out the subject may have

violated section 1001, Title 18 OS Code. After a review

of references and flies in the NYO the USAF was advised In

January, 1966, that the NYO would not institute a FAG

investigation ofAHjjjlHB|due to a lack of any subversive

information. ^ '’Id-

Subsequent reports received from the USAF, NYC,

reflect no derogatory information concerning the subject

or his relatives and contain recommendations for his

employment in a position of trust.



/»

0 J
Office Met, dum • united 5 government

SLrtitor, FBI

lew York (100*0)

SHIRLEY 1CSLOVE TAYLOR
SECURITY MATTER -C -

Reference is Mdi to tlx* Apart tad
>-> / lattar of SA VIICEHT J. CAHILL, low York, dated 3 1 1952

> Vgjn tha out entitled, "00000; IXTKRKAL SECURITY -C.

As noted In this rapart, MAX BLITCHER
has stated that on# SHIRLEY ME8L0YE was a nenber art
0* P. ooll with which ha waa affiliatad in Wafehifigton,

D» C. during tha period of X9lfr0—

•

MQRfOEJpOBBU* waa
alao a neater of tjjtie oall aa waa SARAja^slLVKRMAI, iA« ia

now Mrs* SIDSEYaXWELL of Flushing, I* A
Investigation eonduetod bj

disclosed that SHIRLEY MISLOVE married WILLIAM
who waa formerly tho chairnagL^f

-

the fl«l« In Wa
D. C* Tho TAYLORS are presently believed to reside at
22M Mooro St*, Los Angelas, Calif* -

SHIRLEY TAYLOR waa interviewed by
Bureau agent a at her homo on 10/17/50 in furtherance of
the investigation to determine MORTOM SOBELL'8 C*P*
affiliationa* She, at that tine, rofuaod to furnish any
infomation to tho agent a* She ia now bolloTod to be
Financial Secretary of the Loa Angelea County C*P*

It ia noted that MORTOM SOBKLL in
waa eonviotod in Faderal Court, SD1Y, ofMarch, 19,

V
)SEHBBR0*

conspiracy to oonmit espionage along with JULIUS and
"''"JELL waa subsequently sentenced 1SOBSLL

30 yVfirs ngmaonaxant. Recently, hi a eonvietion waa
uphold by a 2 to 1 doeiaion by the U* S* Circuit Court
of Appeals of the Second judieiaiy Diatriot*

v
Cjk Zee 1

let

Washington Field
Loa Angelea (100*30553)
100-79W?
65-14873

VJC.FC mkMV

INDEXED-'2

fltCORDED-'2
~

SaKRil?

1952



FD-263 (1^- 12-19t67) * ) r !. (j*

>iDERAL BUREAU °F/|NV: jSTIGATIO.Vj #/.

REPORTING OFFICE

WASHINGTON FIELD

OFFICE OF ORIGIN

WASHINGTON FIELD

TITLE OF CASE

JOSE

i# i vr»* k

PH^FORER, aka

IPOM MADE ^

BBtT W.

!

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

1/28/69 - 4/18/71
REPO

ROB SONNEN, JR.

TYPED I

vjm

CHARACTER OF CASE

SM-C /

REFERENCE : Report of SA JOSEPH E. KELLER, 2/3/69, WDC.

***
- c -

ADMINISTRATIVE:

A
f

This report encompasses a two-year investigative span

rather than the normal one year due to the moritorium on reports

6M in 1970 at the time a report would have been due in this case./2£/

l The confidential informants contacted during April,

1 1971, who had no additional information are:

tUP^h/
Uc ' /7 V

d
ftkhL^ I kACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED I—

|

NONE

APPROVED

COPIES MAOE

SAVINGS RECOVERIES
IACQUIT-

TALS
CASE HAS BEEN!

PENDING OVER ONE YEAR QnO
pending prosecution

^

OVER SIX MONTHS C3 Y ** CHI NO

special agent
IN CHARGE DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

~ ~ — -

<S>- Bureau OS9-t7557
, v s

1 • Baltimore (100-13586) (Info) (RM)

1 - U.S. Secret Service,
Washington, D.C. (RM)

3 - WFO (100-32761)

02 ) 1 r< (.<//£>

/?/'17708mm REC 19

* JUN a
1971

j

4h-%BH)m
& SLrtBUvJ -

U.S. aOVCRNMtMT PRINTING OFFICE : INTO

DOVER FADE
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UNnED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

rnMriMABiM

Copy to: 1 - United States Secret Service, Washington D.Cj

Report of:

Dote:

ROBERT W. SONNEN, JR.

5/20/71

oiRe.: Washington Field

Fl«ld Offic* Flic *:
100-32761 Bwiw Flit is 100-1765

JOSEPH FORER

Character: SECURITY MATTER - COJtflJNISM

SyBop*i.:fsubject resides at 711 Horton Drive, Keep Mills Estate ,

Ot I Silver-Spring, Maryland* He maintains a lav office vith
" ' -‘VnffelN at 711 14th, Street. N.W., ^WDC. Subject^ls^assocl^ted

L£)fr)C*)
- C -

mr.TATT.St AT WASHINGTON. D.C.

CE an

On April 17, 1971 SA ROBERT W. SONNEN, JR., observ*d*

that JOSEPH FORER maintains a Lav Office with orie DAVID REIN

at 711 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. (WDC). Contact vith

this office determined that subject lives at 711 Horton Drive,

Kemp Mills Estates, Silver Spring, Maryland* vej JIL

GROUP l

deluded from mitoauw

downgrading «*
declassificatM

|

rw. document confine neither recom.nend.tioo. nor conclu.ion. of the FBI. It i. the property of the FBI end i.

ire not to be distributed outside your agency.

loaned to your agency; it end its conteats



VID REIN

ersonnel file* of NLRB indi

cate that REIN was employed by that -.

r

agency In WDC, from March lb, 1938 to

July 20, 1942. - ;/>•/;[;•

'&.&W

ri\

- j--

MORTON SOBELL was convictedJn March,
.

1951, with JULIUS and ETHEyKOSENBERG

In the Federal District Court, South-

ern District of New York, of conspiracy

to commit espionage.
1
ffte RQSENBERGs

were executed in 3une , 1953, and SOBELL

was sentenced to thirty years imprison-

ment.
( / rvDSg^A tJc <a>

NLG - NIG is characterized in the appendix

WF T



GATION

REPORT MAOS AT

WASHINGTON. D. C.

' PSRIOO FOR WHICH MAOS

1 3/9, 10, 20, 2hi

953 li/13, 2a, 27/53

MARCUS ISAfW^LMAN

Jl»

coma or this

P
- Bureau (101-1821)
- Baltimore (10O-155OO) (Info) (RM)

1 - New Xork (100-1113UO) (Info) (RM)

1 - Richmond (100-8382) (mfo) (RM)

3 - Washington Field (101-5QS1 m

— 1
*
1:1



V Q
WFO 101-56?

The Daily Worker, issue of November 25, 1952, in an article on

page *J entitled “Washington $8l? flits Us at Halfway Mark," described

a party given in honor of ROB HALL, Washington representative of the

Daily Worker, and his wife, MICJKET. The article stated that the "Pa”
|

————— -— — — —

also set up, on an organized basis, Wsfii^eedoffl of the Press ^Commit

in the Nation's Capital which will be devotecPEo"Tigntijig for the

of the working class. Peace Press to publish.

$

! was a member ofT-U advised in August, 1952, that!

the CP, DC, as of that time.

T-7 learned that during August and November, 1952, the Daily

Worker received nearly $U0 from the subject.

Q. International Workers Order

The International Workers Order has been cited by the Attorney

General as a Communist organization.

T-7 advised that during October, 1952, the International

Workers Order received at least $16 from the subject.

V. ACTIVITY WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

A. Citizens Emergency Defense Committee

Concerning this organization, an article in the June 11,

1952 issue of the Daily Worker, page 2, entitled "Seek $100,000 for

Defense of 16 Smtih Act Victims'* states in part “charging that the

Justice Department is pursuing the tactics of attempting to bankrupt

the 16 Smith Act defendants at Foley Square through heavy legal de-

fense and trial costs, the Citizens 2nergency Defense Committee, Room

6oU, U01 Broadway (New York) launched a nationwide campaign to raise

$100,000 to cover defense trial costs. -

ier, 1952, the above

(byfyp)
T-7 learned that during Novembe^nd

committee received a total of $10 from

B. Committee to Defeat the Staith Act

T-12 reported in August, 1952, that the Committee to Uphold

the Bill of Rights had changed its name to the Committee to Defeat th*

Smith Act. Earlier, this source had advised that the Committee to Df*
hold the Bill of Rights was formed in the latter part of 1951 in *jjd

- 9 -

mem » U, i'l^m wwijuu .1 1uw* wwsw'uv



WFO 1C1-509

B. Freedom

T-1U reported in December, 1950, that the editorial board of

^

the Freedom newspaper is composed of Communist Party members and Conmi^

nist Party sympathizers. This informant stated that Freedom was in-

tended as a replacement for the harlem edition of tthe Worker n
. f’tCj

It was ascertained by T-7 that during November, 1952, the

Freedom newspaper received over $125 from the subject. |lC]

F^yJIational Committee to Secure Justice in the Rosenberg Case

T-15 has described the National Committee to Secure Justice in

the Rosenberg Case as a Gomminiisi front organization formed to secure

clemency far JULIUS and STHSQ&QSENBERG, convicted atomic spies. ^4+J

ccordlng to T-7, the above committee received $100 from

during October, 1952.^1^) Cj&)C

0. National Conference to Win Amnesty for Smith Act Victims

s members of

T-U has described bot

current active memoers of the C





• 1

ROSBIBERO, JULIUS 11

fsTACHEL, JACOB 22

7^1 TAILOR, JUN U

26





PENDING OVER ONE YEAR QyES ( |nO
PENDING PROSECUTION

OVER SIX MON THS fH]YE3 | InQ

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

Disslminotion Record of Attochoa Roport mrrss/i

equest Reed.
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FD-204 (Rey. >-3-59)

Copy to: 1- Secret Service, Washington Field Office

Rtpoct of: SA JOSEPH E. KELLER o*ic« Washington, D. C.
Dot«< June 3, 1968

Flold Offie* Fll, It 100-32767 Burooo Fllo It 101-2426

Tirtot DAVID REIN

A

%* )

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

CONFJD iflAL

Character: INTERNAL SECURITY

Synoptis: Subject resides at 5Q6&nac Arthur Boulevard, Northwest,
Washington, D. cL^wtfc) « He is an attorney with JOSEPH
FORER, ^who is known as one of^-the^attorneys who has rep-
resented the Communist igartyof the United States of
America for a number of„years. Pertinent legal work of
subject, which includes services fpr-Alianza Federal De
Mercedes (AFDMH' Veterans of The^Abraham Lincoln Brigade
frAT.P.U^and MORTON SOBELL, mentioned. Association with

listec

Jecnne^prosecunonTj

- p* _

>0P I

CLASS. BT

MGFRt&J
*-
i£L

CLASS. 4 e:

ESAEON-PCI
DATE 0?

ATJL INTONATION CONTAfi«fl| ^
T--r.-T.13 IS UNCLASSIFIED

wn®„
4 .T^lon

-- ---
T SHOWN ')

\ IriTE

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of th# FBI, It Is ths property of the FBI and is loaned
your agency; it and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency,

I

to



WFO 100-32767

On May 2 and May 31 , 1968 , it was determined
at 5066 MacArthur Boulevard, Northwest, Washington, D. C.

,

that subject resides at that address and that he is an
attorney at 711 14th Street, Northwest, Washington, D. C.

(Personal observation by
Special Agent of FBI, 5/2/55)

(Suitable Pretext, 5/31/68)

II. LEGAL OCCUPATION

AFDM - AFDM is characterized in
the Appendix.

LEONARD B.\ BOUDIN - Subject and LEONARD B. BOUDIN
frere listed as the attorneys for the Veterans of The Abraham
Lincoln Brigade (VALBu *n connection with a petition for writ
of Certiorari, filed the Supreme Court of the United States
on February 2, 1968. This petition was subsequently, on
March 18, 1968, denied by the Supreme Court. The petition,
requested the VALB be removed from the Attorney General'*

st. -IpA

(Records of the Uniti$L;
States Supreme Court,

2/2/68 )



Par^^tO^^advl^^on May 21,

1953 that LEONARD B. BOUDIN was

a member of the CP and the National

Lawyers Guild* At the time,

flHHflfdid not mention the dates

^^^OUDlN's activity as a CP member.

\P
C

felt*

On June 21, 1950, WF T-4 advised

that he knew BOUDIN as a Communist

and as an attorney in New York City

prior to 1945.

National Lawyers Guild - National

Lawyers Guild (NLG) is characterized

in the Appendix.

VALB * VALB is an organization desig-

nated by the Attorney General of the

United States pursuant to the Executive

Order 10450.

On January 4, 1968, the New York Sobell Com-

mittee met at Committee Headquarters, Room 1103, 150

Fifth Avenue, New York, New York. At the meeting, it

was announced that the law firm of DAVID REIN and

JOE F0RER had Completed some legal matters in connection

with the MORTONj'SOBELL cas -,*0



The Committee to Free MORTON
SOBELL is characterized in
the Appendix.

MORTOM SOBELL - MORTON SOBELL was

convick^ld in l^rch of 1951 with
JULIU$\na' ROSENBERG in the

Federal District* Court , Southern
District of New itork, of conspiracy

to commit espionage. The RQSENBERGs

were executed in June of 1953 and

MORTON SOBELL was sentenced to thirty
years’ imprisonment.

’The Worker” of May 7, 1968, on page
two, carried the following news story:

’ARGUE FOR RELEASE OF SOBELL”

‘Release of Morton Sobell this

July was urged Monday in Federal
Court in Lewisburg, Pa., by his

attorney, David Rein. The court

reserved decision.
’’Rein argued that depriving Sobell

of time he has actually spent in
prison is unconstitutional. Rein
said that since the right of appeal

is granted under the Constitution,
a person who requests movement to a

different prison in order to be
able to consult with attorneys may
not be penalized for so doing.



WFO 100-32767

"Sobell Who was framed up

together with Ethel and Julius

Rosenberg has been imprisoned

for 18 years. Seven Nobel

Laureates have joined thousands

of others throughout the country

and the entire world in asking

for Horton Sobell' s freedom.’
1

,!The Worker" is an East Coast

Communist newspaper

.



• ' • \

I

100,000 BAIL BET

IN ESPIONAGE CASE

Sobell, Accused of Conspiring 1

With Rosenberg, Has Dispute

With Saypol at Hearing I

Morton ^Sobell, 33-year-old elec-

tronic* and radar expert who al-

legedly fled to Mexico to escape

arrest, was held in |100,000 bail

on espionage charges yesterday by
United States Commissioner Ed-
ward W. McDonald.
The suspect, who lives at 164-17

Seventy-third Avenue, Flushing,

Queens, was flowp back from
Texas in the custody of deputy
United States marshals. He was
arrested last Friday by Federal
Bureau of Investigation agents at

the border city of Laredo after
having been deported from Mex-
ico.

He was specifically charged with
having conspired from July, 1944,
Umtil last July 16 with Julius
^Rosenberg, who, with his wife,
Ethel, has been indicted on charges
of .conspiracy to commit espionage
by transmitting to Russia “docu-

ents, writings, sketches, notes
id information relating to na-
ional defense.”
In pursuance of the alleged con-

spiracy to give vital atomic secrets

to Russia, Sobell had five conver-

sations with Rosenberg in tms
Federal District, the complaint

added.

United States Attorney Irving

H. Saypol opened the hearing by-

telling Commissioner McDonald

,

that Sobell had agreed to waive!

removal from Texas.

Sobell interrupted: “Can I say

something about that waiver?”

“Suppose you wait until I fin-
,

ish/' Mr. Saypol said sharply.

Because he was not represented

|

by sin attorney, Commissioner

;

McDonald advised the defendant

'not to say anything. •

After Mr. Saypol had outlined
I

the charge, the stocky defendant
said

; ,

“Up to this point I am not duly I

aware of the charge of Title 50,.

Section 32 (a).” (Under which he
is charged).

"I take it that is one of the-
functions of his counsel,” the
prosecutor told the commissioner.
Turning to the defendant, Mr.

Saypol said:

“This morning when you were
in »y office I asked you whether
you had anything to say to me or

{

j discuss with me. I asked whether
you Were familiar with the charge.:

I
You said you had some doubt in
your mind concerning 32 (a). Then*
you said you were familiar with it

generally ”

: “I did not say that,” Sobell Im-
plied sharply.

,

[

AtHthis point Commissioner Mc-
Donald adjourned the hearing until,
Sept. 18. 4

M .> - —
Mr. :

Mr. SJertfa k

Mi. Nichcli

Mi. How-
Mi,- Tn r -

TITLE

CLASS

From
MY
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JiOT
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Here a * Oll£_
\y N. S. HaseldiM

tot KfporUr

Backtracking the Washington!

life of Morton^Sobell, jailed aa «
Russian spy, yesterday led re-f

porters to many small curtains.

He lived and worked here, andj

wed a former Arlington, Va., girL

Yet those who knew him at all!

could scarcely recall him; these

who* may have known him ywell

were tight-lipped.

5
/vSotfell married 5|rs. Helen Levi*

tcjpGurewitz, who last year" was

J

|

named by the FBI as metnbershibj

Secretary of the District of Colun Lj

Ilia Communist Party. [:

I She was so identified in District

>JEhen Spbell^ft the w
1941, for the ^Bersity'
gan, he appareRBy took v-d him 1

[the memory of Helen Levitov-

Gurewitz. For he returned to

marry her on March 10, 1945. He,

took leave for the wedding while

employed in the General Electric

Co., at Schenectady, N. Y.

Five Years at GE
Sobell Joined GE after receiv-

ing his master’s degree in elec-

trical engineering at the Univer-

sity of Michigan. He worked there

from June 15, 1942, until June 13,

1947, the period in which he is

charged with conspiring with oth-

ers to send national defense in-

formation to Soviet Russia.

He left GE to accept employ-

ment in mid-1947 with the Reeves

Instrument Co. of New York and

was employed by that firm until

he failed to .appear for work (
*on

last June 16, the d*y another

member of the alleged spy ring

was arrested.

Wire services last night reported

ir’B*
Tol«on_

Ladd

CUM.
Glavin,

Ni chol»_

Roien

Tracy

Harbo

Balmont.

r»li. Room_

Kaaa.

Gandy.

i
L ln

'locating Mr* Sobell and her two
jtourt at the Judith Cbplpn esplo-

*°

h
c*“

r

"g
n i 'Laredo. Texas. One

child was identified

Gurewitz, about 9, a

nage trial,/in June, 1949. And
her firsiZbusband, Clarence D.
(CasejsJjaStrevyitz, was learned in
the same Government document
as “a very active member of the
Communist Party, District of
Columbia, and has been so for 12
years/*

Mrs. SobelTs relatives in Arling-
ton were reluctant to talk. A
brother said she was estranged
from the family “by her part in
Communist things.”

Don’t Talk About Her

!
“We don’t talk abouCJHelen”

|

said her brother, David^Xevitojk
tof 2135 Lee Highway, Ajrlingtoj .

She probably knew what he (S<
bell) was doing.”
At the Gurewitz home, at 161W

R st. nw., a woman told question-
ers: “I’m sorry, we have ho infor-
mation. Sorry. Sorry. Sorry.”
* Sobell, the FBI disclosed, was
born in New York City on April
11, 1917. His parents, now nat-
uralized United States citizens,
were bom in Russia. Hfs father
now works as a pharmacist in a
New York drug store.

In 1938, the son was graduated
from the City College of New

I

York with a bachelor of electrical !

I
engineering degree. He c^me here S

to the Navy Bureau of Ordnance
the following January.

j

Yague Memories
j

A few employes who worked
there then “vaguely” recalled the
stocky, apparently unaggressive
Sobell.

“He wasn’t outstanding, as I ra-

call.” one employee said.

! “Just an average worker, an
average engineer,” said another/
“He didn’t stand out at alll.”

|

While in Washington, Sobell;

Jivet! first at 4925 7th st. nw., and;
lifer in an apartment at 2225 N st.j

nw, which he apparently shared!
with a man identified by rent re-

1

cfipts as w4M^6j-€litcher/
w L

!

as Sydney
son of her

first marriage; the other, Mark

Sobell. 15-month-old son of her

^resent marriage. - ^ ^
]; Mrs. Sobell, the wires indicated;
!* :u.i «... Vmit. WocHk
jpas as noncommittal as her WasHj

pgton relatives and her husbandjt

friends. II

^y
i

•V

]jyr
; i> 1>fci

Date
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ExHhlavy Worker Here Seized

On Mexican Border as Red Spy;

Ninth Named as Conspirator]
Gandy.

Sealed Complaint

Is Filed Against

Morton Sobell, 33

Morton Sobell, an electrical

engineer who worked in the Navy

Department and married a Wash-

ington girl, was arrested today as

a conspirator in the Soviet atom

bomb spy ring.

Thirty-three years old, New
York-born of Russian parents,

he fled to Mexico last June after

the roundup of Soviet spies in

this country began, the FBI said.

He is the ninth alleged member

of the ring to be named.

The Mexican government de-

ported him and FBI agents were

waiting on the border at Lareao,

Tex., to arrest him on espionage

j

° Following his arrest, Sobell was.

taken to the Webb County jail at

Laredo. He is scheduled to be

arraigned before a United States

a
"

•

g«! *

HLjto. Aron, whose husbandta^

A
C vV'T

i
gave no reason lor leaving

Records ol the Henry • R b
Recoras oi wie **%.*** * -

„~l estate company reveal that

Sobell lived at the apartment at

2225 N street N.W. from NoveA-

(See SPIES, Page A-6.)

Continued From First Pagw

w
MORTON SpBELL.

tir 1, 1940, until November 30,

1941. This was after Sobell left

the Seventh street address.

The records showed that he

shared the apartment with a Max
Elitcher.

Agent* Talked With Fuch*.

The American spy ring roundup

Two Chil^re»4Jorn.
igtoir.fi

1XIC AUlCltVOii "tfJ *

« i began after the sensational dis-

^ „ \\ . closure that Dr. Klaus Fuchs.

While in^alsMingtoirficbell met Brltlsb atomic scientist who had!

Helen LevitJfiVGureWltB. whose aceeM to American secrets, had
Laredo. He is scnecnuea «j «i

j lother and brother live at 2135 , g^t ftgent. He was sen-

arraigned before a United States
j j ee highway, Arlington. She was tTprw1 to 14 years in a British

Commissioner in Laredo later
j , om in Washington in 1918. prison. . „ *

i "On March 10. 1945, Sobell

cn JU«ua
in sending national defense

formation to Russia.

Came Here in 1938.

Sobell came to Washington in

1938 after being graduated from

the City College of New York as

a bachelor of engineering.

In January, 1939, he got a job

as an electrical engineer with the

Navy Ordnance Bureau ana

worked there until September,

1941, when he resigned to attend

the University of Michigan. At

that time, according to the Justice

Department, he
.
lived at 4925

Seventh street N.W. ,

After obtaining his master s

degree In electrical engineering,

Sobell returned to Washington

and lived for a time in apart-

ment 303 at 2225 N street N.W.

.In June, 1942,.he got a Job with

the General Electric Co., which

• was working on radar and other

restricted war contracts. He
worked In both the electrical con-- ong noc

trol unit and the metallurgical siw saw
a nan Anil

rested HaT%<Goia, rnua->

INDEXED • 90 OtlDED

as' an 'efigtoeer* with the Reeves
j ^ 71 121950

’Ill information contained^
SoteUJ«^«d

6 '

0f toe ff^lERElN IS,(iN£Lfc
DavtthOfeenglass, who had beedi .//»ySU I

stationed at the Atom
_ ?°*?f)ATE ]

*t i/i* Alamos, while r

UVl UAAAV — — .

radar section and the marine and
^ronautics sections of GE.

project at Los Alamos,

was a soldier in 1945.

Never Returned, FBI Says.

Sobell never returned to his job

at the Reeves Instrument Co.

Helbft by plane for Mexico on

June 22, the Justice Department

•aid.
. „

Sobell lived for “a year or two”

with another man at the Seventh

street address.

Mrs. Sol Aron said the two oc
,

cupied an apartment on the sec-:

ond floor of her home, but that;

little of Sobell
,rTlnionnA

Wash. Star

N.Y. Mirror

£
Bile muo v* wvmv*.

had only a speaking acquaintance. Date:
f0 p '

J / *
•



SUKEJ UafiSHCTZ ««• lut known to bt anployad as a tanchor atd/or
stodsat of physics set Harvard Unirsrsity, Cambridge, *asaashusatts, residing igr/
1948 at 34 living Straot, Canbridga, Hassachasatts*

r A tslsphono call, sadsr suitdais prstsxt, was nads to Mrs, ROSE ;
-

BOROUXZ, 415 Laffarts Avanua, Brooklyn, How York, Proaidant 3*2890 on JS&Mt 23,
1150, who advised that ah# is tha nothsr of STUffiT BOH0WITZ and that It

f

ao har
andarstanding that har bob would nova to Clinton Hall, Brooklyn, dbont
Saptanbar 1, 1950, fran Cambridge, Massachusetts. Tha Brooklyn talapMtf?B£raato:
lists CCCHTCH HALL, 537 Clinton Aranas, Brooklyn, Starling 3-8474* IfeHpipfO&IWITZ
did not sdrlaa regarding hor son's prospeotive anploynsnt in tha Haw TonF araame**

cc-Borto*
cc«4Csshingtsn 'Field -

coJiY Ib(w?^8
ad^TTiiai- 7424 % €*cn -

5^
*6c‘m
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Latter to Director
ST 121-7424

lav v' f ' •/•*• ;-fX -v. :& ..
* %Wr* ,i ' v *v . •.

,

** ?•'.*, \g +
• •*** vf#^*** rv^i

,

*• ^ ‘ ^ .
*•

»

> . ,.,
- * ^.C v #• ?&»• /*“.•“ •

.

•
...

,
v.:*&r.6*.

Nv * :p(^;^: :.
"•

?. *

It should be noted that inreatigsties to. data 1* t|s»JPIIPS BOSgtBfltfr,

ESFTCHAOE - B*caa* has disclosed ao tie-cp with SEEHEI BOEOSlTZ*
'• •• ' ' .•'• ,•

’ •’•
.'•

'-
"

%%- r
r '

"-
'

"'

However, the Saw York! case os SIDHE! BOHCUITZ is' being reopened aa , : -

• Security Mattar - C la ordar to bring th$ Sfcwrity Index Card ap to data.

Tha Boston Offlea is requested to review Poet Offioa, Harvard' ..‘—v

University, acid othar appropriate records tfeioh sight indicate tha prospective

change of address and enpLoynsSt of SHNET BOROWITI^or tha asaistmce of tha

Boston Office, reference is aada to Bureau latter to WashingtsaField dated

June 16, 1949 la tha natter ofwRUTH BOROWITZ, CHISOS, LGE** SBWEI BOROUTZ

was bom Jhm 12, 1918 In Brooklyn, Mew *ork and has Social Security Master

The Washington Field Office is requested to cheok tha records of tha

Bureau of tha Census, Department of Commerce, Washington, D«C, for possible

information regarding the present employment of RUTH BOROWITZ*
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Office
Memot«ndutn • united government

^
date. JAN 2 7 1951

m ,
Director, FBI

»otLt, SAC, Nee York Jfc

5?^ “WtaSK .^i ;

#^v^:SSESR^Jg^^
SSWomT‘ioi-SsTi .HY 101-7^),. - W •,.-%i'. -, •,

i'S? • ^ enMars tb hW» 1>«W :' :

tl/wued%y“«"^» w»< <* lnfor«Atlon, .

%?VZ£l SS3S, Lins BWCH.
. . . . .

Subject ls bclng presently carrl*^,, "
lnstaat

Office under the character Security

file J

,

According to^^nvestlgate^hy'the^ Dl»

1950, Subject la^not belng^ u Jf ls attorney for

at the gpesent -n for espionage now
TOtH^WOSENBraa, ehoae trial for a .

eehedfiad to begin Feb. 13, W* .."

'•p -
, „!!. no instigation of

|ir*»tY, the Sy'citrtele^dne directory.

&t 270Broadw ’ :
:^ rXides at 7 West l6th St.,HYC.

- .

' '

. ofCORDED • 11 /QlZ&tk
,
- ' >

,

^ JAN.8».N|6«:r4g .

i%%16 vviw? ;
v * '

-.'V i y \Sf
3

nr\MTfllM
j
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t
*

‘W&-W Ay: INFORMATION CONTAINED

i«£Hio 7
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f R&FER&NGEt

^ Report of Special Agent VINCENT* W* HUGHES

November 25, 1*47 at Washington, D. C. y*7"

J^ET^LS*’ , :
AT WASHINQTDN. D. C. . .

'
*

INFORMATION OK SPBJECf«S BACKGROUND ,:.\f

t*M£!

$*1
•:* s>

;i‘ ;

,

*

All of the material reported hereiijiaf

if7-jf and T-2, both of whom are knowtf to the Burea jJ-

T-l advised that the foil info

,-^.w

,. *£

•&

t
-
>” -9 t' \* > *• j.

f Jmxinre :~: v <

MS8CV7S ? '
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NEW YORK
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3/U/52

JOSEPH EDWARD CICIERSKA

JOHN J. MASSE

TEHNAL SECURITY
TERNAL SECURITY

rscLAsstnsB by
- P - ™ ff

|

The writer observed the subjects name listed
on the mail box for Apartment 2k at 332 East 18th Street, New
York City. , ,

D

ION -

Vf/Uli
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NY 100-9962?

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE

INFORMANTS

LEADS

NEWARK

At Newark . New Jersey

Will verify subject's employment at Western Electric
Company and furnish in report form pertinent information^ if
Western Electric Company is a vital facility, such as code
number

,

‘ agency having a Security responsibility and whether
the subject has access to classified information.

NEW YORK

At New York. New York

Will, upon verification of the subject's empl<

at 'Western Electric Company, Newark, New Jersey, submit
FD-122 with appropriate changes and will furnish to
for information, copies of pertinent serials.-

fffiFER|jN®S

Bureau letter to New York, 12/6/51.
Report of SA JOHN J. MASSE, New York, 10/1/51.



jbffice Memoruddum • united staiJ government

T° * Director, FBI
DATB: OEc 2 ? 1950

mstcix ~ \mEPfe \flCgp8Ki utcttv

• :P> { • •• ' Reference remadA to* the ‘report of i.vJSASSE dated Deq
I ..>er 27. ;

at few York, New Yorfc* =-v- V.^. * \

It is noted that ROSENBERG was indicted recently on

espionage conspiracy charges* *"

v_',.

Regarding the SIDOROVICHES, DAVID and RflTH GREENGLASS, •

self-confessed Soviet agents, furnished information indicating that
the SIDOROVICHES might have been involved in the espionage par-
allel of JULIUS ROSENBERG, in that in January of 1945, ANNE ,V

;
.

SIDOROVICH was present at ROSENBERG’S apartment

,

r and upon ANNE'S
departure, ROSENBERG stated that ANNE would be .the person to
contact RUTH GREENGLASS in Albuquerque to pick up information
from her concerning the atomic bomb bo be furnished to RUTH by .

DAVID GREENGLASS* • It is known, howevep ,
that HARRY GOLD actually

. ^
made this contact* ~ .. . • I.

' :

’

r
:

v

In connection with the SIDOROVICH case. MICHAEB^STD^IOVICH
was interviewed on July 24, 1950, and his wife ANNE was interviewed
in MICHAEL'S presence on August 2, 1950, and both denied any ^involve

ment in espionage activity.
'

" RECORDED • 103
. ,

.

JJMjJJC
100-99625 INDEXED - 103

GOutfu-

E’- 5 '
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1
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' stated thai he knew JULIOS ROSENBERG, who had

1

T

*™1 *•
worked there as a tester in 19^2 or 19^3.

ti- noted that JULIU^OSENBERG and his wife, ETHEL

rROSENBERG.have been convicted on espionage charges are un

death sentence.

.
* The -ubleet stated that he had no knowledge regarding

any esnion^e Et&tiS. fcy the BO^BBBEBGS other, then newspaper

accounts,
-..f".”

>• *?'
. :,

J

,.-.•* .
.

'

-*y * •
• - *

> The. .nhieet also stated that he considers hinself a

close friend ^mIcHAEL and AHKB^^DQROVICH ,
hut tha

^.^®
h^y°t

had Such personal contact with then in recent years since they

moved to Cleveland, Ohio. * «S^ ^

Tieaardins the SIDOROVICHES , DAVE) and RUnT^WEENGIfASS,

self-confessed Soeiet .gents,
.

:

that the SIDOROVICHES might have been involved in
^J
h®

0?5
pi

?55f
#

parallel of JULIUS ROSENBERG, in that in January of
e

SIDOROVICH was present at ROSENBERG’S apartment, and

departure, ROSENBERG stated that ANNE would be the p®rJ®5jfcf^
ROTH GREENGLASS in Albuquerque,

J

Re
S/?®

X
iS°f^?niihed

U
t0

i^mbP
from her concerning the atomic bomb/' to be furnished Jo BP

DAV ID~ GREENGLASS . However, HARRY\p6LD confessed

actuallTmade this contact! The SIDOROVICHES have denied any

involvement in espionage activity

•



NY 100-99625

Ne7?ork Citv°and & ?? person Travis Radio Corporation
Ar^ S^l Co^ HOSENBBRO as a United States
Corporation. WtKKmt

al

Said that continually
ty
It
as
at

have been Scl^^d^^the^ttorn^ Youn* Communist
coming within the purview of S«ut“ftoder ^®rslT» organisations

PENDI NG -





1FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
JF

THMCMOMINAIMS HEM YORK KYr“"a 105-2514

REPORT made at

NEW YORK 4

DATE WHEN
MADE

1 ‘1

i7$fi27TW!W,
28;3A2*26,27/5

REPORT MAOS IY

L

RICHARD A. MXNXHAK

Tm-B

ARTHUR SpRIGMAN, was. / Arthur'Cohen,
Arthur'Kutz, Arthur iCurtS, Harold
Arthur ^Sprlgman

CHARACTER OP CARE

jPi asm Ac?

yr
S
r

S

SYNOPSIS OF FAC ~T
Subject bom 1/15/00, London, England. ./
Entered U. 3. illegally February, 1935*
at Neche, North Dakota. Commissioner's
Warrant of Deportation, 3/31/49* with-
drawn 7/29/49* and subject allowed to
leave U.S. voluntarily. Subject left
for Canada and reentered as permanent
resident at Portal, North Dakota, 10/18/49.
At INS heaping, 1946, subject admitted
four criminal convictions in Canada,
including two prison sentences. Subject
married LEILA WILSON In Canada In 1921
and SIGURRAS CORNELIA OLAFSON at Baltimore,

L.4/20/46. Subject reportedly a former
associate of JULIUS ROSENBERG, convicted
espionage agent, MICHAEL SIDOROVICH
adtnl

/ /

/

. /

was never approached by JULIUS ROSENBERG
or any other person for espionage or
Communist activity.

COPIES DESTROYED

£67 Jl/N 16 1960

r P

APPROVED AND

1

'

-i^c. ~SZ&£.H/^/SSTf H /gi

t"lVfOlV- dHLi

*- uajl uncc/^siFtep
,

3ei<tap#rTh*i <|>|yimt in these spaces m.

D- 3TO3ir
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2 - Newark
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2 - Richmond p.ON( W*
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NY 105-2514

DETAILS: This ca3G is predicated on information
furnished by one MICHAEL^SlDOROVICH,
6706 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio,
an admitted former member or the Young
Communist League, and an admitted member
of the Abraham Lincoln-Brigade

.

r> t.

, . MICHAEL SIDOROVICH advised that he worked
with JULIUS?*OSENBERG, ARTHUR SPRIGMAN and MARK-PAGE
at VJilliams' Aero Research. Company, New York City^_ 1939

.

,1He further stated that he considered both PAGE and
u SPRIGMAN as being followers of the Communist Party line

. t

1 SIDOROVICH also stated that he and ARTHUR SPRIGMAN
r attended a course given by the Federation of Architects, Engineers

Chemists and Technicians, and that JULIUS ROSENBERG was

the Director of the course. SIDOROVICH also stated that

he was acquainted with SPRIGMAN when hp , SIDOROVICH,
was formerly living in New York City • MICHAEL

^SIDOROVICH and his wife. ANNE*. hav,e- admitted 'being friends
of JULIUS and ETHEI^ROSENBERd? "DAVIl^GREENGLASS, self-

, admitted Soviet espionage..agent, and his wife, RUTH
/TJREENGLASS ,

have advised that JULIUS ROSENBERG told them

that ANNE4SID0R0VTCH would act as a courier in obtaining
information from DAVID GREENGLASS concerning the atomic
bomb project at Los Alamos, New Mexico.

The Young Communist League and the Abraham
Lincoln Brigade have been designated by the Attorney
General as coming within the purview of Executive Order

—7^9835.

z JULIUS and ETHEL itOSENBERO, along with
one MORTOlyrSOBELL , were convicted of conspiracy to

commit espionage on March 29> 1951* United States District

Court, Southern District of New York.

— The Special Committee on Un-American sfe

Activities, House of Representatives, 78th Congress,

2nd Session on H. Res. 282, listed the Federation of

Architects, Engineers, Chemists and Technicians as a

Communist front

•
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"'I have committed no crimes. 1

"Alien Registration Number 5390805; Selective
Service - above age limit.

"I make this affidavit in order that
consideration may be Given to my request that I desire
to become an American citizen and, therefore, wish to
legalize my status for the following reasons:

"A - My wife and child are native-born Americans.
B - My wife is an invalid and the uncertainty

of my position mitigates against her health.
C - My training is such that I am particularly

useful in the 'defense effort '

.

"/s/ ARTHUR SPRIOMAN,
Subscribed and sworn to before me the

# 26th day of January, 1942.
HARRY COHEN, Notary Public, Kings County,
Commission expires March 30> 1942.*'
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cmn^ved

wi^^ne .

SNIffiRCM|^^^;

>ve^ffl^^in3:

attend

.

the
was

Invited to the ROSENBERG wedding, but did not
He said that the next time he met ROSE1
Jefferson Travi3 Corporation, where he 4

and JULIUS ROSENBERG was a Government inspector,
added that he ha3 not seen ROSENBERG since he
Jefferson Travis Corporation.

Concerning ROSENBERG, stated that
he never knew him to be a member of the communist Party
but from conversations with him, would state that ,

ROSENBERG propounded Communist philosophies. He added P

:j that ROSENBERG was confused about Communist philosophy
r and on some occasions wpuld be propounding reactionary
/; theories, thinking he was talking Communism. tHHHHI
I j

said that he was able to recognize this fact, as he

1

1 had done some considerable reading in Canada about

j
» Communism.

While at the Jefferson Travis Corporation,
said that he had gone to JULIUS ROSENBERG and
to help him induce other employees to form a

union and associate themselves with the FAECT. He stated
that ho had also complained to ROSENBERG that some of the
employees were pro-Nazi and not. interested;in helping
our Russian allies. According to WHH|[|^ ROSENBERG
told him that neither of these items was any of his,
ROSENBERG'S, business, ^^sald that he thought
ROSENBERG had gone "sour^^j^mpBtated that ROSENBERG
never at any time requested nln^^participatc in
Communist or espionage activities and that during the
time both were employed at the Jefferson Travis Corporation,
JULIUS ROSENBERG had access to anything he wanted and
it would not have been necesaary for him to ask anyone.

Concerning MICHAEL SIDOROVICH,
3tated that he recalled him as a roomer in tl

apartment on East 19th Streel^llgi^tork City, where he
roomed in the late 1930*3. MHHHPRecallcd that her

was working on the WPA at the ponce Department at that
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tine and thought MICHAEL SIDOROVICH was attending
Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute. He recalled that
MICHAEL SIDOROVICH had left the United States to fight
in the Spanish Civil War, but knew of nothing else
concerning him. He stated that he did not know that
SIDOROVICH and ROSENBERG wore acquainted with each
other, but recalled that he had borrowed a New York
Public Library Card from MICHAEL SIDOROVICH in 1938 or
1939, and that in 1941 or 1942, while at the Jefferson
Travis Company, JULIUS ROSENBERG asked hin in,,

of MICHAEL SIDOROVICH to return it. It was __
recollection that he returned it at that time"!

stated that he has no recollection of seeing
SIDOROVICH since 1939, and that he did not recall MICHAEL
SIDOROVICH attending the FAECT course with JULIUS
ROSENBERG and himself. H^saiiUi^lld not know whether
MICHAEL SIDOROVICH knew^^^HH|F and that he did /lV^A
not recall MICHAEL SIDOROVICH oeing a member of the
Communist Party or the Young Communist League. He said £bjrfV^KN
he did, however, recalljiijjy^king broad general statemenbs-/SAJs/
favoring Communism. stated that he did not know
ANNE SIDOROVICH.

^

e Jefferson

g MICHAEL

- 14 -
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ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE

The subject listed the following Individuals
as references in his alien questionnaire, dated August 14,

1950:

Mr. OILBEBT^MONK,
126 West Slot Street, New York City,
known for fifteen years.

Mr. Z.^EVTNTOH,
780 Grand Concourse, Bronx, New York,
known for twenty years.

Mr. RICHARI^OWEN,
209 SinonSon Avenue, Mariners Harbor, Staten

' Island, New York, known for fifteen years.

The files of the New York Office fail to
reflect any additional information identifiable with
ARTHUR SPRIGMAN:

Photographs of the following individuals
were exhibited to ARTHUR SPRIGMAN and ho stated that he

did not recognize them:

ROBERT STANLEY RICH
ELEANOR CLASSMAN
VIVIAN GLASSMAN
WELDON BRUCE DAYTON
PHILIP M. SALAFF
HELENE ELITCHER
MAX ELITCHER
WILLIAM DANZIGER

20
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ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE (CONT'D)

JOEL BARR
LOUISE SARANT
ALFRED SARANT
MAX FINESTONE
RUSSELL MC NUTT
WILLIAM PERL
ISRAEL RAY PINKSON
CARLA SMALL JAVNA
STEVEN JAVNA
NATHAN SUSSMAN
FRED KITTY
ABE SILVERSTEIN
MORTON SOBELL
ANNE SIDOROVICH
HENRIETTA SAVAGE.

Information copies are being sent to the
Cleveland Division because of the connection between instant
case and the case entitled, "MICHAEL SIDOROVICIIi ESPIONAGE - R",
in which Cleveland is the office of origin*

21
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LEADS (CONT'D)

A Will interview subject's supervisors and/or
0/0 fellow employees for any information concerning Communist

activities while employed at Nutley.

ry^ VJill conduct a credit and criminal check.

Richmond

At Alexandria, Virginia:

Will review subject's employment file at
Melpor, Inc., Alexandria, Virginia, and report all pertinent
information contained therein.

Will Interview subject' 3 supervisors and/or
fellow employees for any Information concerning Communist
activities while employed in Alexandria, Virginia.

VJill conduct a credit and criminal check.

Will ascertain subject’s residence in
rJP Alexandria, Virginia, and If appropriate, will conduct a

neighborhood investigation*

Hew York

At New York, New York:

VJill conduct appropriate investigation
covering subject's previous New York •mployment.

VJill attempt to secure a recent photograph
of the subject.

Will place a mail cover on subject.

VJill secure telephone toll calls charged to
subject's telephone number.

Will interview DAVID and RUTH GREENOLASS
concerning the subject.

- 23
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report of SA
at Now York,

%

%
REFERENCES

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS

The Confidential Informants mentioned in the

RICHARD A* MINlHAN, dated Aoril 11, 1951
New York, are Identified as follows:

T-l

T-2

T-3

Newark
in the repo

_ as reflected /,wv..
of SA REGINALD C.O,Xa)

VINCENT at Newark, 9/28/49, L£l>£(X&\
in the case entitled, "MARK PAGE,
was.; SECURITY MATTER - C".

Newark as reflected
in the report of SA REGINALD C.

VINCBW at Newark, 9/28/49,
in the case entitled, "MARK PAGE,
was.; SECURITY HATTER - C".

NewarkHHHV as reflected
in the report of SA REGINALD C.
VINCENT, at Newark, 9/28/49,
in the case entitled, "MARK PAGE,
was.; SECURITY MATTER - C".

118th CIC Detachment, 42
Broadway, New York City.

as reflected in the
_ Sport of SA WILLIAM F. NORTON,
New York, July 7, 1950, In the
case, entitled, uJULIUS ROSENBERG;
ESPIONAGE - R\

Confidential Source 1

Bureau letter to New York, 1/11/51* in the
case entitled, "MICHAEL SIDOROVICH; ESPIONAGE.-R .

tea

- 24 -
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ity that

newspapers
recalled how he tol

_ . ,

ROSENBERG would do such a thing , and that

that he knew ROSENBERG at ,all

ere was a

and distinc
derstand how
gave no indication

•Jfl

furnished the same information concerning
RG, ETAL, as previously furnished

Qv

/'/sf/.
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jfr denounced tilths rqsenberg^ DAvp
GREENSLASS and any. other person who would a3 s i st_Jtbe._SQvie£ .Union
or any foreign Government: T5y 'furnishing them information. He stated

that the approval of theories and ideologies of the Government of

another nation islentlrely different from owing any allegiance to

a foreign pr>«^r». ^BB^BWBstatgd that he is . a._lQQ^ American and it

lsJfrl3-ntmo st, de^rLJio_Lacom^IaULInlt^ii...atate 8..Citizen , which he hopes

will take place in the near future. He stated he was at that time

unemployed due to the fact he resigned his position at Air King
j

Corporation, Brooklyn, New York. He cited 4s reason for his
resignation, that the corporation had a poor personnel policy.

Irnment
Mft'i///'-34ATTHEW MURRAffif,IFF . was., Murray L:lff , .Mftj

&fshiti, according to Confidential Informant T-l, another
Vgency which maintains personnel records, was born on May 15 ,

at New York City, his parents being listed as NfffHAN and-GUSSlc?pIPSHIi

The records further reflected that LIFE was an attorney and had receive

a discharge from the United States Army on February 25, 1944- /*la viir(

A) A - .
t ^

/o * ~ $ ,
' C r
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who married him on July 4,

NY 105-2514

name was listed as DOROT
1942, in New Jersey.

Confidential Informant T-2, of known reliability,
advised on March 5, 1944, that MURRAY LIFP, 5303 12th Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York, was at that time a member of the Boro Park
Club of the Kings County Communist Party.

JULIUS ROSENBERG was convicted of conspiracy to
'

commit espionage and was sentenced to death on April 5, 1951,
United States District Court, Southern District of New York.

On February 8, 1952, a physical surveillance of
subject conducted by Special Agent VICTOR TURYN, reflected that
SPRIGMAN left his residence at 147-18 Jasmine Avenue, Flushing,
New York, at 7:25 a.m., proceeded by a bus and subway to 34 West
33rd Street, New York City, where he entered an office building
located at this address. At 12:30 p.m. the same day, subject was
observed to leave the building and reenter at 1:30 p.m. Special
Agent TURYN at this time observed subject entering the offices of
the Industrial Scientific Corporation located at the aforementioned
address. It was noted at that time that the Lefier Corporation and
the Vendomatic Machine Company, utilized the same office. The
current Manhattan Telephone Directory lists the aforementioned firms
as subscribers to telephone number Lackawanna 4-1536. W

* **•>.,

Confidential Informant T-5> of known reliability,
advised on February 21, 1952, that .subject Is, enjployed_at

.
th#"

^Industrial Scientific Corporation, 34 West 33rd Street, New York City.

/ 01 - /*/6 '5
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SUMMARY REPORT

CHARACTER OP CASE:
INTERNAL SECURITY -'R
INTERNAL SECURITY ACT
OP 1950

~r~

Subject resides 147-18 Jasmine AveL~~
,

^

Flushing, New York, and is employed / '

Industrial Scientific Corporation, 34 West
33rd Street, New York City; Baekgrodli
subject set forth, Ent:e|j|'4fc¥

illegally from CaffiK$Mt» fflriai,

5fs I9j

Left U.S, voJtmtat*ff’ 1949 awt J1N$
U.S. 10/18/49 as permanWfifc re si<
.Subject convicted of erMnsJ.

Canada and served tyMnatew
vLpby^fj^P'rJ^Jjsubjecit former assoclat^^f JULIUS

*
Qrltf

0! ROSENBiERO, convicted espionage agent;
MICHAEL SIDOROVICH, admitted YCL and
ALP member; MARK •PAGE. Communist Party

/
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—
Dates

1942
to
date

II. AFFILIATIONS

Residences

II4.7-I8 Jasmine Avenue
Flushing,
New York,

Source

Confidential
Informant T-l and
records of INS.

WITH THE COMMUNIST MOVEMENT

1. Communist Activities

MICHAEL SIDOROVICH, 6706 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland,
Ohio, an admitted former member of the Young Communist League,
the Abraham Lincoln Brigade and close friend of JULIUSKROSEN-
BERG, on July 24., 1950, advised Special Agents JOHN A.
HARRINGTON, LEO H. FRUTKIN and JOHN B. 0 »jONOUGH at the
Cleveland Office that he worked with JULIUS ROSENBERG,
ARTHUR SFRiGMAN and MARJSyTAGE at Williams Aero Research
Company, New York City, in 1939. He further stated that he
considered both PAGE and SFRIGMAN as being followers of the
Communist Party line,

SIDOROVICH also stated that he and ARTHUR SFRIGMAN
attended a course given by the Federation of Architects,
Engineers, Chemists and Technicians and that JULIUS ROSENBERG
was the director of the course,

SIDOROVICH also stated that he was acquainted with
SFRIGMAN when he, SIDOROVICH, was formerly living in New
York City,

.Both MI CHAEbsjfcilDQROVICH and his wife, ANN
''“"SIDOROVICH, have admitted being friends of JULIUS and
ETHEL ROSENBERG, DAVID**GREENGLASS , self-admitted Soviet
espionage agents and his wife, RUTB^KEENGLASS

, have advised
that JULIUS ROSENBERG told them that AM SIDOROVICH would 9
act as a courier in obtaining information from DAVID Jr"
GREENGLASS concerning the Atomic Bomb Project at Los Alamos,!
Nev; Mexico, t
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The Young Communist League and the Abraham Lincol^;
Brigade have been declared by the Attorney General as coming’
within the purview of Executive Order 9035*

JULIUS and ETHEL ROSENBERG along with one M0RT01I

-•^SOBELL were convicted of conspiracy to commit espionage on
Mardh 29, 1951, in the United States District Court,
Southern District of New York# JULIUS and ETHEL ROSENBERG
were sentenced to death on April 5, 195l«

The Special Committee on Un-American Activities,
House of Representatives, 78th Congress, Second Session on
H# Res* 282 listed the Federation of Architects,
Engineers, Chemists and Technicians as a Communist front*



*

A \

On April if, 1951* DAVID GREENGLASS, self-admitted
and convicted espionage agent, advised SA JOHN W. LEWIS
that he recognized a photograph of SPRIGMAN as an individual
named ARTHUR, who had come to the apartment occupied by
DAVID GREENGLnSS and ETHEL GREENGLASS prior to her marriage -

to JULIUS ROSENBERG some tlmo during the 1930s on or about J
five occasions# He recalled that SPRIGMAN was present -1

with JULIUS ROSENBERG and that subject had played the piano|]

- 16 -
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and violin during these visits. Ho also recalled that on
one occasion, SPRIGMAN had repaired a violin at the house.

GR3ENGLASS stated that SPRIGMAN was either an
associate or a partner in the Cuomo Aeronautical Company-
on 17th Street, Now York City, which was started by an
individual named WILLIAMS, an aviator, and that JULIUS
ROSENBERG and one MARK PAGE were also working in the
Cuomo Aeronautical Company at this time.

GREZNGLASS recalled that JULIUS ROSENBERG became
angry and had a falling, out with both WILLIAMS and SPRIGMAN
concerning the business.

It was GREENGLASS ' impression that ARTHUR SPRIGKAN
was a Communist and thought that he had hoard talk that
SFRIGMAN was a Communist Party member. GREENGLASS, however,
was unable to point out any specific statements or incidents
to substantiate this recollection.

GREENGLA&S also stated that it was his recollection
that all individuals connected with the Cuomo Aeronautical
Company were Communists.
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Concerning ROSENBERG, ^HH|^Fstated that
he never knew him to be a membei^oitheCommunist Party
but from conversations with him, would state that
ROSENBERG propounded Communist philosophies. He added
that ROSENBERG was confused about Communist philosophy
and on some occasions would be propounding react^narv
theories, thinking he was talking Communism.
said that he was able to recognize this fact, as he
had done some considerable reading in Cunada about
Communism.

While at the Jefferson Travis Corporation,mmm sai£ that he had gone to JULIUS ROSENBERG and
asked him to help him induce other employees to form a
union and associate themselves with the PAECT. He stated
that he had also complained to ROSENBERG that some of the
employees were pro-Nazi and not in^yy^^d in helping
our Russian allies. According to ROSENBERG ( Ra/a-s
told him that neither of th^^i terns was any of his, /iiS/yN/isS
ROSENBERG’S, business. that he thought
ROSENBERG had gone 11sour”^TMJMystated tha t ROSENBERG
never a t__any_time,_j?.e.que^ted Mm^^^arti c ip sbe™in
~Commuhist or espionage activities' and that during the
time both were employed at the Jefferson Travis Corporation,
JULIUS ROSENBERG had access to anything he wanted and

it would not have been necessary for him to ask anyone.

Concerning MICHAEL SIDOROVICH,
stated that he recalled him as a roomer in the same
apartment on East 19th Street. New York City, where he
roomed in the late 1930s. recalled that he
was working on the WPA et tn^oHce Department at that
time and thought MICHAEL SIDOROVICH was attending
Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute. He recalled that
MICHAEL SIDOROVICH had left the United States to fight
in the Spanish Civil War, but knew of nothing else
concerning him. He stated that he did not know that
SIDOROVICH and ROSENBERG were acquainted with each
other, but recalled that he had borrowed a New York
Public Library Card from MICHAEL SIDOROVICH in I938 or
1939, and that in 1941 or 1942, while at tho Jefferson
Travis Company, JULIUS ROSENBERG asked him in behalf

- 20 -
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PHP state a that there was a possibility that
nd EOsEnBERG knew each other while employed at the

Emerson Radio Corporation, New York City, but was positive
that there was no friendship between them. He recalled that
after ROSENBERG’S arrest, when his photograph appeared
in the newspapers, he discussed the arrest withfl^H and
distinctly recalled how he toldm..that

stand how ROSENBERG would cR^^uch a thing; and that
gave no indication that he knew ROSENBERG at all.

Ik

Jins h



,
continued that at no time did he evcihave any interest in the Sotiet Union other

than closely watching their Communist Government to

srteiesivis s&ssas1^ 4
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who would assist the Soviet Union or any foreign Government
by furnishing them information. He' stated that the
approval of theories and ideologies of the Government of
another nation is entirely different from owing any
allegiance to a foreign power.

Information Concerning Contacts of Subiect

ISIDORE ENGLANDER

The files of the Immigration and Natural! action
Service, 70 Columbus Avenue, New York City, reflected
that ISIJORe. E.NGL.iNDER, 205 East lj.2nd Street, New York
City, represented SPRIGMAN during his Immigration and
Naturalization Service Deportation Hearings.

Concerning ISIDOR^TENGLAH.OER
, the Immigration ar

Naturalization Service files reflect that he was born
November 6, 19Qli.» at Lubin, Poland- Rus sia, and was
naturalized in Bronx C6unty~Supremo Court, Bronx, New
York, on January 21, 1927*
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^Xxhe writer then asked him If he was acquainted with
JULI9S\R0SENBERG and would he be willing to be interviewed
concerning his knowledge of ROSENBERG. It is noted that
^TULTUjF\ROSENBERQ was convicted on March 29> 1951# together £
with his wife# ETHEL, in the Southern District Court, for_^l5P
conspiracy to commit espionage, and was sentenced to death -

—

by Judge IRVING R. KAUFMAN. The subject again replied "I do

f
ot wish to becQmg involved, " and requested that the lntervl^
e terminatfd, pptlng that he hadj|jp engagement.

Confidential Informant T-l, of unknown reliability,
had previously reported that subject was to be one of the
National Committee issuing a newsletter entitled "Retort".
On October 6, 1951# informant advised that "Retort" would not
be published, but that the newspaper, "The National Guardian",
with offices at 17 Murray Street, New York City, had been
running a series of articles about the trial of JULIUS and
ETHEL ROSENBERG. Informant was directed to determine whether
subject was associated with the preparation of the articles
appearing in the "National Guardian". Informant advised that
he had obtained no knowledge that would indicate this fact.

In December 1951# the "National Guardian" announced
^ the formation of a National Committee to Secure Justice for

' the Rosenbergs. Informant was directed to determine whether
subject was associated with the above named Committee. Infor-
mant advised that he had obtained no Information that subject
was so occupied.

-2-
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On December 31# 1951# the National Committee to
Secure Justice in the Rosenberg Case# with offices at 2i|.6

Fifth Avenue , Mew York City, was announced, and a press
release dated January 3, 1952# was prepared and submitted
to the local newspapers. The press release reads in part as
follows:

"New York, N. Y.

"Mr. JOSEPli BRAININ , well-known journalist and
author, announced today that 125 American men and women from
all over the United States# who represent many occupations
and professions, have joined with him in forming a National
Committee to Secure Justice in the Rosenberg Case."

This press release also contained the names of
many individuals who were to make up the Committee. Subject’s
name is not included in this Committee.

The files of the New York Office contained no
further information concerning the subject.

Confidential Informants T-2, T-3# T-lj., T-5# T-6 and
T-7, all of known reliability, reported that they do not know
the subject.

-CLOSED
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TWO EIGHT ST. AIjD THIRD AVE., NYC, Wl^, BE^FFILI/StED WITH HIM AS A

DISTRIBUTOR OF THIS PUBLICATION. BERNARD GLADSTONE, TWO HUNDRED

EAST TWO SIX ST., NYC, BELIEVED TO BE IDENTICAL WITH BERNIE GLADSTONE.

BERNARD GLADSTONE IS EMPLOYED BY EMERSON RADIO AND PHONOGRAPH CORP.
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ST* LOpS i FROM NEW YORK

URGENTIRECTOR AN9 SAC

BERNARDCaDSTONE, WA. BERNARD C^TTSTEIN* , IS DASH R. FOR INFOR-

MATION ST. LOUIS, PERSON BELIEVED TO BE IDENTICAL WITH SUBJECT IS

ALLEGED TO BE PLANNING TO COOPERATE WITH JULIUS^ROSENBERG AND

OTHERS IN THE PUBLICATION OF A NEWSLETTER TO BE ISSUED WITHIN

THE NEXT FEW MONTHS. SUBJECT ENLISTED IN US ARMY ON JULY TWENTY

SEVENTH NINETEEN FORTY TWO AS PRIVATE BERNARD GLATTSTEIN, ARMY

SERIAL NUMBER ONE TWO ONE TWO THREE FIVE SEVEN TWO* ON OCT* SEVEN-

TEENTH NINETEEN FORTY FIVE, LT* BERNARD GLATTSTEIN, ARMY SERIAL

NUMBER NAUGHT DASH ONE NINE FIVE NAUGHT THREE FIVE SIX, CHANGED HIS

NAME TO BERNARD GLADSTONE PER SPECIAL ORDERS NUMBER TWO FOUR EIGHT

OF THE WAR DEPT., WASHINGTON, D.C. ST. LOUIS WILL CHECK RECORDS OF

RACAG AND SUTEL ALL INFO IN THOSE RECORDS TO NY.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED t
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED , ^$0® \l£p-

SCHEI0T

*
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* « FEDERAL BUREAU Of WVEiTUATWU

Lj (I. S. OEVNRTMEMT Of JUSTICE

CMKIKICATNfiS IKW*

APRwm
teletype

Mr. Toieon.,

Mr. Udd ...

Mr, Clegg ...

Mr. Glsvio ..

I
Mr. Nicbols.

Mr. Hnsea

j
I Mr. Tr.cy

26 CHICAGO i FROM NEW YORK

yWRECTOR AND SAC

S-1A

URGENT

4jfr

\

Tele. Room .

Mr. Neaee...

BERNIE GLADSTONE, IS-R. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANT JEROME E. TARTAR^/

IN FURNISHING INFO FROM JULIU^OSENBERG REGARDING THE PUBLICATION ^
OF QUOTE RETORT UNQUOTE, ADVISED THAT ROSENBERG STATED ONE OF THE

NY DISTRIBUTORS OF THIS PUBLICATION WOULD BE BERNIE GLADSTONE.

BERNARD GLADSTONE, TWO HUNDRED EAST TWENTY SIXTH ST., NYC, POSSIBLY 1

IDENTICAL WITH SUBJ. GLADSTONE SERVED IN THE US ARMY AS BERNARD

^GLATTSTEIN, XSN ONE TWO ONE TWO THREE FIVE SEVEN TWO FROM JULY TWENTY

SEVENTH, FORTY TWO TO APRIL THIRD, FORTYFIVE AS A MASTER SGT. AND ^
AS A SECOND LT., SERIAL NO. NAUGHT DASH ONE NINE FIVE NAUGHT THREE

*
I

FIVE SIX, FROM APRIL FOURTH, FORTYFIVE TO JUNE TWENTY SIX, FORTYSIX.
• i

NAME CHANGED TO GLADSTONE ON OCTOBER TWENTY NINTH, FORTYFIVE. GLADSTONE;

HAS ALSO RESIDED AT TWELVE SEVENTY FIRST AVE., NYC, IN NINETEEN I

FORTYTHREE AND TWENTY EIGHT NAUGHT FOUR THIRTY THIRD AVE., ASTORIA, I

L.I. IN NINETEEN FORTYFIVE. WHILE IN THE US ARMY GLADSTONE HAD AN

ALLOTMENT FOR WAR SAVINGS BONDS. CHICAGO WILL CHECK THE BUREAU I

flF PUBLIC DEBT, TREASURY DEPT. AND OBTAIN AN UNCERTIFIED LIST /

%T BOND PURCHASES OF BERNARD 6LATTSTEIN ALIAS BERNARD^GLADSTONE TO I

DATE.

SCHEIDT
MAY 11 195

#©£»d vy i

1
' ? r

\ T ’ r- : •

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED .

ack i holdjls here|N is unclassified
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

^onn No. 1 „ - -crr-vrw
TH»CASCO*ia!NATEDAT NEW YORK

MADE AT

NT r*i Nol05-2918 MLV

DAT* WHEN PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE
|

REPORT MASS BY

hru yopit yiv 4/12,16,18,23,1 JAMBS P. IEEMEW YORE M^Y 8 I95r 211.27. 30:5/1/4
CHARACTER OP CAES

BERNIE GLADSTONE INTERNAL SECURITY - R

SYNOPSIS or FACTS:

-X} V

Confidential Informant advised that
.TTTT.TUS ROSENBERG is planning to edit a
news letter entitled "Retort" and is <

planning to use one BERNIE GLADSTONE
residing at the southeast corner of 28th
St. and 3rd Ave . , NYC, as one of the

r
ftjeven national distributors. BERNARD
GLADSTONE, 200 East 26th St., NYC, ?

possibly identical. BERNARD GLADSTONE
born NYC, 4/22/21, as BERNARD GLATTSTEIN*
Attended CCNY. Served In U.S. Army as

a Master Sergeant and Lieutenant from
7/27/1+2 to 6/26/I4.6 . Presently employed
Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corp.,
since 10/6/48* Former residences l5l East
26th St., NYC; 1271 1st Ave., NYCj 28-04 S-3/-2

7

33rd St., Astoria, L. I.; 215 B St., it&e/wO
Washington, D. C. 30^/^t/r/CU^

__ --p-

EETAILS:

COPIES DESTROYED

1367 JUN 20 I960

Confidential Informant T-l, of unknown
reliability, advised on April 5# 195l> that
JOLIUS/ffOSENBERG and ABRAHAM/BROTHMAN are
presently working on the draft of a news
letter type of publication which is to be
called "Retort." T-l advised that the

r write in these

f
COPIES OP THIS REPORT

- Bureau
- Chicago (Info.)

1 - Detroit (Info.)
1 - Los Angeles (info.)
1 - San Francisco ( info •

)

3 - New York /f 2
REPORT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE LOANED TO YOU D ARE MOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE OF

AGENCY T
• 1 . eovnuKurr psintim crrtct
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-2918

publication is to be organised as a counter-propaganda unit
and vi11 be drawn up, printed, published and distributed
in a completely clandestine fashion* Plans are to distribute
"Retort" in New York, Chicago, Detroit, and Los Angeles*

Confidential Informant T-l advised that a list
of seven persons who are completely trusted have been
designated as distributors in each of the above cities
and that these persons will be changed with the duty of
preparing a list of persons who are to obtain this news
letter* These seven people will form the national body
of the organization* T-l advised On April 11 that one of
these persons who Is to form the national board of the
organ! zatlonrTs BBRNIEX GLADSTONE, Who resides aththe southeast
corner of 28th Street and Third Avenue, New York City*

The current Manhattan Telephone Directory reflects
that BERNARD GLADSTONE resides at 200 East 26th Street,
New York City*

The May-June, 1950 issue of the "Transmitter",
a magazine published by Local 430 of the United Electrical,
Radio and Machine Workers of America, contained a photograph
of BERNIE GLADSTONE of Emerson Radio and indicated that he
was a member of the Education Committee of that union*

r££&£‘5!$

EP

r /
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NY 105-2918

- ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE

The Confidential Informants mentioned
In the report of SA JAMES P. DEE dated MAY 8 for*
at New York are Identified as follows:

JEROME EUGENE TARTAKOW,
who furnished this information
to SA ARMAND A. CAMMAROTA on
April 5 and 11* 1951* whose
identity is being kept confidential
at his own request. It is also
noted that TARTAKOW ‘S name is
not to be revealed.

Mail cover on the residence of
EERNARD GLADSTONE, 200 East
26th Street, New York City.

T)



LEADS

NY 105-2918

NEW YORK

At New York, New York .

Will maintain contact with Confidential
Informant T-l for any other information he may obtain
concerning the subject.

Will report the results of a mail cover.

Will report information concerning the present
activities of GLADSTONE.

Copies of this report are being designated
for the Chicago, Detroit, Ios Angeles, and San Francisco
Offices because these 'Ofifices have other persons designated
as members of the national body of "Retort" in their
territories.

REFERENCE: Teletypes to the Bureau In the case entitled
^JULIUS ROSENBERG; ESPIONAGE - R", 4/5/51 and
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'ce Mem
.%dum • united sta% government

DIRECTOR, PEI

SAC, Nn'W YORK

£.
EERNIE GLADSTONE

ji, ,v
Internal Security

*• ’‘V-'

DATE: 5/22/51

- R.
I

.SA J. IS P. LEE^made Ne^Yo^S/e/Sl?^
6 at Newark

> 4/30/51 and

tlal i0Ur° eUJ^vi3ed that pn March 5 , 1650co-Mfcect telephone -n«i 1 f>»a«

BP^m? r-r .-:;iaentlal °ource
Kper.Jq

l0N2
o**«celved a 6oJZec

f
'fli'al

v" it

b

^arch 5, 1950,

*j*^6elephone *c al/was * pi ac ed'
1^^’ ^

^Square 5-7216 , Jersey^ ^Jersey™ telePh°"* to’jou^l

.»ase^LATTS!EIH, *aooV*26
d
St!,

1<
Wol!

lth IK"“® eLAD^ONE^wa
The Baltimore

tS.rL
t

«Se3°?
nc^S Iran BH.oSg

u

S^^S12t^ ?n
SS?d

cSa
ind?

Uar9 5‘7i16 “d obtaln lll‘?ack
e’nUf

X
th® sufcscrlb/

n
check Indices on the name of the subScMbf£!

Und lnfor«‘t« and

gf iMl* 1

tfLV
**

,0v

0 {

/X

cc j Baltimore
Newark (105-668)

recorded-!? [ to ft o -

,nc*£D-!?
MAY 25 1951



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
EN

v 105-2917nucmomumb at NEW YORK NY

MAO. AT

NEW Yi

- IRVINGHm'V juuw xxw. »»«•

y-Savowitz (phonetic);
ELAINEvMARK^AVLOWITZ ,

wa.

OATK WHIN

5/10/51
lVLOWITR. wa

Elaine witz (phonetic)

JAMES P. LEE

CHAItACTCR or CAM

INTERNAL SECURITY
R

Confidential Informant advised tna-c juLIUS

f
OSENBERG is planning to establish a i
ublication to be known as "Retort •

Informant advised that a person named

SAVOWITZ (ohonetio) , and his wife ELAINE.

SAVOWITZ (phonetic), of the Bronx, are to

be intermediaries between the informant

and EMANUEL BLOCH, Attorney for JULIUS
ROSENBERG, in furnishing money to the

informant* At the time of the arrest of

MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ on 11/29/50, she had in

her purse the following name: 'SAVLOWITZ

,

care of M», 717 East 228th Street, Bronx."

ELAINE MARK SAVLOWITZ, 717 East 228th
, ,

Street, Bronx, born 3/19/29 in Brooklyn, \

NY, and married IRVING SAVLOWITZ 5/29/49*
Parents named JACOB MARKOWITZ and FRIEDA

LUCK3H0N. Telephone at 717 East 228th

Street, listed to SEYMOUR MARK, born
l/n/26. IRVING' SAVLOWITZ employed 1949
by American Airlines as airplane mechanic,

and in 1951 by Pan-American Airways

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS

\
\
\

\

\

V*
mmm Background of SEYMOUR

^™rtvwTtfARlTset forth. Informant advised subjects
COPIES DESTROYBW.eceived mail from National Guard&Jin and

1 63 JUN 20 1960 "Book Find /Club" . ELAINE SAVLOWITZ-%aIras

- employment /with Excelsior Transparency^

\5’ Bureau
1 Chicago (info.)
1 Detroit (info.)
1 Los Angeles (info.)
1 Sen Francisco (info.)

4 New York (1 NY 100-96431'

DO NOT WKill IN '

PROPERTY OF FBJ

Jijv

confidential report and

distributed outside

RECOROlD • »
(
flnfXED ; 9»

are loaned to you^y the FBI and are not to be

which loaned.



NY 105-2917

Company, Bronx, NY. SAVLOWITZES presently /
residing 735 Magenta Street, Bronx, NY.

- P -

DETAILS:

Confidential Informant T-l, of unknown
reliability, advised on April 5, 1951 that JULIUS/ ROSENBERG
and ABRAHAM I BROTKMAN ,

presently incarcerated in the Federal
House of Detention, New York City, are presently working
on the draft of a newsletter type of publication to be
called, ’’Retort”. This publication is to be organized as
a counter-propaganda unit and will be drawn up, printed,
published, and distributed in a completely clandestine
fashion.

T-l advised that the present plan is for
distribution to be made in the cities of New York, Chicago,
Detroit and Los Angeles. T-l advised that a list of seven
persons, who are completely trusted, have been designated
as distributors in each of the above cities, and that their
duties will be to prepare lists of persons to obtain this
newsletter. T-l advised that these seven people will form
the national body of the organisation.

T-l advised that the plan is for T-l to
contact someone in the Bronx by a code word, and that this
person will thereafter be the contact between T-l and
EMANUELf BLOCH, Attorney for JULIUS ROSENBERG, who is to
supply the funds to T-l through the intermediary.

T-l advised on April 11, 1951 that among
the persons who are to form the national body of "Retort”
is a man named SAVOWITZ (phonetic), and his wife, ELAINE
SAVOWITZ (phonetic) of the Bronx, who are also to be the
intermediaries between EMANUEL BLOCH and T-l.

At the time of the arrest of MIRIAMVmPSKOWITZ
on July 29, 1950 on a charge obstruction of Justice, there
was located a telephone book in her purse with the following
entry:



105-2917

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE

The Confidential Informants mentioned in the
report of SA JAMES P. LEE dated May Ip, 1951 at New York,
New York, are identified as follows: '

T-l JEROME EUGENE TARTAROW,
who furnished the above
information to SA ARMAND A.
CAMMAROTA on April 5 and 11,
1951 • It is to be noted that
TARTAKOW * S identity is to be
protected* He is designated
as a Confidential Informant
at his own request.

T-2

T-3

T-li

t'.i

A mail cover maintained on
the address of 717 East 228th
Street

•

The records of the Marriage License Bureau were
checked by SE GERARD M. LENAHAN on April 2?, 1951.

The records of Immigration and Naturalization
Service were checked by SE PAUL M. GLEASON on April 27,
1951.

The records of the Board of Elections were
Checked by SE GEORGE W. MADISON on April 17, 1951.

'i The records of Local Draft Board Number 101
were checked by SE FRANCIS A. COGSWELL on April 23, 1951*

The records of Local Draft Board Number 19
were checked by SA JAMES P. LEE on May 3, 1951*
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CONFIDENTIALSECURITY INFORMATION -

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Mb. t

V^ itHWCAttORIOINA-TOAT NEW YORK

PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE REPORT MADE BY

12/10,lk.',29)5l; J0HN A * HARRINGTON

I7Ib,ci , ^j ,^/P^CT*»CM
IRVING SAVLOWITZ, wa.j ET AL INTERNAL SECURITY - R

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:

m

&
Confidential Informant T-l advised
that the newsletter , "Retort", would
not be published and that he has no
knowledge that subjects were associated
with the "National Guardian" or the
National Committee to Secure Justice
in the Rosienberg Case. The files of
the New York Office contain no infor-
mation concerning subjects. Confidential
Informants do not know the subjects.

- c - &aol/ tMxj *-

DETAILS: V
Confidential Informant T-l, of unknown reliability,

had previously reported that subjects were supposed to be members
of the National Committee of the newsletter, "Retort". Later, the
same informant reported that "Retort" was not to be published, but
that articles outlining the case of JULIUS and ETHEL ROSENBERG had
been appearing in the newspaper, "The National Guardian", which is
published at 17 Murray Street, New York City. Informant stated that
he had no knowledge that subjects were assisting in the preparation
of these articles and had no knowledge that subjects were members of
the National Committee, as above stated. ^

On December 31* 1951* the National Committee to

]

Secure Justice in the Rosenberg Case issued a press release showing
its headquarters as 2lf6 Fifth Avenue, New York City. The press 7

release reads in part as follows: J

PROPERTY OF FBI—THIS CONFIDENTIAL NEPONT AND ITt CONTENTS ABE LOANED TO YOU BY THE FBI AND ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED 0UT8ID"
A6ENCY TO WHICH LOANED.

S s. eovaHMnrr nmsTiee ernes M—MSU-l
SECURITY INFORMATION - CONFIDENTIAL



NY 105-2917

"New York, S. Y.

"Mr. JOSEPOTBRAININ, well-known Journalist and
author , announced today that 125 American men and woman from
all over the United. States, who represent many occupations
and professions, have joined with him In forming a National
Committee to Secure Justice In the Rosenberg Case."

T>

This press release also contained the names of many
Individuals who were to make up the Committee. The names of
the subjects are not Included in this Committee.

The files of the New York Office contained no
further Information concerning the subjects.

Confidential Informants T-2, T-3# T-I4., T-5» T-6 and
T-7, all of known reliability, reported that they do not know
the subjects.

•CLOSED*

-2-
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Bssults of chock Buflles ra subj and bis wife,Heine Mark 8avl©wit*»
f

ara aa follows* Subjectw barn Brooklyn, IT, 8/2/25. Ha father
vaa bora U.S. 4 bla notbar In Poland. SubJ la alloyed aa alrplana
aacbaale vltb Pan Aaerlcan Airways and vaa previously in a slnllar
position -vltb Akerleaa Airlines. Bla raaidaaea la 735 Magenta 8t.

,

Brooa,«r. SubJ’s vlfa vaa bon Brooklyn, IT, 3/19/29. Mar father
4 notbar both bora Poland, the la eepLeyed as typist at Xxcelsloar
Bransporent Bag Co., Bronx, II, 4 resides vltb bar husband at 735
Magenta t., Bronx. Bur's Interest la Barlovltaas predicated 190a
Info fron advised that according to JUllus Bosenborg, the

fe<r
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This Investigation vas predicated upon Info received 1?'

advised that according to Rosenberg, Herasn Goldfarb vas to bo
l;

the national Organisation for the Distribution of the ^ropeganda JSaphlet

tort. 1
* It is noted that "Retort" van never published. The investigation

failed to develop any information indicating that Goldfarb vas engaged

espionage or subversive activities.
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IND.K

Office ISfawiOYCtudutll • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

FlOMj

Director, FBI (105-15352)

SAC, New^York (105-2994) O

DATBr JAM 31 1952

3UBJBC
AH IN3“0SUATI0N COMTAISB)
KSSSIS 13 USSLASSiyiSD
DATS i/-l*-X?7X?6Vl

Enclosed herewith are five copies of thereport of SA JOHN A*
HARRINGTON dated ijCAat New York, in captioned matter.

HERMAN GOLDFARB, was.
IS-R *

M 'lAiLtfc.
report of SA

It is noted that tills report reflects that there is no infor-
mation pointing to the fact that the -subject is actively engaged
in the National Committee to Secure Justice for the Rosenbergs or
with the newspaper, "The National Guardian".

It Is noted that in the case of BERNlt&LADSTONE, Bureau file
105-14910, the Bureau authorized thAt sub ject be "interviewed con-
cerning his relationship with the ROSENBERGS. It is suggested
that the Bureau consider authorizing New York to interview HERMAN
GOLDFARB concerning his knowledge of JULIUS ROSENBERG.

Until the recommendations of the Bureau in this regard ari
received, this case is being marked closed.

Encs. (5) s . ^ /f
> '

' ^
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INDEXED
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S E C R R I tO INFORMATION ® C 0 H P I D i JH A l

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Em No. 1 (X /lierAm MtlU VAOV '/ \Thi* case originated at NEW YORK JFUJE NO.

HEW YORK JOHN A. HARRINGTON i
German goldfahb

,

was.

"M
INTERNAL SECURITY - R

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS:

^ %
-

c ..Vv
,

t/ <H

Confidential Informant T-l advised
that the newsletter, "Retort", would
not be published and that he has no
knowledge that subject was associated
with the "National Guardian" or the
National Committee to Secure Justice
in the Rosenberg Case. The files of
the New York Office contain no infor-
mation concerning subject. Confidential
Informants do not know the subject.

3o/^/fiurr
" 0 *- c -

9L

DETAILS

:

Confidential Informant T-l, of unknown reliability,
had previously reported that subject was supposed to be a member of
the National Committee of the newsletter, "Retort". Later, the same
informant reported that "Retort" was not to be .published, but that
articles outlining the case of JULIUS and ETHEwfKLSENHERG had been
appearing in the newspaper, "The National Guardian", “which is pub-
lished at 17 Murray Street, New York City. Informant stated that
he had no knowledge that subject was assisting in the preparation of
these articles and had no knowledge that subject was a member of the
National Committee, as above stated. qL

On December 31# 1951# the National Committee to
Secure Justice in the Rosenberg Case issued a press release showing
its headquarters as 246 Fifth Avenue, New York City. The press
release reads in part as follows:

DO NOT wnra IN THEM STAC

COPIES

<§)- Bureau (lOS-lS^^
2
/
960 "-

3 - Hew York (105-2994)
H* 1 1955

J1*

/'WlWi-W • A.

SDEXED - 157

MEHCV^T^Vmic/LOANEo!
C0IIFIDE,,T,Al ,EP0"T A*° IT* WHTERT8 ARE LOANED TO YOU BY THE FBI AND ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE OF

s. eevcsMBuir p*urnns ernes

SEC U..H LJLY INFORMATION - CONFIDENTIAL
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BURIEAA of investigation
SECURITY INFORMATION - CON^I

** WASHINGTON FIELD
•' '

MADE I REPORT MADK BY

JOHN J. MORRIS JJM:MOO

CHARACTER OF CASE

NTERNAL SECURITY - R

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS: \

, J) KONSTANTIN GRIGORIEVICH FEDOSEEV, bowT
: [

May 11, 1917, Pen7&, USSR, studied in 'an
* I institution of foreign languages in
\ I i Leningrad, USSR from 1935 to 1939

.

FED03E3V previously i

1940 to May 7, 1946
FtotMu/wreiMBrJ

Description o laiBfMlNqrawsw^

-
. s^s <

ftii/+
DESTROYED f,t

f

1960 1 31 '

/yViv COPIES OP THIS REPORT
yiureau (105-15978)
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j)ETAILS : AT WASHINGTON. D. C

,

BASIS FOR INVESTIGATION (se«!et

Confidential Informant T-l, of known rellabillt

3$ I

.ml

During the early
Confidential informant of unknown reliability, advised

that ZUBILIK was a general of the 'NRVD and head of the Soviet
secret police in the U. So Confidential Informant T-6, of un-
known reliability, has advised that JTJLIUS^OSENBERG, convicted
Soviet espionage egent presently under dea'th sentence, told him
that one of ROSENBERG • s contacts in the Soviet Embassy was married

Snclish school teacher®

It is to be noted that KONSTANTIN G. FEBDSEEV is
the husband of NOpA N
Informant T-l|jHI
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: Beginning in August 1951 the 'National Guardian” commenced

iSP series of articles on the ROSENBERG case* These articles were
iprritten by WILLIAM A. REUBEN, special writer.

* In the issue of October 10, 1951, there was an announce-
ment that "last week, formation began of a national committee to
secure justice for the ROSENBERGS. WILLIAM A. REUBEN, noted author
of the Guardian series in the case will act as Provisional Chairman.
Formation of this committee was stimulated by the Guardian series
on the case and at the Guardian’s suggestion, every effort will
be made to enlist the committee from among rank and file people
who $re concerned over the case.”

On January 3* 1952 the National Committee to Secure
Justice in the Rosenberg case was formed with offices at 21+6 Fifth
Avenue, New York City. JOSEPH BRA ININ was named as National
Chairman. In announcing the committee’s formation Mr. BRAIN IN
said, "This case has attracted world-wide attention because of many
unexplained contradictions in the Government’ s case and because
of the severity of the sentence and the leniency shown to such
confessed traitors as AXIS SALLY, TOKYO ROSS and others. In this
connection the fact that Judge and Prosecutor both were Jewish
has led to fear3wthat they surrendered to the MC CARTHY-like
hysteria of the day. It Is significant that none of /the Jurors
was Jewish, although one third of New York’s population where the
trial took place is of Jewish background. The committee's
statement calls attention to the fact that the death sentence
against the ROSENBERGS had raised fears in the leading Jewish
press and other newspapers that the ROSENBERGS were ’victims of
religious bigotry'”.

The "Worker" for January 20, 1952, on page ij., column 1,
section 2, carries an article entitled, "Anti-semitism of the
ROSENBERGS" by LOUIS HARAP* The sub-title reads, "Was the death
sentence imposed on JULIUS and ETHEL ROSENBERG caused in part by
anti-semitism - Judge KAUFMAN’S actions and words in the atom
bomb spy trial spell danger". The article reads as follow in
part;

"A lowering cloud,, of anti-Semitism hangs over the death
jfintence of JULIUS__and ETHEUfTW) GENRERG for alleged atomic

f
pionage. Many people - not "Jews alone - feel uneasy about it.
e pronouncements of presiding Judge IRVING KAUFMAN at the

- 9 -
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^slhtencing were especially disquieting and aroused sharp criticism
in Jewish circles.

"There is no doubt that behind this uneasyness that
pervaded the Jewish communisty, was the feeling that somehow
anit-Semitism had operated. The country had had trials of a
number of confessed traitors like AXIS SALLY and others. A
number of alleged atomic spies were deemed more important than
the ROSENBERGS, yet no one had received the death sentence until
two East Side Jews were tried,. Why?"

It is noted that DAVID GREENGLASS and his wife RUTH
GREENGLASS have stated that they were recruited into a Soviet
espionage apparatus by JULIUS ROSENBERG, brother-in-law of DAVID
GREENBLASS. DAVID GREENGLASS is presently serving a fifteen-year
sentence at the Lewisburg Penitentiary for transmitting certain
classified data relating to the atomic bomb project at Los Alamos*
New Mexico tj> HARRY GOLD, a confessed Soviet spy, now serving
a thirty-year sentence for espionage.

On April 6, 1951, JULIUS ROSENBERG and his wife ETHEL
received the death penalty in the Federal Court of the Southern
District of New York for conspiracy to commit espionage against
the U.S. MORTON SOBELL was sentenced to thirty years in connection
with the same case.

Concerning the "Dally Worker", and "Worker", it is
noted that the Publishers New Press, Inc., publishes the "Uaily
Worker" and the "Worker", these being the daily and Sunday editions
of an East Coast Communist newspaper.

The Publishers New Press, Inc., was formerly known as
Freedom of the Press, Inc.

Concerning the ’National Guardian", it is noted that the
1914-9 report of the California Committee on Un-American Activities
cited the "National Guardian" as a ’publication launched in New
Jfork in 1948 aiming at national circulation, which they found
from its inception, notoriously Stalinist in its staff, writers,
management and content."

10
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i control of the Communist Party:

Freedom of the Press, Inc., ("Worker” and "Daily
Worker"); Horning Freiheit Association ("Morning
Freihoit" and "Jewish Life" ); Workers Book Shop;
Wholesale Book Corp.; F & D Printing Co.; 12th -

13th Realty Corp.; CP - USA; CP - New York State;
and CP - New York County.

It is noted that the Communist Party has been declared
by the Attorney General to come within the purview of Executive
Order 9035*

In connection with the activities of the subject it
has been noted that according to an article in the "D-ily Worker"
dated January 17, 1952, V/ILL IAM REUBEN was scheduled to appear
at the American Labor Party, 28 Greenwich Avenue, New York City,
New York, at 8:30 PM on that date. JFhe article captioned, "What's
Onl", advised that REUBEN would talk on "The Untold Story of
JULIUS and ETHEL ROSENBERG."

An article appearing in the "Worker", dated February 24 ,

1952, disclosed that WILLIAM REUBEN would discuss the inside story
of "The ROSENBERG Case", on that date at 8:30 PM at 154 West
Tremont Avenue, Bronx, which talk would be sponsored by the
Third A.D. of the ALP.

An article in the "Daily WorKer" dated March 20, 1952,

£ captioned, "Speaks Tonight on ROSENBERG case", disclosed that

||WILLIAM REUBEN, journalist, would speak on that date on the
IpRQSBNBERG case at a meeting of the Sixth South A.D. of the ALP
~ Club at 93 Avenue B» New York City.

- 12 -
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It is noted that concerning the ALP, the following
jort dated March 29, 1941j., page 78, was made by the Special

Committee on Un-American Activities:

"./meric an Labor Party

"1, For years, the Communists have put forth the
greatest efforts to capture the entire American
Labor Party throughout New York State, They
succeeded in capturing the Manhattan and
Brooklyn sections of the American Labor Party
but outside Of New York City they have been
unable to win control,"

"2, Among organizations that are victims of
Communist domination,"

In an article appearing in the- "National Guardian"
dated January 23, 1952, captioned, "Hear ROSENBERG Defense
Story", disclosed that WILLIAM REUBEN was to be a speaker on
February 6, 1952 at the Temple Judea, 1227 South Independence
Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois,

An article appearing in the "National Guardian",
dated March 12, 1952, Captioned, "Hear WILLIAM A. REUBEN",
disclosed that REUBEN, of. the "Committee to Secure Justice in
the RoSanberfg Case”, was scheduled to speak on "What Can Be
Done To Save JULIUS and ETHEL ROSENBERG", on Monday March 17,
1952 at the Inspiration House, 1867 Kalorama Road, Northwest,
Washington, D.C., Progressive Party of D.C.

According to the Informants, the featured speaker
:feof the evening was WILLIAM It EUBEN , Correspondent for the "National

^Guardian" , who attempted to discredit the U.S. Government's
Wcase against JULIUS and ETHEL ROSENBERG, convicted Soviet
'* espionage agents.

- 13 -
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««« n n a
S speech, according to the Informants, closelyparalleled his pamphlet entitled, "To Secure Justice in the

Rosenberg Case , copies of which were distributed at the meeting.
The Informants also noted that REUBEN declared that a ROSENBERGCommittee would bo formed in Cleveland to procure funds to
assist in the defense of the ROSENBERGS; however. Informants saidthey have noted no activity in this regard to date.

The Informants stated that approximately thirty peoplewere in attendance and approximately id.0i.00 were collected tohelp defray REUBEN'S travel e xpensos

.

The "Cleveland Plain Dealer" a daily metropolitan
newspaper in Cleveland, Ohio, in its issue February 14, 1952carried an article indicating that REUBEN termed the convictionof the R0SENBERGS G3 absolute nonsense and a sly furor, "cooked un"to justify continued military expenditures.

cooxea up

- 14 -
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It is noted that the International Workers Order
has been cited by the Attorney General as coming within the
purview of Executive Order 983 5 •

(,7c

’m

f
An article appearing in the "Morning Frelheit"

,

dated March 8, 1952, announced that the National Committee to
JSeCure Justice in the Rosenberg Case had announced on March 7,
iL952atttio protest meeting on the ROSENBERG case, scheduled for

- 15 -
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£March 12, 1952 at the Pythian Hall, 135 West 70 Street, Now York
City, New York, famous personalities will attend and will show
why the RCSENBERGS are entitled to a new trial and why they must
fight the attempt to execute them. The article indicated that
WILLIAM REUBEN, a famous journalist, would appear at the meeting
as one of the speakers.

Concerning the "Morning Freiheit", the following is
noted .by the Special Committee on Un-American Activities, in its
report of March 29, 19M*> page 75:

"The Freiheit has been one of the rankest organs of
Communist propaganda in this country for almost a quarter of
a century."

Accor'-

ow ROSENBERG meeting asks President consent to new trial.'
Endorses Amicus to Supreme Court", read in part, "WILLIAM REUBEN,
a crusading journalist, whose articles on the case stirred
world-wide interest" was a speaker among others. The press release
remarked that close to two thousand New Yorkers, five hundred
of them addressed in the street because of a lack of space, came
to the Pythian Hall, 135 West 70 Street, on March 12, 1952 at

8PM for a meeting on "The Truth in the Rosenberg Case". The
press release stated that the meeting, the first large gathering
on this issue and one of the scores of large meetings held
recently in jnany parts of this country, was greeted by telegrams
of support from a numer of cities, unions, prominent individuals
and groups in Great Britain, Puerto Rico, Canada, Mexico and
other lands. The release stated that the meeting unanimously

^Adopted the r esolution to President TRUMAN, calling upon him to
^direct the United States Attorney to consent to a new trial for
Athe ROSENBERGS and MORTOW^SCBELL

- 16 -



Confidential Informant T-17, of known reliability,
furnished on March 19, 1952, information concerning the mass
meeting on ’’The Truth About the Rosenberg Case”, held at
Pythian Hall, New York City, on March 12, 1952. The Informant
advised that some 800 people attended this meeting and that the
chairman of the meeting, JOSERH^BRAININ, had announced that a
few hundred people were turned away becuase of lack of space.
The Informant stated that WILLIAM REUBEN, writer for the^BHatlonal
Guardian” had appeared as a speaker and had stated that tne
ROSENBERGS and MORTON SOBELL Were convicted not because of
espionage but for ’’political Unorthodoxy”. Informant said
that according to REUBENS statements, the Government was to
call 118 witnesses but that they had not produced one witness
of real importance. REUBEN said that they had produced one
witness, ELIZABETH BENTLEY, who earns large suras of money as
a paid Government witness and that she had admittedly not
attended a CB meeting for fifteen years and had never read the
constitution of the CP. According to the Informant, REUBEN
continued that "some 200 FB'L agents were searching for evidence
against the defendants. The> were able to produce this remarkable
evidence against the defendants t fhey found in the ROSENBERG
apartment, an old collection pan of the Joint Anti-facist
Refugee Committee and a nominating petition signed by ETHEL
ROSENBERG for PETE«CA0CHIONE" • REUBEN stated that on "this kind
of evidence the ROSENBERGS were convicted and sentenced to death”.

REUBEN Is also reported to have said that "the
ROSENBERGS are victims of the cold war, of the forces which
are trying to plunge humanity into chaos and facism".

This Informant was recontacted on June 27, 1952;
however, he was unable to furnish any additional information
concerning the subject.

An article entitled, "Rosenberg case expert due in
Francisco" appeared in the "Daily People’s World Newspaper"

i|n April 21, 1952, on page 6, column 5, which reported that
WILLIAM A. REU3EN, former Public Relations Director for the
American Civil Liberties Union, and presently a writer for the
"National Guardian", was to speak at the American Friends Hall,
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1030 Sutter Street, San Francisco, California, on April 27 >

1952. The article reported that this meeting was to be held
under the auspices of the recently organized San Francisco
Provisional Committee to Secure Justice for ETHEL and JULIUS
ROSENBERG, which committee recently established headquarters
at 760 Hayes Street, San Francisco, California. The article
further reported that according to the announcement of the
meeting by the committee, it was declared that only public - *

opinion could save the ROSENBSRGS from execution.

The following is noted concerning the "Daily People's
World”* by the Special Committee on Un-American Activities, Report
19U8, page 49:

"The official organ of the Communist Party on the
west coast"
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27ie book, "The Atom Spy Hoax," by Wtlltam A • 'Reuben*,. <?&&

1955, was bent to the Bureau by^KK&^Vf 77

/
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__ -By memorandum 2*17-55» froi
chola tolir. Tolson, it was recommended the Domestic Intelligence

Division review this book and a determination of further action
to be taken would be made in the event the book arouses interest

\fhroughout the country• Reuben teas the author of a series of
articles in the "National Guardian" on the Rosenberg espionage case,
charging the case was a "political frame-op" and was temporary

If
}

jehairman of the National Committee to Secure Justice in the
lj|Rosenberg case . The book claims there are no atomic secrets to

'

.be stolen, and the only secret of the bomb was that it could be
detonated, which secret was revealed when the first bomb exploded.
Reuben Reviews a series of cases beginning with the Canadian

Oj
1

spy case-resulting from the defection of Igor Gouzenko, code clerk.
Soviet^ Embassy, Ottawa, Canada, in 1946, UP to the Rosenberg case

u

Jn 1950-53* A review includes cases involving Lieutenant
Nicolai Redin, Edward Condon, Arthur Adams, 11 Communists, Alger
Hiss, JUdith Coplon, Klaus Fuchs, Harry Gold, and the Rosenberg
\network• He contends these cases were part of a plan to support
[the decision of the United States Government not to share atomic
[knowledge with Russia and to perpetrate, a cold war with Russia .

jReuben attemptm to analyze the above oases from selected newg : »^v

.articles and partial excerpts from trials to show the defendants
jwere not guiltuh He includes the Bureau as part of the Government
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t "plot* to Croat* a 'Soviet atom spy0 for political purposes,

iffrences to the FBI are not .*!**•

/ the FBI* * naturally, fly
-

forton Sobell were t™>c*nt iZ it wuld be

b/rtuaJiy
'the^/irlt aru^OTily legTl proof for the theete
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^
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*Communist* " - "Spiy z Traitors*
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This memorandum should be referred to Mr. NJchol*J
n

any interest throughout the country

.

^BBTAILSt ;

The attached book, 0The Atom Spy Hoax, "written by
^ .

William

arouses interest throughout the country. Reuben is the person who

\ZZh£ld a series of articles on the Rosenberg esptonage case

I%)?h %jZaZd in the National Guardian, 0 charging the case was

„»Z!littioai frame-up. 0 Reuben later was temporary chairman of

the^ational Committee to Secure Justice in the Rosenberg Case

.

The major theme of this book is that there are no atomic

!£* ** *£* iftnadian
uwstijatfon in 1946 rtsuiting from ths dtfeptim o//go.r S

]™i
x
i
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ii lmr-ir of ths Soviet Xmbassy at Ottawa, panada. He includes

s/i^tjf7t m77tat Bsdtn, SdJafil Canton. Arthur Adam,,
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jM Communists, Judith Coplon, Alger Etas, Klaus Fuchs, Harry Gold,
Alfred Dean Slack, Abraham Brothman - Miriam Moscowttz and the
Julius Boaenberg espionage cases. Reuben claims all of these cases
were part of a destqn to support the decision of the United States
government not to share atomic knowledge with Russia and were
designed to keep the United States in a state of cold war with
'Russia. Reuben attempts to analyze each of the above cases and
to point out defects in the Government case to show the defendants
were really not guilty. As an example, the greater part of his
discussion of the Alger Hiss case is devoted to a summation of the
arguments made by Hiss in a motion for a new trial , and a complete
acceptance of the allegations of Hiss as true. In his discussion
of the Fuchs - Gold - Rosenberg cases, he analyzes certain
newspaper articles and comes to the conclusion there was no
connection between these cases since no proof was offered at the
trtal showing such connection. As an example, he states since
no proof was offered showing that Harry Gold identified David
Greenglass before the datp of the trial, therefore, the Government
had nothing but his own admtssions on Greenglass.

Throughout the book, Reuben imputes to the Bureau a part
in hts alleged plan to assist the Government in creating a "Soviet
atom spy" for political purposes. Be accuses the Director and

I

then Attorney General Clark of sending out a stream of anti-
communist pronouncements, press releases, reports, statements,
and magazine articles "for which remuneration is measured by
quantity', not quality or accuracy..." (page 153) In a discussion
of the Judith Coplon case, Reuben states her conviction on the
Washington trial xuxs invalidated "because of wholesale illegal
activities on the part of FBI..." (page 169) In discussing the
Fuchs case, Reuben concludes the Brtttsh authorities had no evidence
other than Fuch*s own admission because the source of the information
was never revealed, (page 224-25)

Reuben also claims the press release by the
Dtrector and Attorney General McGrath given at the arrest of
Rosenberg contained a statement that Rosenberg gave Greenglass
money to flee the United Spates, and that this information had not
been furnished by Greenglass to the FBI at that time. From this
Reuben draws the inference that Greenglass lied when he testified.
:

Ro substantiate this, he quotes *a portion of the ctoss-examination
’Af Greenglass during the trial of the Rosenberg case in which
-0reenglaas states he did not put into hts statement given on the
night of hts arrest anything about receiving $1,000 from Rosenberg
in 1950. However, Reuben fails to include the next guest ton asked

-J-



by the court during the trtal which woe "but you had told then
.m^idtoout it"? to which Greenglass replied, "I had told then about it.

"

Pge 395) This te an illustration of Reuben *8 type of reporting,
f truths and using only that portion of offtotal records which
desires to use.

Reuben clains that if the Rosenbergs and Morton Sobell
had fabricated a story admitting thetr guilt, it would have been
virtually tnposstble to discover the lie. He states a confession
by Rosenberg would have provided the "first and only legal proof
for the thesis that J. Edgar Hoover has been seeking for three
decades to have Americans accept t that "Communists" ^ "Spies" ^
"Traitors." (page 402)
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IDENTIFICATION OF BERNARD SCHUSTER

i i™i?~noted that a11 tlie sources iriSLicated below
!
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TP fey the name of BERNARD>ffiESTER

, whichis the name he was best known by in Communist Party^circles:
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